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Abstract 
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) utilize the inverse piezoelectric effect to generate fine 
displacement with a resolution down to sub-nanometers and as such, they have been widely used 
in various micro- and nanopositioning applications. However, the modeling and control of PEAs 
have proven to be challenging tasks. The main difficulties lie in the existence of various 
nonlinear or difficult-to-model effects in PEAs, such as hysteresis, creep, and distributive 
vibration dynamics. Such effects can seriously degrade the PEA tracking control performances or 
even lead to instability. This raises a great need to model and control PEAs for improved 
performance. This research is aimed at developing novel models for PEAs and on this basis, 
developing model-based control schemes for the PEA tracking control taking into account the 
aforementioned nonlinear effects. 
 In the first part of this research, a model of a PEA for the effects of hysteresis, creep, and 
vibration dynamics was developed. Notably, the widely-used Preisach hysteresis model cannot 
represent the one-sided hysteresis of PEAs. To overcome this shortcoming, a rate-independent 
hysteresis model based on a novel hysteresis operator modified from the Preisach hysteresis 
operator was developed, which was then integrated with the models of creep and vibration 
dynamics to form a comprehensive model for PEAs. For its validation, experiments were carried 
out on a commercially-available PEA and the results obtained agreed with those from model 
simulations.  
 By taking into account the linear dynamics and hysteretic behavior of the PEA as well as the 
presliding friction between the moveable platform and the end-effector, a model of the 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip (PDSS) actuator was also developed in the first part of the 
research. The effectiveness of the developed model was illustrated by the experiments on the 
PDSS actuator prototyped in the author's lab. 
 III
 In the second part of the research, control schemes were developed based on the 
aforementioned PEA models for tracking control of PEAs. Firstly, a novel PID-based sliding 
mode (PIDSM) controller was developed. The rational behind the use of a sliding mode (SM) 
control is that the SM control can effectively suppress the effects of matched uncertainties, while 
the PEA hysteresis, creep, and external load can be represented by a lumped matched uncertainty 
based on the developed model. To solve the chattering and steady-state problems, associated with 
the ideal SM control and the SM control with boundary layer (SMCBL), the novel PIDSM 
control developed in the present study replaces the switching control term in the ideal SM 
control schemes with a PID regulator. Experiments were carried out on a commercially-available 
PEA and the results obtained illustrate the effectiveness of the PIDSM controller, and its 
superiorities over other schemes of PID control, ideal SM control, and the SMCBL in terms of 
steady state error elimination, chattering suppression, and tracking error suppression. 
 Secondly, a PIDSM observer was also developed based on the model of PEAs to provide the 
PIDSM controller with state estimates of the PEA. And the PIDSM controller and the PIDSM 
observer were combined to form an integrated control scheme (PIDSM observer-controller or 
PIDSMOC) for PEAs. The effectiveness of the PIDSM observer and the PIDSMOC were also 
validated experimentally. The superiority of the PIDSMOC over the PIDSM controller with σ-β 
filter control scheme was also analyzed and demonstrated experimentally. 
 The significance of this research lies in the development of novel models for PEAs and 
PDSS actuators, which can be of great help in the design and control of such actuators. Also, the 
development of the PIDSM controller, the PIDSM observer, and their integrated form, i.e.,  
PIDSMOC, enables the improved performance of tracking control of PEAs with the presence of  
various nonlinear or difficult-to-model effects. 
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1 Introduction and Objectives 
1.1 Introduction 
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) utilize the inverse piezoelectric effect of piezoelectric 
materials to generate forces and displacements. By applying electric charges to a piece of 
piezoelectric material (usually by means of an electric voltage), a stress can be generated, 
resulting in an actuating force. This actuating force combining with the external force exerted on 
the piezoelectric material will cause the piezoelectric material to deform, i.e. generating a 
displacement. PEAs are characterized by large actuating force (e.g. a few hundred N) and fine 
displacement resolution (sub-nanometer), hence they have been widely used in micro- and 
nanopositioning applications. A PEA typically includes a piezoelectric element, an end-effector, 
and flexible hinges that connect the end-effector to the base, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. 
The end-effector provides a platform for mounting any equipment that requires position 
manipulation. And the use of flexible hinges eliminates the involvement of friction in the 
structure. 
 
Modeling and control of PEAs remain to be challenging tasks. This is mainly due to the fact 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic of a PEA. u(t) is the input voltage, y(t) is the output displacement, and fe(t) is the 
external load. 
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that the actuating force and the resulting displacement of PEAs are subject to several nonlinear 
or difficult-to-model effects including hysteresis, creep, distributive vibration dynamics, and 
external forces. Such effects may degrade the positioning performance of the PEA or even induce 
instability. Hysteresis is a kind of memory effect, which is nonlinear and modeled as either 
rate-independent or rate-dependent. The relationship between the input voltage to the PEA and 
the resulting actuating force are typically modeled as a rate-independent hysteresis. Creep is the 
phenomenon that the output displacement of the PEA changes (slowly increases or decreases) 
over a long time period as the input voltage to the PEA is kept constant. It is usually treated as a 
mechanical property rather than an electro-mechanical property of the piezoelectric material. The 
distributive vibration dynamics is due to the distributive nature of the piezoelectric material. The 
external force is the PEA load, which varies depending on applications and/or tasks. Since the 
performance of the classical non-model-based control schemes such as PID applied to such a 
system are shown to be unsatisfactory, as discussed in Chapter 5, it is of great desire to develop 
models that take into account the aforementioned effects to represent the PEA performance and 
on this basis, to develop model-based control schemes for its improved performance. 
A number of modeling and control schemes for PEAs have been developed and reported in 
the literature, which are presented in Chapter 2 with details. In various models, the decoupled 
structure is quite common, in which the aforementioned effects of a PEA are modeled by 
individual sub-models and these sub-models are then combined together in a certain way to form 
one model for the PEA. The popularity of the decoupled structure models is due to their 
flexibility and accuracy. For the control of PEA, schemes based on sliding mode (SM) have 
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drawn considerable attention since they are highly robust against matched uncertainties in the 
plant while the aforementioned nonlinear or difficult-to-model effects of PEAs can be treated as 
matched uncertainties. 
The issues associated with these models and control scheme are briefly discussed here, with 
more details presented in Chapter 2. Firstly, the widely used Preisach hysteresis model fails to 
represent the one-sided hysteresis behavior of PEAs if driven by non-negative input voltages 
(which is typical for PEA positioning application). Secondly, there are chattering problem and 
steady state error problem associated with the existing SM control schemes such as the ideal SM 
control and the sliding mode control with boundary layer (SMCBL), which is highly undesirable 
in positioning applications. Thirdly, the SM based control schemes for PEA controls usually 
involve the feedback of states, which are typically estimated by means of state observers. 
However, the existing state observers usually do not provide satisfactory performance in such 
applications or even not applicable since the PEA models do not satisfy the observer matching 
condition. This research addresses these issues by developing novel models and control schemes 
for PEAs. Also performed in this research is to develop a model for the PEA-driven stick-slip 
(PDSS) actuators. The PDSS actuator is one employing a PEA to drive a moveable platform, 
which in turn drives an end-effector placed on it in a stick-slip style through friction. As such, the 
end-effector can reach an extended range of displacement while the fine resolution of PEAs is 
preserved. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The aim of this research work is to carry out a comprehensive study on the modeling and 
control of one-degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) PEAs. In particular, three specific objectives are set 
in this research. 
The first objective is to develop a model to represent the PDSS actuator, specifically the 
displacement of its end-effector. Based on the developed model, the effects of different 
properties of the input voltage (e.g. magnitude and frequency) and the end-effector mass on the 
PDSS displacement are to be investigated. 
The second objective is to develop a novel model for the PEA hysteresis based on the 
modified Preisach hysteresis operator and on this basis, to integrate the hysteresis model with the 
models of creep and vibration dynamics to form one model for the PEA performance.   
The third objective is to develop novel control schemes based on the PEA model developed 
in the second objective for the tracking control of PEAs. Specifically, a novel PID-based sliding 
mode (PIDSM) controller and a novel PIDSM observer will be developed, in which the 
switching control term in SM control is replaced with a PID regulator; and then they will be 
integrated to form a new control scheme called PIDSM observer-controller (PIDSMOC) for PEA 
control. 
The above models and control schemes developed in the present research will be 
experimentally validated on a commercially-available PEA (P-753, Physik Instrumente). 
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1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is comprised of eight chapters. Besides this chapter, it includes six 
manuscripts, followed by the conclusions drawn from this research. 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the modeling and control techniques of PEAs with 
their advantages and disadvantages discussed. 
Chapter 3 describes the modeling of PDSS actuators. In particular, the cascade of a Preisach 
hysteresis model and a linear second-order system is used to represent the dynamics of the 
moveable platform. A modified elastoplastic friction model is used to account for the 
end-effector-mass-dependent friction between the movable platform and the end-effector. Finally, 
the dynamics of the end-effector is modeled by Newton’s second law and its effectiveness is 
verified experimentally. 
Chapter 4 deals with the modeling of the one-sided hysteresis behavior of PEAs. Particularly, 
a novel hysteresis operator modified from the Preisach hysteresis by adding a second lower 
saturation value is proposed and on this basis, a rate-independent hysteresis model and a 
rate-dependent hysteresis model are developed. The effectiveness of the models is verified by 
comparing the experimental and simulation results. An algorithm for inverting the 
rate-independent hysteresis model is also developed and open/closed loop control experiments 
are performed on a PEA to show its effectiveness. 
Chapter 5 presents a comprehensive model of PEAs that incorporates the rate-independent 
hysteresis model developed in Chapter 4 and the models of vibration dynamics and creep. 
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Comparisons between the experimental and simulation results show the effectiveness of the 
developed model. 
Chapter 6 presents the development of a PIDSM controller for tracking control of PEAs. The 
PIDSM controller replaces the switching control term in the ideal SM controllers with a PID 
regulator, such that the chattering problem related to the ideal SM controllers and the steady-state 
error problem related to the SMCBL schemes can be solved. The stability analysis of the 
closed-loop system was presented. The effectiveness of the PIDSM controller developed and its 
superiority over the PID, ideal SM, and SMCBL schemes are verified experimentally. 
Chapter 7 presents the development of a PIDSM observer for the PEA state estimation and 
the integration of the PIDSM controller with the PIDSM observer to form a PDSMOC for 
tracking control of PEAs. The PIDSM observer replaces the switching term in a conventional 
SM observer with a PID regulator, such that the resulting observer can be applied to the model of 
PEAs developed in Chapter 5, which does not satisfy the observer matching condition. The 
construction of the PDSMOC follows with the stability of the closed-loop system analyzed. The 
effectiveness of the PIDSM observer and the PIDSMOC, and the superiority of the PIDSMOC 
over the PIDSM controller with σ-β filter scheme developed in Chapter 6 are verified 
experimentally. 
Chapter 8 presents the conclusions drawn from this research. This is followed by suggestions 
and recommendations for possible future work. 
 7
1.4 Contribution of the Primary Investigator 
All papers are co-authored; however it is mutual understanding of the authors that Jingyang 
Peng, as the first author, is the primary investigator of the research work. The contributions of 
other authors are limited to an advisory and editorial capacity and they are acknowledged. 
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2 A Survey of Modeling and Control of Piezoelectric Actuators 
2.1 Introduction and Objectives 
This manuscript presents a review on the existing modeling and control techniques for PEAs. 
Particularly, the methods for modeling hysteresis, creep, and vibration dynamics in PEAs are 
discussed along with the model structures that integrate such models into comprehensive models 
of PEAs. Discussed are also various control schemes developed for PEAs. This is a critical step 
in understanding the current challenges in modeling and control of PEAs and establishing the 
objectives of this research work. 
2.2 Justification of the Research 
PEAs have been widely used in micro- and nano-positioning applications. In despite of its 
various advantages, the modeling and control of PEAs has proven to be a challenging task. The 
related issues concerned in this dissertation are discussed as follows. 
There are two issues in the literatures regarding to the modeling of PDSS actuators. One 
issue is the influence of PEA nonlinearities such as hysteresis on the performance of the 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator, which has not been reported in the literature. The second 
issue is the effect of the end-effector mass on the performance of the stick-slip actuator. The first 
objective of this dissertation is to address these issues by presenting a comprehensive model 
representative of the dynamics of a PDSS actuator, especially, the dynamics of the displacement 
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of the end-effector. 
Also, in the literature, the modeling and control methods utilizing the Preisach hysteresis 
model (one of the most widely used hysteresis model) were shown to be incapable of 
representing the one-sided hysteresis behavior of PEAs, i.e. the hysteresis behaviors of PEAs 
when they are subject to unipolar (usually nonnegative) input voltages. Such one-sided hysteresis 
behavior is characterized by the existence of an initial ascending curve in additional to the 
hysteresis loops. Such incapability of the Preisach hysteresis model is due to the fact that the 
Preisach hysteresis operator has only one lower saturation value, making the resultant Preisach 
hysteresis model incapable of representing the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis loops 
simultaneously. So, the second objective of this dissertation is to develop hysteresis models 
which are capable of representing the one-sided hysteresis behavior of PEAs based on the 
Preisach hysteresis model. And then based on the new hysteresis models, a comprehensive model 
of PEAs is to be developed. By doing so, the accuracy of the model of PEAs can be greatly 
improved as the hysteresis being the primary nonlinearity in PEAs. More importantly, based on 
the developed model of PEAs, one can further develop model-based control schemes for tracking 
control of PEAs. 
Among various model-based tracking control schemes for PEAs, the use of SM-based 
techniques has shown to be very promising. However, there are two problems with the two most 
widely used SM-based control schemes, respectively, i.e. the chattering problem related to the 
ideal SM control and the steady state error related to the SMCBL method. Also, the conventional 
SM observers were found to be inapplicable to PEAs since the model of PEAs usually dose not 
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meet the observer matching condition. To address such problems, the third objective of this 
dissertation is to develop model-based control schemes for tracking control of PEAs, particularly, 
to develop a PIDSMOC which is composed of a PIDSM controller and a PIDSM observer for 
state estimation and control of PEAs. 
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A Survey of Modeling and Control of Piezoelectric Actuators 
J. Y. Peng and X. B. Chen 
 
Abstract 
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) have been widely used in micro- and nanopositioning applications due to 
their fine resolution, fast responses, and large actuating forces. However, the existence of nonlinearities 
such as hysteresis makes modeling and control of PEAs challenging. This paper reviews the recent 
achievements in modeling and control of piezoelectric actuators. Specifically, various methods for 
modeling linear and nonlinear behaviors of PEAs, including vibration dynamics, hysteresis, and creep, are 
examined; and the issues involved are identified. In the control of PEAs as applied to positioning, a review 
of various control schemes of both model-based and non-model-based is presented along with their 
limitations. The challenges associated with the control problem are also discussed. This paper concludes 
with the unresolved issues identified in modeling and control of PEAs for future research. 
Index Terms - Actuators, piezoelectric devices, servo control. 
 
1 Introduction 
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) and PEA-driven positioning systems have been widely used in the 
fields of micro- and nanopositioning such as atomic force microscopes [1-3], adaptive optics [4], computer 
components [5], machine tools [6], aviation [7], internal combustion engines [8], micromanipulators [9], 
and synchrotron-based imaging systems [10] due to their high displacement resolution (sub nanometer) and 
large actuating force (typically a few hundreds of N). PEA-driven positioning systems have also been 
developed with various configurations, for example, 1-degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) positioning systems 
with flexure hinge mechanisms [11,12], stick-slip actuators [13], multiple PEAs-driven inchworms [14], or 
walking actuators [15]; multi-DOF positioning systems with series mechanism [16], parallel mechanism 
[17], or stick-and-clamping actuators [18]. In all positioning control applications, the hysteresis and creep 
effects of PEAs have shown to be able to significantly degrade the system performance and even system 
stability [19]. For improvement, models are desirable to represent these effects and on this basis, tracking 
controllers can be designed and implemented to achieve desired positioning requirements. 
This paper reviews the modeling and control methods of PEAs in micro- and nanopositioning 
applications and some remaining issues to be solved, and is arranged as follows. Firstly, the working 
principles and behaviors of PEAs are briefly introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 various models and 
modeling techniques for PEAs are examined, along with their limitation; and in Section 4 various control 
schemes for PEAs are reviewed with associated challenges. Section 5 concludes with emerging issues 
identified in modeling and control of PEAs for future research.  
2 Piezoelectric actuators and their behaviors 
2.1 Working principles of piezoelectric actuators 
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PEAs utilize the converse piezoelectric effect of piezoelectric materials to generate displacement and 
force, i.e. a piece of piezoelectric material will be mechanically strained if subject to an electric field (by 
placing it into the electric field or applying voltages to its surfaces) [20]. This property is resulted from the 
microscopic structure of piezoelectric materials as explained in the following. Most piezoelectric materials 
used in PEAs, e.g. lead zirconate titanate, undergo a structural phase transition as its temperature drops 
through the so-called Curie temperature, during which their structurally and electrically symmetric cubic 
unit cells deform into structurally and electrically asymmetric tetragonal unit cells, resulting in spontaneous 
strain and polarization [21]. Groups of adjoining unit cells with uniformly oriented spontaneous 
polarization are called Weiss [20] or ferroelectric [21] domains. The directions of spontaneous polarization 
of different domains thus developed are random, so in this state the piezoelectric materials exhibit no 
overall piezoelectric behavior. To fabricate PEAs from such piezoelectric materials, they are further 
exposed to a strong electric field (106 to 107 V/m) at a temperature just below the Curie temperature, 
forcing the directions of spontaneous polarization of the domains to align with the electric field. Such 
alignment can be approximately preserved after the removal of the electric field. This process is referred to 
as poling [21,20]. After poling, due to the approximate alignment of the spontaneous polarization of the 
domains, the deformations of the domains in the direction of their respective spontaneous polarization 
resulting form the application of an voltage to the piece of piezoelectric material (which generates an 
electric field that either enhance or suppress the spontaneous polarization of the domains, causing their 
dimension to change in the direction of the spontaneous polarization) can accumulate and causes an overall 
deformation or displacement. Thus the piece of piezoelectric material now possesses overall piezoelectric 
property including the converse piezoelectric effect and can be used as a PEA [20]. 
2.2 Behavior of piezoelectric actuators 
In micro- and nanopositioning applications, typical behavior of PEA concerned include hysteresis, 
creep, and vibration dynamics. 
Hysteresis is the nonlinear dependence of a system not only on its current input but also on its past 
input. In PEAs, hysteresis exists in both the electric field (voltage)-polarization relationship and the electric 
field (voltage)-strain (deformation or displacement) relationship, with the latter being mostly concerned in 
micro- and nanopositioning, and it is caused by the nonlinearities in the converse piezoelectric effect of the 
unit cells and the switching and movement of domain walls [21]. According to [22], the relationship 
between the actuating force exerted on the PEA and the resulting displacement of the PEA is linear, as such 
the electric field (voltage)-strain (displacement) hysteresis can also be treated as the result of the 
voltage-internal actuating force hysteresis. 
The strain (deformation or displacement)-electric field (voltage) hysteresis, which is usually also the 
input-output hysteresis relationship, of a typical PEA is shown in Fig. 1(a). It can be seen in Fig. 1(a) that 
the hysteresis trajectory of a PEA can be treated as being composed of three types of components: (i) the 
major loop which is the hysteresis loop that spans the whole input (voltage) range, (ii) the minor loops 
which are the hysteresis loops that only span portions of the input range, and (iii) the initial ascending curve 
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which is the input-output trajectory traversed whenever the magnitude of the input applied to the PEA 
exceeds the maximum magnitude in the input history. 
Hysteresis in PEAs occurs in both relatively static operating conditions (i.e. with constant or slow 
varying input) and dynamic operating conditions (i.e. with fast varying input). If the influence of the rate of 
change of the input on the hysteresis can be ignored, then the hysteresis is referred to as rate-independent, 
otherwise rate-dependent. The latter is usually can also be treated as a combined effect of the 
rate-independent hysteresis and the vibration dynamics (discussed below). 
As hysteresis being the major nonlinearity of PEAs and possessing detrimental effects on the 
positioning accuracy and stability margins of feed-back control systems [23], compensation of hysteresis 
has always been a major concern in modeling and control of PEAs. 
 
Creep is the slow variation in the PEA displacement that occurs without any accompanying change in 
the input voltage [24] as shown in Fig. 1(b). It is caused by the same piezoelectric material properties as 
PEA hysteresis [20]. Being a slow and a small effect (on the order of 1 % of the last displacement per time 
decade [20]), creep is sometimes neglected in closed loop and high frequency operations, e.g. in [25,26]. 
However, for slow and open-loop operations of PEAs, creep must be considered to avoid large positioning 
error [27]. 
Finally, PEAs also exhibit linear vibration dynamics, which is the dynamic relationship between the 
total force exerted on a PEA and the displacement of the PEA, and it resembles a distributed parameter 
system as the mass of the PEA is not concentrated at certain points [22]. However, if the positioning 
mechanism attached to the PEA, which is usually much more massive than the PEA, is also taken into 
account, the resulting overall vibration dynamics will approach that of a lumped parameter system [28]. 
3 Modeling of piezoelectric actuators 
A large number of PEA models have been developed to mathematically represent the behaviors of 
PEAs mentioned in Section 2.2, and they can be generally classified into macroscopic models, which 
models a PEA as a whole, microscopic models, which models a PEA as a combination of a series of 
ferroelectric domains or discretized cells [21,29-39], and hybrid models, which combines the ideas behind 
these two categories has also been reported in [40]. Due to the requirement of using finite element methods, 
which is computationally expensive, to obtain the overall PEA behaviors, microscopic models and hybrid 
(a)                                        (b) 
Fig. 1 (a) Hysteresis of a PEA and (b) Creep of a PEA subject to a 30 V step input. 
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models are not suitable for the use in micro- and nanopositioning applications. As such, the following 
discussion only concerns macroscopic models. 
The linear electromechanical model reported in [41] is an early example of macroscopic PEA models. 
But it can represent neither the nonlinear behaviors (hysteresis and creep) nor the linear vibration dynamics 
in PEAs due to its linear and static nature. To solve this, various sub-models have been developed with each 
representing one or two of the linear/nonlinear behaviors of PEAs mentioned in Section 2.2, and then 
connected in appropriate manners to form (or used alone as) macroscopic PEA models. These sub-models, 
the methods of constructing macroscopic PEA models based on such sub-models, and the methods of 
inverting such sub-models for the use in model-based open-loop feedforward control of PEAs are reviewed 
as follows. 
3.1 Hysteresis sub-models 
3.1.1 Models for the major hysteresis loop 
At the early stage, hysteresis models were developed only to represent the major loop in the hysteresis 
trajectories of PEAs (refer to Fig. 1). For example, in [42] polynomials were used to represent the major 
loop. The Jiles-Atherton hysteresis model, which was initially developed for representing ferromagnetic 
hysteresis [43] and afterwards adopted for the ferroelectric hysteresis in piezoelectric materials [44], is also 
limited to represent the major loop [45]. The inability of such models to represent minor loops in the 
hysteresis curves of PEAs limits their applications. 
3.1.2 Rate-independent hysteresis models 
To model both the major loops and the minor loops in the hysteresis of PEAs without concerning the 
influence of the rate of change of the input, in other words, to model the rate-independent hysteresis of 
PEAs, both existing and newly developed rate-independent hysteresis models have been adopted. Among 
which the Preisach hysteresis model [46] and its modifications [47-58], the Prandtl-Ishlinskii (PI) hysteresis 
model [25,59-63], and the Maxwell resistive capacitor (MRC) model [64-67] are among the most widely 
used. These rate-independent hysteresis models are reviewed as follows. 
The Preisach hysteresis model represents the hysteresis by the combined effect of an infinite number 
of Preisach hysteresis operators ( )( )tuP ,, βαδ , as shown in Fig. 2. Two parameters are used to characterize 
a Preisach hysteresis operator: the up switching value α  and the down switching value β , with βα ≥ . 
Each operator has two saturation values: 0 and 1, and its contribution to the model output is adjusted by 
( )βαμ , , referred to as the Preisach weighting function. As such, the resulting Preisach hysteresis model is 
expressed as  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) βαβαδβαμ
βα
dd,,,∫∫
≥
= tutf PCPM                        (1) 
where )(tu  is the input and CPMtf )(  is the output of the hysteretic system [47]. To reduce the 
computational effort due to the involvement of the double integration, alternative expressions of the 
Preisach hysteresis model that only involves arithmetic operations have also been derived from Eq. (1) and 
the properties of the Preisach hysteresis operator [68,69]. 
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In PI hysteresis models, hysteresis is represented by the combined effect of a finite number of play or 
backlash operators as shown in Fig. 3. Following this idea, the expression of a PI hysteresis model 
involving n  play operators is given as 
( ) ( )( )∑
=
=
n
i
iiPI
PI turwtf
1
,,δ                            (2) 
 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 2 (a) Preisach hysteresis operator and (b) working principle of the Preisach hysteresis model: the 
sum of two hysteresis operators of different switching values as shown in (1) can represent a simple but
unsmooth hysteresis loop as shown in (2); by using the sum of an infinite number of hysteresis 
operators of different switching values, smooth hysteresis loops including both major and minor loops
can then be represented as shown in (3). 
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where PItf )(  is the model output; i  denotes the index of the play operator; iw  and ir  are the weight 
parameter and the threshold parameter of the i-th play operator, respectively. 
 
 Similar to the PI hysteresis model, the MRC hysteresis model represents the hysteresis by the 
combined effect of a finite number of elasto-slide elements or operators as shown in Fig. 4 [64]. Each 
elasto-slide element or operator (Fig. 4(a)(1)) is composed of (i) a mass sliding on a surface with a 
Coulomb friction Nμ , where μ  is the friction coefficient and N  is the normal force between the mass 
and the surface, and (ii) a spring of stiffness k  with one end connected to the mass whilst the 
displacement of the other end (the free end) )(tu  can be freely assigned and use as input to the elasto-slide 
element. As such, hysteresis relationship exists between the (input) displacement of the free end of the 
spring )(tu  and the resulting force in the spring ( )( )tuF , as can be seen in Fig. 4(a)(2). Connecting n  
elasto-slide elements as in Fig. 4(b), the resulting MRC hysteresis model or the relationship between the 
input displacement of the free ends of the springs )(tu  and the total force experienced at the free ends of 
the springs MRCtf )(  can be expressed as 
 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3 (a) Play operator and (b) working principle of the PI hysteresis model: the sum of two play
operators of different parameters as shown in (1) form a simple PI hysteresis model as shown in (2). 
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( ) ( )( )∑
=
=
n
i
i
MRC tuFtf
1
                               (3) 
where ( )( )tuFi  is the force in the spring of the i-th elasto-slide element induced by )(tu . 
 
3.1.3 Rate-dependent Preisach and PI hysteresis models 
The rate-independent hysteresis models discussed in Section 3.1.2 are only capable of representing the 
hysteretic behavior of a PEA in narrow (a few Hz) frequencies bands. In wide band applications where both 
hysteresis and vibration dynamics are significant, the rate-independent hysteresis models need either to be 
combined with vibration dynamics models or to be modified into rate-dependent hysteresis models to 
represent the behaviors of the PEA. In the literature, both the Preisach hysteresis model and the PI 
hysteresis model have been modified into rate-dependent hysteresis models. 
 In the rate-dependent Preisach hysteresis models, the Preisach weighting function ( )βαμ ,  are 
adjusted to account for the input-rate dependency by using rate-dependent multiplicative modifying factors 
[70,71] or neural network approaches [69]. In [70], the rate-dependent multiplicative modifying factor for 
adjusting ( )βαμ ,  is a function of (a) the average voltage input rate between two input extrema and (b) the 
variation of the voltage between two input extrema. Even though this model can effectively represent the 
PEA hysteresis up to 800 Hz, it requires the a priori knowledge of the input voltage waveform (at least to 
the next extremum), and thus being not applicable to conventional situations in which the future input 
voltage is unknown. To avoid this problem, in [71] a multiplicative modifying factor which depends only 
on the input-rate or the first derivative of the input voltage is used instead. However, the small differences 
between the input-rate at the input extrema at different input frequencies limits the model accuracy at 
       
(a)                                              (b) 
Fig. 4 (a) An elasto-slide element and its input-output relationship; (b) the physical interpretation of the 
MRC hysteresis model [63]. 
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higher input frequencies (the model is effective typically below 10 Hz). To achieve better accuracy (error of 
the model prediction being less than 5% of the maximum displacement of the PEA) in operations involving 
higher frequencies (~30 Hz), in [69] a neural network with rate-dependent output is used to account for the 
input-rate dependence of the Preisach weighting function. But the applicable frequency range remains low 
compared to the resonant frequencies of conventional PEAs (typically over 1 KHz). 
 Similarly, the rate-dependent PI hysteresis models, which are modified from the PI models by 
modeling the parameters as functions of the input rate, are also limited to represent low frequency (<30 Hz) 
PEA operations or the error becomes excessively high (over 10% of the peak-to-peak sinusoidal 
displacement of the PEA) [25,26]. 
 So, in conventional applications where the a priori knowledge of the input voltage is not available, the 
rate-dependent Preisach and the rate-dependent PI hysteresis models are both limited to represent PEA 
operations over frequency bands only slightly wider than the applicable frequency bands of the 
rate-independent models. 
3.1.4 Inverse Preisach and PI hysteresis models 
Inverse hysteresis models are essential to the model-inversion-based feedforward hysteresis 
compensation technique for PEAs. The inverses of the two most widely used hysteresis models, i.e. the 
Preisach hysteresis model and the PI hysteresis model, have been established by employing different 
methods in the literature.  
The Preisach hysteresis model cannot be inversed analytically; hence several methods of 
approximately inverting the Preisach hysteresis model have been developed instead [72]. Such approximate 
inverting methods can be classified into two categories.  
The first category involves directly identifying the Preisach hysteresis model inversely (using the 
measured plant output as the input to the Preisach hysteresis model while using the plant input as the output 
to the Preisach hysteresis model) [1,73,74] or directly identifying the inverses of some intermediate 
functions that constitute the alternative expressions of the Preisach hysteresis model and then expressing 
the inverse Preisach hysteresis model based on them [56,72]. The advantage of this category of methods is 
that the computational effort of the inverse Preisach hysteresis model is the same as the Preisach hysteresis 
model, not more. However, in applications that also require the Preisach hysteresis model in additional to 
the inverse one, a different parameter identification procedure has to be performed (assume without using 
iterative methods) since the former can not be analytically derived from the latter, and the two resulting 
models are not necessarily accurate inversions of each other due to the different model errors introduced in 
their respective parameter identification procedures. 
The second category involves iterative-algorithms-based methods [72], which find the input to an 
identified Preisach hysteresis model iteratively until the output of the hysteresis model converges to the 
desired value. Such methods are developed based on the contraction mapping principle, which are firstly 
proposed in [75] and [76], and they have been successfully applied to inverse the Preisach hysteresis 
modeled hysteresis in a magnetostrictive actuator [72] and a PEA [77]. The advantage of such methods is 
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that both the Preisach hysteresis model and the inverse one can be obtained via a single parameter 
identification procedure and the inversion can be highly accurate. However, the computational effort 
involved in the iterative-algorithms-based methods is generally much higher than that of calculating the 
Preisach hysteresis model output since the Preisach hysteresis model output needs to the calculated in each 
iteration. 
 The PI hysteresis model, in the contrary, can be inversed analytically, so good accuracy and low 
computational effort can be achieved simultaneously, making it much easier to implement than the inverse 
Preisach hysteresis models. The inversion algorithms for PI hysteresis models can be found, for example, in 
[63]. In [25,26] the inversion of the rate-dependent PI hysteresis model was also presented. In either case of 
rate-independent or rate-dependent, the PI hysteresis model inversion algorithms fail if the input frequency 
is so high that the rounding of the hysteresis loops due to phase lag introduced by other dynamics causes 
the hysteresis loading and unloading curves to be no longer monotonic. This problem was later solved in 
[78] by additional mappings to and back from a domain where the inversion of the rate-dependent PI 
hysteresis model always exists. 
3.1.5 Other hysteresis models 
Other hysteresis models, such as a first-order nonlinear differential equation model [79] and the 
Bouc-Wen hysteresis model [80-82] have also been used to model hysteresis in PEAs with promising 
results [22,83-85]. In [86], a non-linear auto-regressive moving average model with exogenous inputs 
(NARMAX) was employed to represent the hysteresis of a PEA. In [74] a hysteresis model was developed 
for PEAs by using a polynomial-based linear mapping strategy. In [87], a hysteresis model based on a new 
hysteresis operator, which in turn is based on two hyperbola functions, are developed for PEAs along with 
its inverse model. Such hysteresis models have not seen wide application mainly due to their high 
complexity but limited improvements on accuracy as compared to other widely used hysteresis models 
discussed before. 
3.2 Creep sub-models 
3.2.1 Frequently used creep models 
The creep response in a PEA has a logarithmic shape over time, so it is sometimes referred to as the 
Log(t)-type creep, and the nonlinear creep model given by Eq. (4) has been used to represent such creep 
behavior [88,89]. 
( ) ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+=
0
100 log1 t
tyty γ                               (4) 
where ( )ty  is the creep model output, 0y  is the creep output at 0t  after the static input voltage is 
applied, and γ  is a coefficient depending on the input voltage. The dependence of γ  on the input 
voltage and the unboundness of such a nonlinear creep model as 0→t  and +∞→t  pose difficulties in 
its implementation [19]. 
To avoid the problem of unboundness encountered in the nonlinear creep model Eq. (4) and to avoid 
the nonlinearity, a linear creep model was proposed as. 
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where the creep transfer function ( )sGc  is represented by the combined effects of cn  spring ( ik ) damper 
( ic ) systems [1,89]. Besides, an operator-based linear creep model was also reported in [60]. However, 
these linear creep models have linear and memory free equilibrium values, whist the actual equilibrium 
value of the creep effect of PEA exhibits hysteresis nonlinearity [90].  
To further solve the problems encountered in both the nonlinear and linear creep model above, the PI 
hysteresis model design approach was adopted in [63] to develop an operator-based nonlinear creep model, 
whose output is a weighted sum of the values of a series of elementary creep operators. 
3.2.2 Inverse creep models 
 Similar to the case of inverse hysteresis models, inverse creep models are essential in feedforward 
creep compensation. 
 While the analytic inversion of the nonlinear creep model was not mentioned in the literature, a 
method of feeding a voltage with an inverse Log(t)-type creep itself to a PEA to compensate for the creep in 
the output displacement was found to be effective [88]. 
 On the other hand, the inversion of the linear creep model (Eq. (5), not operator-based) is usually 
carried out together with the inversion of the vibration dynamics model since they can be combined into a 
single linear dynamics model. An optimal inversion approach, which minimizes a quadratic cost function 
representing the weighted sum of the input voltage energy and the output displacement error energy [91], 
can be used to inverse the combined vibration dynamics and creep model in [1]. Linear creep models can 
also be combined with hysteresis models and then inverted, e.g. via iterative methods [89]. 
 The inversion of the operator-based linear and nonlinear creep models together with other dynamics 
are reported in [60,63], respectively. 
3.3 Vibration dynamics sub-models 
3.3.1 Frequently used vibration dynamic models 
According to Section 2.2, for the consideration of accuracy, the vibration dynamics of a PEA should 
be modeled as a distributed linear system for a stand-alone PEA [22]. But for the convenience of practical 
uses, the vibration dynamics of a PEA and the attached positioning mechanism is often modeled as a whole 
as a single second-order system, as in [64,28,92,93], whilst higher order linear dynamical systems are only 
used in applications requiring higher level of accuracy [1]. Such lumped linear vibration dynamics models 
of PEAs are usually identified through fitting the measured frequency response of the PEA to that of a 
specific model structure by using a dynamic signal analyzer [1,94]. On the other hand, the axiomatic design 
method has also been used to find a higher order linear system representation of the vibration dynamics of a 
PEA with an attached positioning mechanism [95,96]. 
3.3.2 Inverse vibration dynamic models 
 Inverse vibration dynamics are usually used in open-loop feedforward control of PEAs, especially in 
the case of controlling piezoelectric tube actuators as in [1]. Methods for inverting the vibration dynamics 
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have been reviewed in Section 3.2.2. 
3.4 Model Structures 
 With different sub-models representing hysteresis, creep, and vibration dynamics of PEAs defined, 
macroscopic PEA models are constructed by connecting such sub-models according to certain model 
structures. There are two categories of model structures for macroscopic PEA models. 
In the first category, the behavior of a PEA, when subject to a voltage input and an external loading 
force, is decoupled into several effects such as rate-independent hysteresis, vibration dynamics, and creep 
based on physical laws. Such effects are then represented by individual sub-models and such sub-models 
are connected in various manners to form a comprehensive model of the PEA. 
The most well known model structure of PEAs belonging to this category is the electromechanical 
model proposed in [64], which is further refined in [22]. Fig. 5 shows the schematic representation of this 
model. 
 
There are 3 effects in Fig.5, namely (i) the hysteresis, H , between the charge in the PEA, q , and the 
resulting voltage, hu ; (ii) the electromechanical transducer, emT , converts the mechanical deformation of 
the PEA, y , into charge, pq  (inverse piezoelectric effect), and converts the voltage, pu , into an 
actuating force, pF  (piezoelectric effect); and (iii) the vibration dynamics, M , relating the deformation 
of the PEA, y , to the internal actuating force, pF , and the external load, eF . Other symbols in Fig. 5 
include peau , which is the voltage across the PEA, L , which is the original length of the PEA, and C , 
which is the capacitance of the PEA. The model can then be expressed as 
phpea uuu +=                                      (6) 
( )huHq =                                      (7) 
pp qCuq +=                                    (8) 
 
Fig. 5  Schematic representation of a electromechanical model of a PEA [22]. 
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yTq emp =                                      (9) 
pemp uTF =                                    (10) 
( )ep FFMy −=                                (11) 
The hysteresis effect, H , and the vibration dynamics, M , can be modeled by different kinds of 
sub-models. Specifically, H  is usually represented by rate-independent hysteresis models, e.g. the MRC 
model was used in [64] whist the first-order nonlinear differential equation model, which was firstly 
proposed in [79], was employed in [22]. The vibration dynamics, M , can be modeled by any models 
discussed in Section 2.1.3. It is noted that the use of this electromechanical model usually requires the 
measurements of the charge, q , in the PEA for model parameter estimation, which is difficult in practice. 
So this model is usually employed in applications that the relationship between peau  and pF , which is 
difficult to identify, can be approximated by a simple function (e.g. an affine function) with an error term as 
model uncertainties, such as in [92,93]. Also, creep is usually not considered in this electromechanical 
model [22,79] expect being treated as model uncertainties [92,93]. 
 Another model structure proposed in [1] models the relationship between peau  and pF  by a 
rate-independent hysteresis model directly, based on a conclusion drawn from the analysis in [64] that the 
rate-independent hysteresis of a PEA only exists between the input voltage and the resulting internal 
actuating force. This hysteresis sub-model is then cascaded to a vibration dynamic sub-model and a creep 
sub-model to form the complete model of a PEA, as shown in Fig. 6. Without the involvement of charge 
measurement for parameter estimation, this model structure is much easier to apply than the 
electromechanical model. Similar to the case of the electromechanical model, this model structure is highly 
flexible that each sub-model can be implemented in various ways, e.g. in [1], the Preisach hysteresis model 
was used for H and a fourth-order and a third-order linear dynamic systems are used to represent M  and 
the creep effect, cG , whist in [63], a modified PI hysteresis model is used for H  and an operator based 
model of complex log(t)-type creep for cG . Also, due to the cascading connection between the sub-models, 
this model structure is very suitable for implementing control schemes with inverse nonlinearity and/or 
vibration dynamics compensation as in [1,63,94,97,98]. A similar model structure constructed using a 
bond-graph representation was also presented in [67]. 
 
In the second category, the different behaviors of a PEA are not decoupled. In such cases, 
rate-dependent hysteresis models such as the rate-dependent Preisach hysteresis model, the rate-dependent 
PI hysteresis model (Section 3.1.3), and the rate-dependent neural-network-based hysteresis model [99] are 
used directly as models of the PEA. However, as mentioned in Section 3.1.3, such models are only accurate 
 
Fig. 6  Model structure of a PEA as in [1]. 
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over small frequency ranges. And, as can be seen above, creep is usually neglected. These disadvantages 
seriously limit their usage. 
4 Control of PEAs 
 Over the years, a number of control schemes have been reported for positioning control of PEAs. Due 
to the detrimental effects of the nonlinearities (especially hysteresis) of PEAs on positioning control 
performances in terms of positioning error and stability [19], the compensation or rejection of such 
nonlinear effects has been a major consideration in all of these control schemes. In the following, the 
typical control schemes for PEAs are reviewed. 
4.1 Open-loop control schemes 
 Open-loop control schemes are usually employed in applications in which position feedback are 
difficult to implement due to mechanical constraints, e.g. atomic force microscopes [1-3]. In such control 
schemes, inverse model of the PEA to be controlled is found and then cascaded to the PEA. The methods 
for finding such inverse models have been reviewed in Sections 3.1.4, 3.2.2, and 3.3.2. The inverse model 
generates an input voltage peau  to the PEA according to the desired displacement dy , such that the PEA 
subject to peau  produces an output displacement of PEA y  that follows dy . Fig. 7 shows a typical 
open-loop control scheme for PEAs. 
 
 In some of the open-loop control schemes, all three effects in the PEA shown in Fig. 6 are 
compensated by the inverse model of PEA to achieve best tracking accuracy (as the case in Fig. 7). For 
example, in [1,67], inverse models of PEA representing hysteresis, vibration dynamics, and creep are used 
to compensate these effects; whist in [94] a charge control technique was firstly employed to remove the 
hysteresis effect and then an inverse model was used to compensate for the linear dynamics.  
Other open-loop control schemes only focus on compensating some of the three effects shown in Fig. 
6. For example, in [73,74,87,100], only hysteresis was compensated by using the inverses of the Preisach 
hysteresis model, a hysteresis model developed by using a polynomial-based linear mapping strategy, a 
hysteresis model developed based on hyperbola-shaped hysteresis operators, and a hysteresis model 
developed in [101], respectively, since hysteresis is the most significant nonlinearity in PEAs. In [91,102], 
creep is also compensated in additional to hysteresis by using operator-based inverse creep models and 
Fig. 7  Open-loop control scheme for PEAs [1]. 
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inverse PI hysteresis models to achieve better tracking performance. However, due to the negligence of the 
vibration dynamics in these schemes, their performances are only guaranteed in fixed frequency or narrow 
band operations unless inverse rate-dependent hysteresis models are employed, e.g. the use of inverse 
rate-dependent PI hysteresis models in [25,26,78]. Nonetheless, the applicable frequency ranges (with 
acceptable tracking error, e.g. <5% of the maximum displacement of the PEA) of the schemes using inverse 
rate-dependent hysteresis models are still relatively small (less than 50 Hz) compared with those also 
inverting the vibration dynamics (up to a few hundreds of Hz) [1,25,78]. 
In no load condition the open-loop control schemes have been shown to be highly effective in their 
applicable frequency ranges [1]. 
However, one major disadvantage of the open-loop control schemes is that their positioning 
performances are highly sensitive to unknown effects such as model errors, external loads, and changes in 
the dynamics of the PEA. To partially alleviate the problem, reference [65] proposed to use a 
disturbance-observer-based scheme in addition to the inverse MRC hysteresis model to compensate for the 
hysteresis and unknown effects simultaneously. Specifically, the estimated disturbance input to the PEA, 
which has the same effect as the aforementioned unknown effects on the PEA output, is subtracted from 
peau . However, the effectiveness of this scheme was not examined through experiments. In [103], the 
inverse hysteresis model is updated adaptively to account for the unknown effects. However, the influence 
of the unknown effects on the PEA output, though largely suppressed, can still be clearly observed in the 
experiment results. As such, the best solution to this problem remains introducing feedback into the control 
schemes, which is to be discussed in the following sections. 
4.2 Feedback 
 Feedback control schemes as shown in Fig. 8 lead to strong suppression of the unknown effects 
including model errors, external loads, and changes in the dynamics of the PEA on the position control 
performances, hence they are widely used. 
 
 In static or low frequency operations, classical control techniques such as PID control or using 
multiple integrators for tracking desired displacement profiles are widely used because of their simplicity 
and capability of eliminating steady state errors in such applications [20,104,105]. Various PID tuning 
techniques has been reported in PEA positioning control applications, e.g. by trial and error [20], by grey 
relational analysis [106], using an optimal linear quadratic regulation method [107], by a semi-automatic 
tuning technique [108], and by an automatic tuning technique [109]. However, in broadband operations 
with large system uncertainties including modeling errors, nonlinearities, external loads, etc., advanced 
control techniques are required because PID control is limited in bandwidth while dealing with 
 
Fig. 8  A feedback control scheme for PEAs [19]. 
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uncertainties [110]. 
Among all of such advanced control techniques, sliding mode control has drawn a lot of attention in 
the recent years. This is due to the fact that sliding mode controllers can completely reject the effects of the 
so-call matched uncertainties or uncertainties in the input channel of the plant, resulting in strong 
robustness [111].  
Specifically, in its basic form, the control signal generated by a sliding mode controller can be divided 
into two parts. The first part is discontinuous, referred to as the switching control, for compensating for the 
matched uncertainties while driving the plant trajectory to a prescribed geometric entity in the phase space 
(a space with each dimension corresponding to one state variable in the plant model), referred to as the 
sliding surface. The second part is continuous, referred to as the equivalent control, for keeping the plant 
trajectory on the sliding surface after the latter is reached. Since the sliding surface and hence the closed 
loop system dynamics after reaching the sliding surface can be freely designed, the closed-loop system 
becomes insensitive to the matched uncertainties after the sliding surface is reached [111]. The major 
problem of implementing the sliding mode control techniques on PEAs is chattering and the need of the 
knowledge about the bounds of the matched uncertainties for designing the discontinuous control signal 
[111], which is to be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. 
Based on the model structure shown in Fig. 6, hysteresis and creep in a PEA can be treated as 
(matched) uncertainties in the input channels of the vibration dynamics sub-model of the PEA (given that a 
linear creep model is used). As such, a sliding mode controller can be designed using the vibration 
dynamics sub-model as a nominal model of the PEA, and the effects of hysteresis and creep on the PEA 
output displacement can be strongly suppressed without knowing the exact expression of the hysteresis 
sub-model and the creep sub-model, thus largely reducing the efforts involved in hysteresis and creep 
modeling and compensation [96,112-115]. Various modifications of the basic sliding mode control 
technique have also been reported for controlling PEAs for improved performance. For instance, adaptive 
methods are combined with sliding mode control to remove the requirement of model parameter estimation 
or lead to better compensation for the nonlinearities as in [116-118]. And in [119] the nonlinearities of the 
positioning mechanism driven by a PEA in additional to those of the PEA itself were considered in sliding 
mode controller design.  
Robust control techniques constitute another branch of widely used advanced control techniques for 
positioning control of PEAs. They try to find the control law via optimizing an objective function that 
incorporates the robustness objective, for example, minimizing the H∞ norm (in H∞ control [89,120-123]) 
or the H2 norm (in H2 control [77]) of the transfer functions relating the disturbances to the plant output, 
thus minimizing the effects of the disturbances on the plant output and enhancing robustness. Robust 
control techniques can be combined with sliding mode control to suppress unmatched uncertainties (which 
the sliding mode control techniques cannot compensate for), while sliding mode control are considered to 
be superior in dealing with matched uncertainties because robust control techniques can only minimize the 
effects of the matched uncertainties on the plant output whilst sliding mode control techniques can 
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completely reject such effects in theory [111]. 
 Other advanced control techniques such as state feedback [124], optimal control [110,125], adaptive 
control [126-129], and neuron network methods [130-132] have also been applied to control PEAs. 
 Inverse sub-models of the nonlinearities of PEA are sometimes inserted between the feedback 
controller and the controller in Fig. 8 to linearize the PEA thus facilitating the use of linear feedback 
controllers. For example, an inverse Preisach hysteresis model is used to cancel out the hysteresis and then 
a linear H2 controller is designed based on the remaining linear dynamics of a PEA in [77], while an inverse 
PI hysteresis model and a sliding mode controller are used in [114]. 
 One problem with the feedback control schemes for PEAs is that the resulting closed-loop systems 
have low gain margins, which limit the use of high gain controllers. Such low gain margin is largely due to 
the quick phase loss near the first resonant peak in the frequency response of a PEA [23]. This problem can 
be alleviated by using a notch filter to reduce the gain around the first resonant peak [20,133,134]. 
4.3 Feedback with feedforward 
 Feedforward is sometimes used to augment feedback controllers for nonlinearity compensation. A 
typical control scheme of this type is shown in Fig. 9. An advantage of this scheme is that the low gain 
margin problem can be alleviated such that high frequency positioning performances can be improved over 
the feedback control schemes [125,135,136]. Recent researches adopting this scheme can be found, e.g. in 
[137] a hysteresis compensator based on the inverse Preisach hysteresis model was used as the feedforward 
controller to compensate for hysteresis whist a PID feedback controller was used to account for other 
effects, in [138] a inverse nonlinear differential equation hysteresis model was used as the feedforward 
controller and a PI controller was used as a feedback controller, and in [16] a inverse extended 
Coleman-Hodgdon model was used as the feedforward controller and a feedback controller designed via 
loop shaping techniques was employed. 
 
Another control scheme involving feedback and inverse model feedforward is shown in Fig. 10 
[98,139]. In this scheme, the feedback controller is a high gain controller used for nonlinear effect 
suppression such that the closed loop system has linear dynamics. Then a feedforward controller, which is 
the inverse linear dynamics of the closed loop system, is applied to make the output y  follow the desired 
output dy . This control scheme can be seen as being evolved from the open-loop control scheme shown in 
Fig. 7. The rationale behind this scheme is that the accurate modeling and inversion of the nonlinear effects 
such as hysteresis are complicated whist the inversion of a linear plant is relatively easy to compute [140]. 
 
Fig. 9  A feedback augmented with feedforward control scheme for PEAs [19].
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However the low gain margin problem with the feedback loop exists in this scheme [19]. Also, similar to 
the open-loop control schemes, this scheme is sensitive to the disturbances acting outside the closed-loop 
system. 
 
4.4 Disturbance observer based schemes 
 Recently, a technique call disturbance observer is used for the compensation of hysteresis and other 
nonlinear/uncertain effects in PEAs. In this scheme, a PEA is modeled as a linear dynamic system ( )sG , so 
when subject to the same input voltage peau , the output of the PEA y  and that of the corresponding 
( )sG  are different due to hysteresis and other nonlinear/uncertain effects. The disturbance observer utilizes 
peau  and y  to estimate an additional input voltage du  such that if dpea uu +  is applied to ( )sG , the 
output of ( )sG  is the same as y . du  is referred to as an input disturbance to ( )sG  that represents the 
hysteresis and other nonlinear/uncertain effects. As such, to compensate for hysteresis and other 
nonlinear/uncertain effects in the PEA, one only needs to subtract du  from peau  before peau  being 
applied to the PEA. A control scheme with such a disturbance observer is shown in Fig. 11. This scheme 
has been shown to be effective in both step [141] and high frequency tracking (200 Hz sinusoidal) [142] 
operations. 
 
5 Emerging issues in PEA modeling and control 
Based on the reviews in the previous sections, some emerging issues regarding the modeling and 
control of PEAs and PEA-driven positioning stages are discussed in this section. 
5.1 Modeling issues 
5.1.1 Limitations of the existing hysteresis models of PEAs 
 
Fig. 11  Augmenting the feedback control loop with a disturbance observer. 
 
Fig. 10  A feedback controller is used for nonlinear suppression whist a feedforward controller is 
the inverse model of the closed loop system for canceling out the dynamics of the closed loop 
system, which can be treated as linear. [19]. 
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While the modeling of creep and vibration dynamics of PEAs have been relatively well address, the 
existing models of hysteresis, especially the rate-independent hysteresis models reviewed in Section 3.1.2, 
still possess issues, as follows. Though being highly effective in representing both the major hysteresis 
loops and the minor hysteresis loops, it is noted in the literature [40,53-56,58] that the Preisach hysteresis 
model cannot at the same time represent the initial ascending curve when the PEA is subject to nonnegative 
voltage inputs. This is due to the fact that the Preisach hysteresis operator has only two saturation values 
and without a separate initial section that connects the origin to the hysteresis loop (Fig. 2(a)). The PI 
hysteresis models and the MRC hysteresis model do not suffer from this problem due to the existence of 
initial sections in their respective hysteresis operator besides the hysteresis loop (Figs. 3(a) and 4(a)(2)). 
However, to limit the computational effort, the number of hysteresis operators used in PI or MRC hysteresis 
models in practice is usually very small (typically around 10) compared to the Preisach hysteresis model 
(infinity). As a result, the PI and MRC models tend to be less accurate than the Preisach hysteresis model in 
representing the hysteresis loops, especially in the cases of the small minor loops. So, given a tractable 
amount of computational effort, there is a contradiction between the capability of representing all hysteresis 
phenomena, including one-sided hysteresis (the PI and MRC hysteresis models), and the accuracy (Preisach 
hysteresis models) in the existing rate-independent hysteresis models. This remains an issue to be solved in 
future research. 
5.1.2 Applications of different structures 
The applications of PEA-driven positioning systems with structures different from the conventional 
ones (those can be treated as a mass fixed to one end of the PEA) also pose modeling problems. A typical 
example is the PEA-driven stick-slip actuator shown in Fig. 12, in which an end-effector is supported and 
guided by a movable platform that is driven by a PEA, and it works as follows. During the course of slow 
expansion of the PEA, the end-effector moves along with the platform. If the PEA suddenly contracts, the 
end-effector slides on the platform because the force due to inertia becomes larger than the friction between 
the end-effector and the movable platform. As a result, the end-effector moves a step, SΔ , with respect to 
its original position. Such steps can be accumulated to achieve a theoretically unlimited displacement 
(actually limited by the size of the moveable platform). The modeling of the dynamics of the end-effector 
displacement has not been well addressed in the literature. Chang and Li [143] developed a model for the 
PEA-driven stick-slip actuator without considering the dynamics of the PEA while the friction involved 
was modeled as Coulomb friction, which is over simplified. By taking into account presliding friction, 
models were developed and reported in more recent studies on stick-slip actuators, e.g. [144]. However, 
issues including the influence of PEA nonlinearities and the end-effector mass on the performance of the 
PEA-driven stick-slip actuator remain to be addressed. 
5.2 Control issues 
5.2.1 Controller design 
As can be seen from Section 4.2, sliding mode control has been one of the most promising techniques 
for PEA control applications due to their capability to largely suppress hysteresis and creep in practice. 
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However, there are two remaining problems. One problem of implementing the sliding mode control 
techniques on PEAs is chattering. This is a kind of high frequency vibration in the plant output 
displacement induced by the discontinuous control signal generated by a sliding mode controller, and it can 
induce wear, noises, and even resonance and instability in the plant. Chattering is especially severe in plants 
with fast responses, such as PEAs, because they cannot filter out the high frequency component in the 
switching control signal. Another problem is that the bounds of the matched uncertainties need to be known 
for designing the discontinuous control signal, but such bounds are usually difficult to determine in practice 
while conservatively setting the bounds to large values only leads to more severe chattering [111]. Existing 
research efforts have been focused on solving the chattering problem. For example, a method referred to as 
the sliding mode with boundary layer control was developed by approximating the discontinuous control 
signal with a continuous one, but with the cost of introducing nonzero steady state error, and chattering is 
still significant if the bounds of the matched uncertainties are large [111]. Higher order sliding surfaces are 
also used for chattering suppression, such as the integral sliding mode technique in [93,145] and the PID 
sliding surface in [116]. However, the second problem remains to be solved. 
 
5.2.2 State estimation 
Many advanced control techniques reviewed in Section 4, such as sliding mode control [115], require 
state feedback. Since usually not all of the states of a PEA model are measurable in application, state 
observers must be used. However, the problem of estimating the states of PEA models has not been well 
addressed in the literature, as discussed below. 
Currently, many kinds of state observers are applicable to PEA control and they can be classified into 
two categories: non-model-based and model-based. Non-model-based filters/differentiators, such as the 
low-pass filter plus ideal differentiator, the α-β filter [146], the high-gain differentiator [147], the 
integral-chain differentiator [147], and the sliding mode differentiator based on the super-twisting algorithm 
[148] (given that the states needed are the derivatives of the measured plant output), usually generate large 
 
Fig. 12  Actuation sequence of a PEA-driven stick-slip actuator: (A) start, (B) slow expansion 
and (C) fast contraction. 
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phase lags if the desired level of noise suppression is enforced (for the first four aforementioned methods) 
or excessive chattering in noisy systems (for the last method). Compared to non-model-based 
filters/differentiators, model-based observers, e.g., the extended Kalman filter [149], the unscented Kalman 
filter [150,151], and the high-gain observer [115], can generate more accurate estimations if the 
imperfection of the model can be ignored. However, with the presence of uncertainties such as the effects of 
hysteresis, creep, and external load on a PEA, however, the performances of the model-based observers 
degrade. For improvement, in the cases that the system uncertainties can be treated as a lumped unknown 
input to the system model, a kind of model-based observers should be used to estimate the system states 
even with the presence of the unknown input, which is referred to as unknown input observers (UIOs) in 
the literature. Many UIOs have been reported in the past three decades, including the full-order UIO [152], 
the reduced-order UIO [153], the UIO designed based on projection operator [154], and the 
sliding-mode-based observers (SMOs) [111,154-156].  
Applications of these UIOs require that the observer matching condition be satisfied [157,158], which 
states that the rank of the product of the output matrix and the unknown input matrix in the state space 
model of the system must be equal to that of the unknown input matrix [111]. However, existing PEA 
models, such as the one in [93], do not meet this condition. Attempts to relax the observer matching 
condition have been reported [157,158], but the resultant UIOs were very complicated. As such, a UIO with 
a simpler structure and the capability of relaxing the observer matching condition still needs to be 
developed in future research for the use in PEA tracking control. 
5.3 Modeling and control of multi-degree-of-freedom (multi-DOF) PEA-driven positioning systems 
All of the above discussions have been focused on single-DOF PEA-driven positioning systems. 
However, there are modeling and control issues uniquely related to multi-DOF PEA-driven positioning 
systems and they are briefly discussed in this section. 
The multi-DOF PEA-driven positioning systems reported in the literature can be divided in to two 
categories: series mechanisms and parallel mechanisms. Among which, multi-DOF PEA-driven series 
mechanisms [16] and the xyz-type parallel mechanisms (translations along x-, y- and z-axis) such as those 
in [16,159-161] can usually be treated as a series of individual 1-DOF PEA-driven mechanisms without 
significant coupling between the moving axes, as such their modeling and control can be well address with 
the techniques applied to the single-DOF systems.  
The remaining multi-DOF PEA-driven parallel mechanisms whose moving axes are significantly 
coupled can be further divided into fully-actuated systems, i.e. the number of actuation is the same as the 
number of DOF [17,115,162-168], and over-actuated systems, i.e. the number of actuation is the more than 
the number of DOF [20,113].  
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For the fully-actuated systems, their models are usually established based on the geometric structure 
of the mechanism and mechanics. Since most of such mechanisms use flexure hinges instead of 
conventional hinges to avoid friction and backlash [17,115,159,160-167], the modeling of the flexure 
hinges becomes an important part in modeling such mechanisms [115,161,167]. Two kinds of workflows 
can be adopted for modeling the multi-DOF PEA-driven positioning systems. For the first kind of 
workflows, a kinematic model is firstly constructed based on the geometric structure of the mechanism, and 
then either a phenomenological [115] or physical [161] dynamic model can be established based on the 
kinematic model. The second kind of workflows involves direct identification of the dynamic model of the 
mechanism without establishing the kinematic model [16].  
Many control schemes that have been applied to control single-DOF PEA-driven positioning systems 
can also be extended to control fully-actuated PEA-driven positioning systems, e.g. PID control [113,169], 
H2 control [169], and sliding mode control [113] since such methods can be easily extended to 
fully-actuated multi-input-multi-output cases. 
Compared to the fully-actuated systems, the over-actuated systems have certain advantages in the 
performance point of view, e.g. singularity elimination, dexterity improvement, and better load carrying 
ability [170]. However, the over-actuated structure poses difficulties in both modeling and control. 
Specifically, the PEAs in the mechanism need to cooperate well or excessive internal forces will occur and 
may damage the mechanism, whilst the involvement of PEA nonlinearities makes such cooperation difficult 
to model and control. As a result, very few researches on the modeling and control of over-actuated 
PEA-driven parallel mechanism have been reported compared to its popularity in macro parallel 
mechanisms. The only example is [113], in which the modeling and control of a zθxθy 3-DOF positioning 
system driven by 4 PEAs are concerned. Specifically, in [113] each PEA in the mechanism is modeled and 
controlled individually and uses only the output displacements of the corresponding PEA as feedback, 
while the inverse kinematic model of the mechanism is used to generate the desired displacement for each 
PEA according to the desired position of the end-effector. The cross-axis couplings are considered as 
disturbances. As such, the control problem is transformed into several 1-DOF control problems, which are 
much simpler. However, in this scheme the actual position of the end-effector is not closed-loop-controlled, 
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and the requirement of being able to measure the displacement of each PEA in the mechanism limits the 
generality of this scheme. As such, more general schemes for modeling and controlling over-actuated 
multi-DOF PEA-driven positioning systems that can relax the aforementioned requirement are still to be 
developed in the future. 
6 Conclusions 
Though possessing fine resolution, high actuating forces, and fast responses, the nonlinear effects 
make modeling and control of PEAs for the use in micro- and nanopositioning challenging. Researches for 
solving such problems are abundant, and the resulting typical methods developed are reviewed in this paper, 
from which some major conclusions can be drawn: (a) the decoupled-structure PEA models have the 
advantages of being more accurate and flexible as compared to the undecoupled ones; (b) in the 
decoupled-structure PEA models, the sub-models concerning vibration dynamics and creep have been 
relatively well addressed in the literature; (c) however, among the existing hysteresis sub-models, for a 
tractable among of computation efforts, a contradiction between the capability of representing all hysteresis 
phenomena and maintaining model accuracy remains to be solved; (d) among the control schemes reviewed, 
the sliding mode control is among the most promising ones as applied to PEA positioning since when 
designed based on the decoupled-structure PEA models, it can completely reject the hysteresis and creep 
effects in theory; (e) however, there are still issues associated with sliding mode control (chattering) and the 
corresponding state estimators (the incompatibility between the observer matching condition and the 
existing PEA models); finally, (f) the modeling and control of some PEA-driven positioning systems with 
unconventional structures, e.g. PEA-driven stick-slip actuators and over-actuated multi-DOF PEA-driven 
positioning systems, are largely untouched in the literature, thus remain to be addressed in future research. 
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3 Modeling of Piezoelectric-Driven Stick-Slip Actuators 
Published as: 
J. Y. Peng and X. B. Chen, “Modeling of Piezoelectric-Driven Stick-Slip Actuators,” 
IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics, vol. 16, no. 2, pp. 394-399, April 2011. 
3.1 Introduction and Objectives 
A PDSS actuator utilizes the stick-slip motion between an end-effector and a 
piezoelectric-driven movable platform to generate displacement accumulatively with high 
resolution and long range. 
As a result of employing piezoelectric actuators, the performances of such actuators are 
affected by hysteresis. Also, the change in the mass of the end-effector can greatly affects the 
stick-slip motion through affecting the friction between the end-effector and the movable and 
changing the inertia of the end-effector itself. Unfortunately, such effects are ignored in the 
models reported in the literature. As such, the objective of this paper is to develop a dynamic 
model of PDSS actuators, in which the piezoelectric hysteresis and the stick-slip motion affected 
by different end-effector masses are taken into account. 
3.2 Methods 
The model of a PDSS actuator is composed of two parts: the modeling of the displacement of 
the movable platform driven by the piezoelectric actuator and the modeling of the displacement 
of the end-effector. The displacement of movable platform is modeled by the cascade of a 
Preisach hysteresis model and a linear second-order system, with the former accounting for the 
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piezoelectric hysteresis and the latter accounting for the vibration dynamics. The dynamics of the 
end-effector is governed by Newton’s second law, with the actuating force being the friction 
between the movable platform and the end-effector. This friction is modeled by a modified 
elastoplastic friction model such that the friction is end-effector mass-dependent. 
3.3 Results 
Experiment results showed that the PDSS actuator model developed can accurately represent 
the displacement of the end-effector when the PDSS actuator is subject to saw-tooth voltage 
inputs of different magnitudes. Also, the effects of the magnitude and frequency of the saw-tooth 
voltage inputs and the end-effector mass on the average speed of the end-effector are accurately 
represented by the model. 
3.4 Contributions 
The contribution of this paper rests on the development of such a comprehensive model 
representative of PDSS actuators, which can be of great help in the design and control of such 
actuators. 
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Abstract—Piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuators have been 
drawing extensive attention in various applications of long-range 
and ultra-precision positioning. In such an actuator, the 
dynamics of the end-effector displacement is of importance for its 
design and control, yet challenging to be modeled due to the 
complexity involved. By taking into account the linear dynamics 
and hysteretic behavior of the piezoelectric actuator (PEA) as 
well as the presliding friction on the end-effector, a model 
representative of the end-effector displacement is presented in 
this paper. The effectiveness of the developed model is illustrated 
by the experiments on the piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator 
prototyped in the authors' lab. 
 
Index Terms—Dynamics, friction, modeling, piezoelectric 
devices.  
 
I．INTRODUCTION 
IEZOELECTRIC-DRIVEN stick-slip actuators have been 
drawing extensive attention for micro-/nanopositioning 
applications due to their simple configuration, minute step size 
and theoretically-unlimited displacement [1]. The working 
principle behind such an actuator is illustrated in Fig. 1, in 
which an end-effector is supported and guided by a movable 
platform that is driven by a piezoelectric actuator (PEA). 
During the course of slow expansion of the PEA, the 
end-effector moves along with the platform. If the PEA 
suddenly contracts, the end-effector slides on the platform 
because the force due to inertia becomes larger than the 
friction between the end-effector and the movable platform. 
As a result, the end-effector moves a step, SΔ , with respect 
to its original position. Such steps can be accumulated to 
achieve a theoretically unlimited displacement (actually 
limited by the size of the moveable platform). One challenging 
task in controlling such a stick-slip actuator is modeling the 
dynamics of the end-effector displacement, which has not 
been well documented in the literature. Chang and Li [2] 
developed a model for the piezoelectric-driven stick-slip 
actuator without considering the dynamics of the PEA while 
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the friction involved was modeled as Coulomb friction. By 
taking into account presliding friction, models were developed 
and reported in recent studies on stick-slip actuators, e.g. [3]. 
However, several issues remain to be addressed. 
One issue is the influence of PEA nonlinearities such as 
hysteresis on the performance of the piezoelectric-driven 
stick-slip actuator, which has not been reported yet to the best 
of our knowledge. The second issue is the effect of the 
end-effector mass on the performance of the stick-slip actuator. 
The end-effector mass determines the inertia of the 
end-effector and also affects the friction between the movable 
platform and the end-effector. Notably, this friction is 
dominated by the presliding displacement, i.e., the motion 
prior to fully developed slip, and the nature of presliding 
friction is inherently different from the Coulomb friction 
[4]-[7]. Although friction models capable of describing 
presliding friction such as the Dahl model [5], the LuGre 
model [6], and the elastoplastic model [7] are readily available, 
the applications of these models to uncover the influence of 
the end-effector mass on the actuator performance is still 
lacking in the literature. By addressing these issues, this paper 
is to present a comprehensive model representative of the 
dynamics of end-effector displacement. Modeling of the 
end-effector mass dependent friction is given in Section II, 
and the development of the model for the end-effector 
dynamics is presented in Section III. The effectiveness of this 
model is validated experimentally in Section IV. 
 
II. MODELING OF THE FRICTION IN PRESLIDING 
Modeling of Piezoelectric-Driven Stick-Slip 
Actuators 
J. Y. Peng, and X. B. Chen, Member, IEEE 
P Fig. 1  (A) to (C) actuation sequence of a piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator: (A) start, (B) slow expansion and (C) fast contraction; (D) forces 
on the end-effector and its displacement; and (E) forces on the movable 
platform and its displacement. 
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The friction between the end-effector and the movable 
platform is presliding-dominated and normal force dependent. 
To model this friction, the elastoplastic friction model was 
adapted in the present study due to its demonstrated ability to 
substantially reduce drift while preserving the favorable 
properties of other existing models [7]. Furthermore, in this 
study a modified form of the elastoplastic friction model was 
developed in order to explicitly include the effect of the 
end-effector mass. 
In the elastoplastic friction model, the relative motion of the 
frictional surfaces x  is decomposed into two components: 
elastic (reversible) and plastic (irreversible), denoted by z  
and w  respectively, i.e., 
wzx +=                                         (1) 
And the friction fF  takes the following form 
xzzFf && 210 σσσ ++=                                (2) 
where 0σ  is the contact stiffness, 1σ  is the damping of the 
tangential compliance, 2σ  is the coefficient of viscous 
friction, and z  is governed by  
( )( )szzzxz α−= 1&&                                 (3) 
where sz  is the steady-state value of z  for a given speed x& ; 
and ( )zα  takes the function given in [7]. Specifically, if 
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and if )sgn()sgn( zx ≠& , then ( ) 0=zα . In Eq. (4), bz  denotes 
the breakaway displacement, which is introduced by assuming 
that the elastic displacement occurs only if bzz < . 
As noted in [8], the contribution of viscous friction to the 
dry friction can be negligible given that the relative motion of 
the frictional surfaces is presliding-dominant and its speed is 
really small. This leads to 02 ≈x&σ . It is known that the 
friction between the end-effector and the platform varies with 
the normal force in contact, which is in turn proportional to 
the end-effector mass. Thus, in this study the parameters in the 
elastoplastic model are considered as functions of the 
end-effector mass. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
 (a) the variation of friction due to the change in the 
end-effector mass is captured by 0σ  in Eq. (2) based on 
the reported studies [9], [10] on the relationship between 
0σ , 1σ  and the normal force. Although 1σ  is also 
normal force dependent, this dependence is very limited if 
the dry friction normal force exceeds 0.2 to 0.4 N [9,10]. 
Given that the normal force encountered in the present 
study is mostly greater than this threshold, 1σ  is 
modeled as a constant. 
(b) sz  is dependent on the end-effector mass given by 
0σcs Fz = , in which cF  is the Coulomb friction 
proportional to the normal load, i.e., ec MF β= . 
(c)  the breakaway displacement ( bz ) is also dependent on 
the end-effector mass and sb zz is a constant regardless 
of the change in the end-effector mass.  
Under the above assumptions, a modified elastoplastic friction 
model is then obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3), i.e.,  
zzMF ef &10 )( σσ +=                                (5) 
( ) ( )[ ]01 σβα eMzzxz −= &&          
(6) 
where )(0 eMσ  denotes that 0σ  is a function of the 
end-effector mass ( eM ). The function of )(0 eMσ and the 
values of β  are to be estimated experimentally (see Section 
IV). 
 
III. MODELING OF THE END-EFFECTOR 
DISPLACEMENT 
A. Dynamics of the Combination of the Piezoelectric Actuator 
and the Movable Platform 
In practice, a PEA is always used to drive a positioning 
mechanism (a mass). As shown in Fig. 1(E), if taking into 
account the movable platform, the dynamics of the 
combination of a PEA and the movable platform can be 
approximated as that of a second-order system given that the 
mass of the movable platform is much larger than that of the 
PEA [11]. The linear dynamics is described by   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tDutKxtxCtxM =++ 111 &&&                     (7) 
where ( )tx1  and M are the displacement and mass of the 
movable platform, C  and K  are the damping coefficient 
and stiffness of the system, ( )tu  is the voltage applied to the 
PEA, and D  is the electromechanical transformer ratio.  
Besides linear vibrational dynamics, a PEA also presents 
nonlinearities such as hysteresis and creep [12], [13]. Since 
creep is very slow compared to the displacement dynamics 
concerned in this study, the influence of creep is neglected and 
only the influence of hysteresis is considered. Based on the 
fact that in a PEA, hysteresis presents between the input 
voltage and the induced strain in a PEA whereas the 
relationship between the input external force and the output 
strain are linear if the leads of the PEA are open [14], it is 
speculated that the input voltage induced actuating force (the ( )tDu  term in Eq. (7)) generated in the PEA exhibits a 
hysteretic dependency on the applied voltage, while the 
induced displacement of the PEA is proportional to this 
voltage induced force. Specifically, the linear actuating force ( )tDu  in Eq. (7) is replaced by the input voltage induced 
hysteretic actuating force generated in the PEA. This force, 
denoted by ( )tH  in the following, is represented by means of 
the classical Preisach hysteresis model [15], i.e., 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] βαγβαμ
βα
αβ dd ,∫∫
≥
= tutH      (8) 
where ( )βαμ ,  is a weighting function that needs to be 
determined experimentally for a given PEA; and ( )[ ]tuαβγ  are 
a collection of simple bistable units, each of which has an up 
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switching value α  and a   down switching value β , and 
their values are either 1 or 0, depending on the input voltage 
( )tu . If the input voltage is monotonically increased ( ( ) 0>tu& ), 
Eq.(8) can be reduced [16] to   
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]11
1
1 ,,, −
−
=
− +−= ∑ nn
k
kkkk mtuFmMFmMFtH    (9) 
and if the input voltage is monotonically decreased ( ( ) 0<tu& ), 
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1
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where ( )1−n  is the number of input local 
maximum/minimum  stored, the pairs ( ){ }kk mM ,  represent 
the sequence of local maximum and minimum values of the 
input signal, and 
( ) αβαβα HHF −=,        (11) 
where αH  is the hysteretic system output once the input 
)(tu  is increased from  0 to α ; and αβH  is the system 
output once the input )(tu  is decreased from α  to β . To 
use Eqs. (9) and (10), the values of Eq. (11) for every 
combinations of ( ){ }kk mM ,  need to be determined, which is 
presented in Section IV. It should be noted that classical 
Preisach hysteresis model is input-rate independent. In the 
cases where  the input-rate range is large, models such as the 
dynamic Preisach hysteresis model are suggested for use 
instead [16]. 
B. Dynamics of the End-effector Displacement 
Fig. 1(D) and (E) shows the piezoelectric stick-slip actuator 
with the displacements of interest. Taking into account the 
friction between the moveable platform and the 
end-effector, fF , one has the following equation governing the 
moveable platform displacement ( )tx1  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) fFtHtKxtxCtxM −=++ 111 &&&                (12) 
Under the friction, fF , the motion of the end-effector, denoted 
by ( )tx2  in Fig. 1(D), is governed by ( ) fe FtxM =2&&                                   (13) 
fF  is given in the original or modified elastoplastic models 
outlined previously (i.e., Eqs. (1) to (6)), in which the relative 
motion between the platform and the end-effector is used, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( )txtxtx 12 −=                               (14) 
in which ( )tx2  can then be established by 
( ) ( ) ττ dxtx t∫= 0 22 &                          
      (15) 
Based on the above, the block diagram for simulating the 
dynamics of the end-effector displacement is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
A. Prototype of a Piezoelectric-driven Stick-slip Actuator 
In order to validate the model developed in this study, a 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator was prototyped, which 
is shown in Fig. 3. A piezoelectric actuator (P-753, Physik 
Instrumente) with a motion range of 15 μm and a resolution of 
0.5 nm was chosen. For displacement measurements, an 
inductive sensor (SMU 9000, Kaman) with a resolution of 
0.01 μm is used. Both the actuator and the sensor are 
interfaced to a host computer via an I/O board 
(PCI-DAS1602/16, Measurement Computing Corporation). 
The movable platform is driven by the actuator; and on the 
platform is the end-effector, which can slide horizontally on 
the platform via a pair of V grooves machined on them. 
Polished silicon wafers are attached to the V grooves as 
frictional surfaces to ensure the uniformity of the frictional 
characteristics throughout the traveling range of the 
end-effector. Care was taken in assembly of the system to 
ensure even contact between the frictional surfaces of the 
movable platform and the end-effector. All the displacements 
presented in this study were measured by the inductive sensor 
with a sampling interval of 0.05 ms. 
 
 
B. Experimental Determination of Model Parameters 
In order to estimate the parameters involved in the model 
presented previously, three experiments were designed and 
conducted on the prototyped actuator. The first experiment 
was conducted for the estimation of the parameters of the 
classical Preisach hysteresis model. In this experiment, the 
end-effector was removed from the moveable platform so 
0=fF  in Eq. (12), and the displacements of the moveable 
platform ( )tx1  were measured for the evaluation of the 
function of ( )βα ,F in Eq. (11). During the experiments, the 
 
Fig. 3  Prototype of a piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator: (A) the 
movable platform affixed on the piezoelectric actuator, (B) the 
end-effector; and (C) the assembly of the system, along with the 
displacement sensor shown on the right.   
Fig. 2  Block diagram for simulating the dynamics of the 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator. Included in the dashed line is the 
model of the PEA-driven movable platform. 
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minimum and maximum values of the voltage applied to the 
PEA were set as 0 V and 100 V; and α and β were taken 
values from 0 V to 100 V with a steps of 5 V, respectively. 
For the evaluation of ( )βα ,F  at each pair of ( )βα , , the 
voltage was slowly increased from 0 to α and the 
displacement was measured; and then, slowly decreasing the 
voltage from α to β, the displacement was measured again. 
During this process, it is reasonable to ignore the vibrational 
dynamics of the PEA, so the force generated in the PEA can 
be considered as proportional to the measured displacement.  
Multiplying the measured displacements by a gain (K) of 45 
N/μm (which is the stiffness of the PEA- moveable platform 
assembly and its value is provided by the supplier), one has 
the values of both  αH  and αβH . From Eq. (11) the values 
of  ( )βα ,F  were calculated. Based on the maximum 
likelihood method, ( )βα ,F  was correlated to α  and β  by 
using the following 3rd-order trend surface. 
( )
322
32
2
0.000240-0.0004450.000414-                 
0.000163 0.04920.0855-                 
 0.0418 72.3 3.89- 0.938,
αβααβ
βαβα
βαββα
+
++
++=F
 (16) 
The second experiment was implemented for the estimation 
of the parameters of the second order system, representative of 
the linear dynamics of the combination of PEA and the 
moveable platform. In this experiment, the PEA was driven by 
step voltages; and the end-effector was removed from the 
moveable platform. During the experiment, the moveable 
platform displacements ( )tx1  were measured as the step 
voltages of 50 V and 100 V were applied to the PEA, 
respectively. The measured displacements were then used to 
estimate the parameters of the second order system with the 
following transfer function, which is derived from Eq. (12) 
with .0=fF  
( ) ( )( ) 22
2
2
1
2 ωξω
ω
++=++== ssMKMCss
MK
KsH
sXsG  (17) 
where ( )sX1  is the Laplace transforms of the moveable 
platform displacement and ( )sH  is the Laplace transforms of 
the input voltage induced actuating force. ω , ξ  are the 
natural frequency and damping ratio, respectively. The values 
of ω , ξ  were found to be 1526 rad/s, and 0.7696 based on 
the measured step responses.  
In the third experiment for the estimation of the parameters 
of the original elastoplastic friction model (Eqs. (2) and (3)), 
the PEA was driven by a sawtooth voltage with a magnitude 
of 50 V and a frequency of 60 Hz; and the end-effector is 
placed on the moveable platform, able to slide freely on it. 
During the experiment, the displacements of the end-effector 
were measured and shown with a solid line in Fig. 4 (the 50 V 
curve). The measured displacements were used to determine 
the parameters of the friction model by using the function of 
nonlinear least-squares regression in Matlab. This function 
estimates the parameters by starting with a set of initial values 
and then altering the values until the error or the difference 
between the measured displacements and the model 
predictions is minimal. By doing so, the estimated values of 
the original elastoplastic friction model parameters are listed 
in TABLE 1. 
 
C. Model Validation 
Two experiments were carried out to illustrate the 
effectiveness of the application of the classical Preisach 
hysteresis model to represent the PEA hysteresis. In the first 
experiment, the end-effector was removed from the moveable 
platform, and the moveable platform displacements were 
measured with the PEA driven by a 50 V 10 Hz sawtooth 
inputs. The measured displacements are given in Fig. 5(A). 
Based on Eq. (12) with 0=fF  and its parameters estimated 
previously, simulations were performed to predict the 
moveable platform displacements with and without 
considering PEA hysteresis, respectively. In the case where 
the PEA hysteresis was considered, the classical Preisach 
hysteresis model (Eqs. (9) and (10)) with the estimated 
function ( )βα ,F  in Eq. (16) was used to evaluate the 
hysteretic H(t). Both simulation results are shown in Fig. 5(A), 
along with the experimental results, for comparison. In the 
second experiment, the displacements of the end-effector were 
measured and simulated with and without considering 
hysteresis under 50 V 20 Hz sawtooth inputs, both shown in 
Fig. 5(B). It can be seen that, by considering the effect of PEA 
hysteresis, the model can generate more accurate predictions 
of the PEA-driven moveable platform displacements and 
end-effector displacements, indicating the significance of the 
effect of the PEA hysteresis. 
In order to validate the model as a whole for the 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator developed in this study, 
the end-effector was placed on the movable platform and 
sawtooth voltages with magnitudes U = 30 V and 60 V were 
applied to the PEA, respectively. The displacements of the 
end-effector were measured and presented in solid lines in Fig. 
4, along with the measured displacement for the model 
parameter estimation (i.e., the 50 V curve). Simulations were 
performed to predict the end-effector displacement ( )tx2 . The 
results obtained are shown in dash lines in Fig. 4. The root 
mean squared (RMS) error is used to measure the difference 
between the measured displacements and the model 
predictions: 
( )[ ] nSDMDE n
i iiRMS ∑ = −= 1 2  (18) 
where iMD  is the measured displacements, iSD  is the 
model predictions, and n is the number of samplings. The 
values of RMSE  between the measured displacements and 
TABLE I 
ESTIMATED FRICTION MODEL PARAMETERS 
Parameter Estimated Values 
Fc (N) 0.0362 
σ0 (N/mm) 482 
σ1 (N/(mm/s)) 0.273 
zb / zs (mm/mm) 0.801 
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model predicted displacements shown in Fig. 4 were 
calculated to be 0.658 μm. The agreement between the 
measured displacements and model predictions indicates that 
the model developed in this study is promising for 
representing the end-effector displacement in the 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator. 
 
 
D. Investigation into the End-effector Speed 
The speed of the end-effect of a stick-slip actuator is 
measured in terms of its average value, i.e., the displacement 
of the end-effector produced in a certain time period. The 
average speed is critical to many applications and needs to be 
controlled precisely. This section presents an investigation 
into the end-effector speed and another illustration of the 
effectiveness of the developed model as well. 
To illustrate the influence of the applied voltage on the 
end-effector speed, sawtooth signals with different magnitudes 
and frequencies were applied to the PEA. The measured and 
predicted average speeds are shown in Fig. 6 against the input 
signal magnitudes at frequencies of 20 Hz, 40 Hz, 60 Hz, and 
80 Hz, respectively, and in Fig. 7 against the input signal 
frequencies at magnitudes of 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V. It is seen 
that the end-effector speed increases with both magnitude and 
frequency of the applied sawtooth signal and both 
experimental and simulation results agree with each other. 
This suggests that the model is capable of capturing the 
influence of the magnitude and frequency of the applied 
voltage on the end-effector speed and that the model can be 
applied to determine both of the magnitude and frequency of 
the applied sawtooth voltage in order to achieve the desired 
speed of the end-effector. 
 
 
To investigate into the influence of the mass of the 
end-effector on the end-effector speed, blocks with different 
masses were affixed to the end-effector, moving together. Fig. 
8 shows the measured speed of the end-effector for the voltage 
of 50 V with a frequency of 60 Hz applied to the PEA. From 
Fig. 4  Measured and simulated displacements of the end-effector 
for different applied voltages with a frequency of 60 Hz. 
Fig. 7  Measured and simulated average end–effector speed vs. the 
frequency of the input sawtooth signal with magnitudes of 30 V, 50V 
and 70V. 
Fig. 6  Measured and simulated average end-effector speed vs. the 
magnitude of the input sawtooth signal with frequencies of 20Hz, 
40Hz, 60Hz, and 80 Hz.
Fig.5  Comparison of the measured displacements and model 
predictions of (A) the moveable platform and (B) the end-effector. 
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the measured results marked with triangles in Fig. 8, the 
corresponding 0σ  values are estimated. And the function 
)(0 eMσ  (in N/mm) in the modified elastoplastic model given 
by Eqs. (5) and (6) is approximated by a cubic spline of eM  
(in Kg) as follow: when 157.0≤eM , 
( ) 8.902871025.11007.5 25350 ++×+×−= eeee MMMMσ         (19) 
when 253.00.157 ≤< eM , 
( ) 3425350 1066.31022.71035.31071.4 ×−×+×−×= eeee MMMMσ  (20) 
and when 253.0>eM , 
( ) 3424340 1036.41029.21006.41029.2 ×+×−×+×−= eeee MMMMσ (21) 
The value of β  was calculated according to gM e 5.63= and 
the value of cF in Table 1 and given by 0.571 N/Kg. 
The modified elastoplastic model (Eqs. (5) and (6)) with the 
above estimated parameter values were then can be used to 
evaluate the friction between the end-effector and the movable 
platform. On this basis, the end-effector speeds were 
simulated based on the developed model. The results obtained 
are also presented in Fig. 8 (solid curve), along with the extra 
measured speeds for validation (marked with circles). The 
agreement between the two results suggests that the model 
developed is capable of capturing the influence of the mass of 
the end-effector on the end-effector speed and the modified 
elastoplastic model is promising to represent the friction 
involved in the piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator. Also of 
note, the end-effector speed increases with the end-effector 
mass initially and then begins to decrease once the mass 
reaches a certain value. This suggests that the end-effector can 
be properly designed using the model developed with an 
optimum mass in order to achieve the highest speed, which 
would greatly facilitate its control for improve performance. 
 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Modeling of the end-effector displacement for 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuators has been proven to be 
a challenging task. This is mainly due to the involvement of 
the linear dynamics and nonlinear hysteresis of the PEA as 
well as the complexity of the friction between the end-effector 
and the platform. By taking these into account, a 
comprehensive model representation of the end-effector 
displacement was developed in the present study. The 
developed model was verified by the experiments on the 
piezoelectric-driven stick-slip actuator prototyped in the 
authors' lab. It is concluded that the developed model has the 
capability to represent the dynamics of the end-effector, as 
well as the influence of applied voltage and end-effector mass 
on the actuator performance. Thus this model can be of great 
help in the design and control of such actuators. As of note, 
the model developed in the present study is applicable to the 
actuators in which the end-effector moves horizontally. 
Otherwise, motions with directional bias will occur and the 
effect of the gravity should be taken into account in the model 
development. 
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4.1 Introduction and Objectives 
The Preisach hysteresis model, which is one of the most widely used, represents hysteresis 
behaviors by the combined (superpositioned) effect of an infinite number of Preisach hysteresis 
operators. However, it is noticed that it is incapable of representing the one-sided hysteresis 
behavior of PEAs, i.e. incapable of representing the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis 
loops simultaneously. This is due to the fact that the Preisach hysteresis operator has only one 
lower saturation value. 
To solve this problem, the objectives of this paper are to propose a novel hysteresis operator 
and then develop a rate-independent and a rate-dependent hysteresis model based on this 
hysteresis operator, such that the resulting new hysteresis models can simultaneously represent 
the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis loops in one-sided hysteresis behaviors such as that 
of a PEA. An inversion algorithm of the rate-independent hysteresis model is also developed for 
hysteresis compensation. 
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4.2 Methods 
A novel hysteresis operator was constructed by introducing a second lower saturation value 
to the Preisach hysteresis operator to allow the representation of the initial ascending curve of the 
one-sided hysteresis behavior. 
A rate-independent hysteresis model was developed based on the novel hysteresis operator 
following a similar procedure used in the derivation of the Preisach hysteresis model. However, 
due to the introduction of the additional saturation value in the novel hysteresis operator, the 
geometric representation of the rate-independent hysteresis model developed and hence the 
model expressions and properties are different from those of the Preisach hysteresis model. 
A rate-dependent hysteresis model, whose output depends on both the input and the change 
rate of the input, was obtained by making the parameters of the rate-independent hysteresis 
model depend on the change rate of the input. 
An inversion algorithm of the rate-independent hysteresis model, which iteratively calculates 
the model input using the model output, was developed and used as a feedforward hysteresis 
compensator. 
4.3 Results 
Experimental and simulation results showed that in operations that the PEA is subject to an 
voltage input of a fixed absolute rate of change the rate-independent hysteresis model developed 
can represent both the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis loop in one-sided hysteresis 
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accurately whilst the classical Preisach hysteresis model cannot. Also, in operations with inputs 
of varying change rates, the rate-dependent hysteresis model yields a maximum 3% error in the 0 
to 50 Hz frequency band. 
It is also found in the experiments that, when used as an open-loop feedforward controller for 
hysteresis compensation of a PEA, the inversion algorithm of the rate-independent hysteresis 
model developed can largely compensate for the rate-independent hysteresis of the PEA, thus 
verifying its effectiveness. When the inversion algorithm of the rate-independent hysteresis 
model is combined with a proportional-integral (PI) controller to form a feedback-augmented 
feedforward control scheme, good tracking control performance over a large frequency band was 
obtained since the rate-dependent effects were also effectively suppressed. 
4.4 Contributions 
The contribution of this work is the development of the novel hysteresis operator and the 
corresponding hysteresis models, which can effectively represent the one-sided hysteresis 
behavior, along with the corresponding methods for parameter estimation and inversion 
algorithm. It should be noticed that the rate-dependent hysteresis model developed is actually a 
lumped-structure model of the PEA. For broadband input signals, the rate-dependent hysteresis 
model may not be satisfactory and the decoupled-structure models can be used instead. 
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Abstract 
The hysteretic behavior of a plant with a non-negative input, referred to as one-sided hysteresis, is 
characterized by an initial ascending curve and hysteresis loops. It is observed that the widely-used 
classical Preisach hysteresis model and its modifications cannot represent such one-sided hysteresis due to 
the limitation of the Preisach hysteresis operator. To address this issue, a novel hysteresis operator modified 
from the Preisach hysteresis operator is proposed in this study and on this basis, a rate-independent 
hysteresis model and a rate-dependent hysteresis model are developed with methods to estimate their 
parameters. An algorithm to invert the rate-independent hysteresis model and its application to tracking 
control are also presented. The models and control schemes developed were verified experimentally on a 
commercially-available piezoelectric actuator. The results obtained show that the models developed are 
promising to represent the one-sided hysteresis of the piezoelectric actuator and that the inverting algorithm 
of the rate-independent hysteresis model is effective as applied to the tracking control of piezoelectric 
actuators. 
 
Keywords: Hysteresis, Nonlinear systems, Piezoelectric devices.  
 
1. Introduction 
Hysteresis behavior can be found in piezoelectric actuators (PEAs), causing the actuator output 
displacement to depend not only on the input or applied voltage at the present time but also on the input 
history [1]. Currently, most commercially-available stack PEAs are configured to generate expansion 
displacement only as they have much higher mechanical strength or loading capacity in compression than 
in tensile [2]. As such, the voltages to drive PEAs are non-negative [3]. The hysteresis of PEAs under such 
non-negative voltage inputs is referred to as one-sided hysteresis. As shown in Fig. 1, the one-sided 
hysteresis is characterized by an initial ascending curve and hysteresis loops [4]-[6]. The initial ascending 
curve starts from the origin upon the application of voltage to the PEA; whereas the hysteresis loops exhibit 
Novel Models for One-Sided Hysteresis of 
Piezoelectric Actuators 
J. Y. Peng* and X. B. Chen 
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input-voltage-history dependency and the loops do not go back to the origin even if the applied voltage is 
back to zero. It is noted that the polarization and elongation of some piezoelectric domains that occurs in 
the piezoelectric material under a positive voltage cannot be completely recovered even if the applied 
voltage returns to zero [1]. As such, the initial ascending curve differs from the hysteresis loops. 
 
As one of the most widely-used categories of hysteresis models, the classical Preisach (CP) hysteresis 
model and its modifications [7]-[9] based on the Preisach operator (Fig. 2) have been shown to be 
promising to represent the hysteresis loops. In these models, the hysteresis is expressed as an addition of an 
infinite number of Preisach hysteresis operators. However, given the fact that the Preisach operator has only 
one lower saturation value (i.e., 0), the Preisach-operator-based models cannot simultaneously describe 
both the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis loops in plants. Unfortunately, this problem associated 
with the Preisach operator is ignored in the literature [10]-[15]. As such, it is desired to improve the 
Preisach-operator-based hysteresis models so as to represent the one-sided hysteresis, including both the 
initial ascending curve and the hysteresis loops. 
 
This paper presents a novel hysteresis operator and the development of a rate-independent (RI) 
hysteresis model and a rate-dependent (RD) hysteresis model for the PEA one-sided hysteresis. An 
algorithm to invert the RI hysteresis model and its application to the PEA tracking control are also 
presented. Specifically, the novel hysteresis operator is described in Section 2 and based on this operator, 
the development of the RI hysteresis model and the RD hysteresis model are presented in Section 3 and 
Section 4, respectively; an algorithm to invert the RI hysteresis model is then presented in Section 5 along 
with its applications to the PEA tracking control. This is followed by the experimental verifications on a 
commercially-available PEA in Section 6.  
 
Fig. 2.  Preisach hysteresis operator. 
 
Fig. 1.  Hysteresis loops and the initial ascending curve of a piezoelectric actuator under non-negative 
voltage inputs. 
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2. The Proposed Hysteresis Operator 
To overcome the limitation of the Preisach operator, i.e., it has only one lower saturation value (Fig. 2), 
a novel hysteresis operator is proposed as shown in Fig. 3, in which the operator takes two different lower 
saturation values, i.e. 0 and 2μ , for the representation of the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis 
loops, respectively. Mathematically, the operator is expressed as 
( )( )
( )( ) ][
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ] ][⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
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dttututu
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τβαμβαδα
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βαμβαδβαβαμ
τατ
βαδ
       (1) 
where ( )tu  is the non-negative input, α  the up switching value, β  the down switching value, and 1μ  
the upper saturation magnitude. It is noted that α  and β  are within the range of ( )tu , i.e., 
maxmin0 uu ≤≤≤≤ αβ and that both 1μ  and 2μ  are either constants (in the rate-independent case) or 
functions of input rate, ( )tu&  (in the rate-dependent case). In either case, 1μ  and 2μ  are to be estimated 
experimentally. 
 
 
3. Rate-Independent (RI) Hysteresis Model 
3.1 Model Development and Its Geometric Interpretation 
Based on the novel hysteresis operator (Fig. 3), the proposed RI hysteresis model is to describe the 
relationship between the input and output regardless of the change in the input rate. Specifically, the output 
of the proposed RI hysteresis model, ( )tf , is expressed as the sum of an infinite number of hysteresis 
operators given in (1), i.e., 
 ( ) ∑∞
=
=
1i
itf δ                                      (2) 
The idea behind the above equation is similar to the one used in the CP model [7][16].  
Consider a plane with coordinates α  and β  and on this plane, each point ( )βα ,  is mapped 
through (1) to a specific hysteresis operator. Thus, the sum given in (2) can also be expressed by a double 
integration over the region defined by maxmin0 uu ≤≤≤≤ αβ , which is referred to as the limiting triangle 
 
Fig. 3.  Novel hysteresis operator. 
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and denoted by 0T  shown in Fig. 4, i.e., 
 ( ) βαδ
αβ
dd
maxmin
∫∫
≤≤≤
=
uu
tf                   (3) 
 
Due to the introduction of a second lower saturation value in the new hysteresis operator, the 
geometric interpretation of the RI model is different from that of the CP hysteresis model, which is 
discussed as follows. Different from two regions in the CP hysteresis model, the limiting triangle in Fig. 4 
has three regions, i.e. 0S , 1S , and 2S , in which 0=δ , 1μδ = , and 2μδ = , respectively. Thus, one 
has 0dd
0
=∫∫ βαδ
S
 and (3) can be reduced to 
( ) ( ) ( ) βαβαμβαβαμ dd,dd,
21
21 ∫∫∫∫ +=
SS
tf      (4) 
And consequently, instead of one in the case of the CP hysteresis model, there are two interfaces between 
the regions in the limiting triangle, i.e. the interface between 0S  and the other two regions (the 0S - 1S / 2S  
interface) and the interface between 1S  and 2S  (the 1S - 2S  interface).  
The 0S - 1S / 2S  interface is horizontal, as shown in Fig. 4, and characterized by 
{ } max10)(max MMtu ==≤≤= ττα , where maxM  is the maximum vale of the input ( )tu  in history. If 
( )tu  exceeds maxM , this interface moves up meanwhile maxM  is updated with the value of ( )tu . The 
1S - 2S  interface is a staircase line composed of horizontal and vertical line sections (referred to as links). 
The vertex coordinates of this staircase line are ( )ji Mm , , where mi ,,1,0 L= , nj ,,2,1 L= , and jM and 
im  are the local maximum and minimum of ( )tu , respectively. The link in the 1S - 2S  interface 
connecting to the line βα =  is referred to as the final link. The final link is either horizontal and moves 
up at a speed of )(tu&  if 0)( >tu&  or vertical and moves left at a speed of )(tu&  if 0)( <tu& . 
It can be seen from the movements of the interfaces that the final link may wipe out certain vertexes 
and links, or ( )ji Mm ,  pairs whenever ( ) mmtu <  or ( ) nMtu > . This wipe-out motion is governed by a 
modified version of the wipe-out property of the CP hysteresis model. The modification is that in the RI 
hysteresis model, the first (minimum) local minimum 00 ≡m  and the maximum local maximum maxM  
are never wiped out (though maxM  may change). Besides, it should be noted that the congruency property 
of the CP hysteresis model is only applicable to the hysteresis loops but not to the initial ascending curve in 
 
Fig. 4.  Geometric interpretation of the RI hysteresis model.  
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the RI hysteresis model developed here. This is because the initial ascending curve is not part of any 
hysteresis loops and no first order reversal curve will drop back to intercept the initial ascending curve. 
A simple example demonstrating the movements of the regional interfaces in 0T  and the 
corresponding changes of the integrating regions in (4) is given in Fig. 5. Initially, 0tt = , ( ) 00 =tu , 
( ) 00 =tf , and ( )( ) 0,, 0 =tuβαδ  in the whole area of 0T , so 0S is the same as 0T , as shown in Fig. 5 
(A). If the input ( )tu  increases monotonically from ( ) 00 =tu  to ( ) max11 uMtu ≤= , the operator value of 
( )( )1,, tuβαδ  corresponding to any point ( )βα ,  in 0T  with ( )1tu<α  switches from zero to ( )βαμ ,1  
whilst the others in 0T  remain zero. Thus, 0T is divided into two regions, i.e., 0S  and 1S , as shown in 
Fig. 5 (B). During this increase of ( )tu , the 0S - 1S / 2S  interface is defined by a horizontal line ( )tu=α  
and this line moves up until 1M=α . Once reaching ( ) 1Mtu = , ( )tu  decreases monotonically to 
( ) min12 umtu ≥= . The value of ( )( )2,, tuβαδ  corresponding to any point ( )βα ,  in 1S  with ( )2tu>β  
switches from ( )βαμ ,1  to ( )βαμ ,2 . As a result, the third region, 2S , emerges in 0T  as shown in Fig. 5 
(C) and the operator values in the rest part of 0S  and 1S  remain the same. During this decrease of ( )tu , 
the 1S - 2S  interface is defined by a vertical line ( )tu=β  and moves left along the β−  direction until 
1m=β  whilst the 0S - 1S / 2S  interface remains at 1M=α . If ( )tu  is subsequently increased to 2M  
( 12 MM < ), a horizontal new link in the 1S - 2S  interface that attaches to the line of βα =  (i.e. this new 
link is the final link) will emerge and move up to 2M=α , as shown in Fig. 5 (D). 
 
3.2 Alternative Model Expression for Implementation 
 The double integration in (3) and (4) poses difficulties in applying the RI hysteresis model in practice. 
Therefore, a simpler model expression is desirable. From the previous discussion about the movements of 
 
Fig. 5.  An example to demonstrate the movements of the regional interfaces in 0T  
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the regional interfaces in 0T , the integrating regions 1S  and 2S in (4) can be seen as a result of the 
unification and subtraction of a series of triangular regions ))(),(( 11 +Δ ii tutuS  and ))(),(( 12 +Δ ii tutuS . 
Each of such triangular regions represents the shape change in 1S  or 2S as the input changes 
monotonically between two adjacent extrema )( itu  and )( 1+itu  (which are not wiped-out) in the input 
history, as shown in Fig. 5. Two functions (instead of one in the case of the CP hysteresis model) are 
defined to represent the model output changes in term of the integration over  ))(),(( 11 +Δ ii tutuS  and 
))(),(( 12 +Δ ii tutuS , which are given by, respectively, 
( )
( ) ( )( )
βαβαμ dd,))(),((
11 ,
111 ∫∫
+Δ
+ =
ii tutuS
ii tutuF       (5) 
( )
( ) ( )( )
βαβαμ dd,))(),((
11 ,
212 ∫∫
+Δ
+ =
ii tutuS
ii tutuF       (6) 
Thus, the RI hysteresis model output can be expressed as a linear combination of ))(),(( 11 +ii tutuF  and 
))(),(( 12 +ii tutuF . 
Based on the congruency property and the property of the initial ascending curve, ))(),(( 1+iij tutuF  
defined in (5) and (6) for all )( itu  and )( 1+itu  (or m and M ), can be expressed as 
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In (7), 
Mj
f  (with 2,1=j ) represents the part in ( )tf  contributed by the jS  region at the moment 
when ( )tu  is initially increased form 0 to M ; and 
Mmj
f  (with 2,1=j ) the part in ( )tf  contributed 
by the jS  region at the moment when ( )tu  is subsequent decreased to m  from M . It is noted that 
),(2 MmF  is not always equal to ),(2 mMF  because the initial ascending curve in the proposed RI 
hysteresis model is not constrained by the congruency property as discussed previously. 
Let the past local minima and maxima of ( )tu  be denoted by 
max110min 0 αβ ≤<<<<<<≡≡ MMmmm nn LL  for 0)( >tu& , and 
max1110min 0 αβ ≤<<<<<<== − MMmmm nn LL  for 0)( <tu& . If the input monotonically increases, 
i.e., 0)( >tu& , one has 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )nnnn
k
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n
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kkkk
mtuFmMFmMFmMF
mtuFmMFmMFtf
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and if the input monotonically decreases, i.e., 0)( <tu&  
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Once ),( mMFj  for any combination of ),( mM  are known, the RI hysteresis model output ( )tf  
can be evaluated by using (8) and (9). In practice, the expressions of ),( mMFj  used for calculating their 
values need to be identified by experiments. However, during the identification process it is difficult, in 
certain circumstances, to distinguish ),(1 mMF  from ),(2 nMF  in the experimental measurements. In 
other words, ),(1 mMF  and ),(2 nMF  cannot be identified by simply using (7), (8), and (9). To solve this 
problem, two new functions are introduced and defined by 
( ) ( )0,max1max MFMF =                                   (10) 
( ) ( ) ( )mMFmMFmMG ,,, 21 −=                            (11) 
where ( )maxMF  is the model output increment as ( )tu  is increased from 0 to maxM  along the initial 
ascending curve, and ( )mMG ,  is the model output decrement once ( )tu  is subsequently decreased to 
m . Their values of the above two functions, given in (10) and (11), can be readily identified based on the 
measured inputs and outputs of a plant (to be discussed below). Substituting (10) and (11) into (8) and (9) 
yields the expressions of the RI hysteresis model, for 0)( >tu& : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )[ ]nnnn
k
kkkk mtuGmMGmMGmMGMFtf ,,,,
1
1
1max −−−−= ∑−
=
+         (12) 
For 0)( <tu& : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )tuMGmMGmMGMFtf nn
k
kkkk ,,,
1
1
1max −−−= ∑−
=
+                    (13) 
3.3 RI Hysteresis Model Parameter Estimation 
To apply the RI hysteresis model given in (12) and (13), one needs to calculate the values of 
( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  or ( )βα ,G . Generally speaking, ( )maxMF  is a curve in the f - u  plane, 
which goes through the origin; and ( )βα ,G  takes the form of a surface function whose projection on the 
α - β  plane is the limiting triangle 0T . ( )βα ,G  intercepts the α - β  plane along the line βα = . In 
the present study, a 4th-order polynomial is used for ( )maxMF  and a 4th-order trend surface model for 
( )βα ,G , i.e.,  
( ) 4max43max32max2max10max MbMbMbMbbMF ++++=                    (14) 
( )
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where 00 =b . It should be noted that polynomials and/or trend surfaces of different orders can also be 
used, depending on the requirements of the application (e.g. model accuracy vs. model simplicity). To 
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estimate 1b  to 4b  in (14) and 1p  to 15p  in (15), the parameter estimation techniques for 
linear-in-parameter models such as the linear least square method and the maximum likelihood method can 
be used based on the measured values of ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  or ( )βα,G . 
 
4. Rate-Dependent (RD) Hysteresis Model 
It is observed that the hysteresis loops change with the input-rate ( )tu& . To represent such 
rate-dependent hysteresis, an RD hysteresis model is presented in this section. The basic idea behind the 
model development is that the values of 1μ  and 2μ  in the hysteresis operator (Fig. 3) are not constants, 
but functions of the input-rate. Correspondingly, both ( )maxMF  and ( )βα ,G  discussed previously 
become rate dependent, which are denoted by ( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tuG &,,βα . To express 
( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tuG &,,βα , the parameters 0b  to 4b  in (14) and 1p  to 15p  in (15) are assumed 
rate-dependent [14] and in present study, they are approximated by a series of polynomial curves as 
( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ][ ] kTkmkkmk bbbtututub BU&L&L&& == 101  4,,0 L=k  (16) 
( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ][ ] kTknkknk ppptututup PU&L&L&& == 101   15,,1L=k  (17) 
To estimate the parameters of the RD hysteresis model, the following steps can be followed. 
(a) Estimate the parameters in the expressions of ( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tumMG &,,  at different ( )tu&  
by following the process presented in Section 3.3 
(b) Select appropriate orders for (16) and (17) and then use parameter estimation techniques such as 
the least square method and the maximum likelihood method to estimate kB  and kP  in (16) and (17) 
based on the values of ( )( )tubk &  and ( )( )tupk &  that are estimated in Step (a). 
To evaluate the output of the RD hysteresis model, one only needs to calculate ( )( )tubk &  and ( )( )tupk &  
from given ( )tu&  based on (16) and (17); and then to find the values of ( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tuG &,,βα  
by using (14) and (15); finally to calculate ( )tf  from (12) or (13). 
 
5. Inversion of the RI Hysteresis Model and Its Applications to PEA Control 
5.1 Inversion Algorithm of the RI Hysteresis Model 
The purpose of the inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model is to find the input ( u ) to the RI 
hysteresis model such that the RI hysteresis model yields a prescribed or desired output. In the algorithm 
described below, the input ( u ) is calculated iteratively based on the RI hysteresis model. Specifically, in 
each iteration the input value is generated and updated to reduce the difference between the model output 
( f ) and the desired output ( dy ) until this difference is lower than a prescribed value. Then the input value 
obtained in the last iteration is taken as the input to the RI hysteresis model. Since the RI hysteresis model 
is time-independent, dy , u , and f  are all treated as time-independent number sequences when 
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implemented on a computer. Assuming zero initial condition, i.e. ( ) 00 =dy , ( ) 00 =u , ( ) 00 =f , the 
algorithm to find the present input ( )ku  is summarized as follows. 
while ( )kyd  exists ( L3,2,1=k ) 
if ( ) ( )1−= kyky dd  then return ( ) ( )1−= kuku . 
    else 
        if ( ) ( )1−> kyky dd  
            Let ( ) ukuutemp Δ+−= 10 , where uΔ  is a prescribed value. Obtain the RI hysteresis model 
output, ( )kf , via simulation ( 0tempu  as input). 
            while ( ) ( )kykf d<  
                uuu temptemp Δ+= 00  and then Obtain the RI hysteresis model output, ( )kf , via 
simulation ( 0tempu  as input). 
            end 
If uutemp Δ>0  then uuu temptemp Δ−= 01 , else 01 =tempu . 
        else 
If ( ) uku Δ>−1  then ( ) ukuutemp Δ−−= 11 , else 01 =tempu .  
Obtain the RI hysteresis model output, ( )kf , via simulation ( 1tempu  as input). 
            while ( ) ( )kykf d>  
                If ( ) uku Δ>−1  then uuu temptemp Δ−= 11 , else 01 =tempu . 
                Obtain the RI hysteresis model output, ( )kf , via simulation ( 1tempu  as input). 
            end 
            uuu temptemp Δ+= 10  
        end 
    end 
Obtain the RI hysteresis model output, ( )kf , via simulation ( ( ) 201 temptemp uu +  as input). 
    while ( ) ( ) maxekykf d ≥−  ( maxe  is a positive number representing the maximum allowable error 
between ( )kf  and ( )kyd ) 
        if ( ) ( ) maxekykf d ≥− then ( ) 2010 temptemptemp uuu +=  
else ( ) 2011 temptemptemp uuu +=  
        Obtain the RI hysteresis model output, ( )kf , via simulation ( ( ) 201 temptemp uu +  as input). 
    end ( ) ( ) 201 temptemp uuku +=  
end 
■ 
The convergence of the algorithm requires that the initial ascending curve and the ascending curves in 
the hysteresis loops determined by the RI hysteresis model are monotonically increasing and the 
descending curves in the hysteresis loops determined by the RI hysteresis model are monotonically 
decreasing. This requirement is met for the case of a RI hysteresis model of PEA. 
 
5.2 Applications to the PEA Control 
 If a PEA is subject to an input with constant or nearly constant input-rate, the inversion algorithm of 
the RI hysteresis model can be employed as an open-loop feedforward controller to compensate the 
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influence of hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). It is noted that in such an open-loop control scheme, the 
effects of vibration dynamics, creep, and exogenous disturbances cannot be compensated. In applications 
where such effects need to be accounted for and/or where the input-rate varies significantly with time, it is 
rational to augment the feedforward controller with a feedback controller, forming a so-called 
feedback-augmented feedforward control scheme, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). The effectiveness of these control 
schemes as applied to PEAs are examined and presented in Section 6. 
 
 
6. Simulation and Experimental and Validation 
6.1 Experiment Setup 
Experimental validations of the RI and RD hysteresis models were carried out on a PEA (P-753, 
Physik Instrumente). Driven by a power amplifier (E-625.CR, Physik Instrumente), the actuator can 
generate motion in a range of 15 μm with a resolution of 0.00005 μm. For displacement measurements, the 
built-in capacitive displacement sensor of the P-753 PEA with a resolution of 0.00005 μm was used. Both 
the actuator and the sensor were interfaced to a host computer via an I/O board (PCI-DAS1602/16, 
Measurement Computing Corporation) and controlled via SIMULINK programs. All measured 
displacements presented in this study were measured with a sampling interval of 0.05 ms. 
6.2 Parameter Estimation and Verification of the RI Hysteresis Model 
The parameters of the RI hysteresis model or ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  in (14) and (15) were 
estimated following the discussion in Section 3.3. The input ( )tu  used was a voltage of triangular wave 
with slopes of ±200 V/s and a minimum (maximum) magnitude of 0 V ( { } V 70: ≤pppp VV ). ppV , maxM , 
α , and β  were then taken values from 0 V to 70 V with a step of 5 V, respectively. By applying such 
( )tu  with different values of maxM to the PEA, the displacements of the PEA were measured. Particularly, 
once ( )tu  was increased to reach a given maxM  from 0, the displacement was measured and taken as a 
value of ( )maxMF ; and then the voltage was decreased from maxMM ==α  to a specific β , the 
displacement was measured again. The difference between these two measured displacements was the value 
of ( )βα,G  associated with this specific pair of ( )βα, . The values of the parameters in (14) and (15) were 
then estimated by using the maximum likelihood method based on the aforementioned measurements of 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6.  Two PEA control schemes employing the inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model: (a) 
open-loop feedforward; and (b) feedback-augmented feedforward. 
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( )maxMF  and ( )βα ,G . To reduce the influence of the system error, the PEA output over a time period of 
1 second was measured when the PEA was subject to a zero voltage and its mean was taken as the system 
error. This mean was then subtracted from all subsequent measurements. Besides, the variance of the 
measurement noise, which is a measure of the random error, was found to be 7.29×10-4 μm2, corresponding 
to a standard deviation of 0.0270 μm. The estimated values of the parameters, along with their standard 
deviations, which were calculated according to the variance of the measurement noise and the property of 
the maximum likelihood method, are listed in Table 1. The least significant digit of the estimated value of 
each parameter given in Table 1 is of the same order of magnitude as the most significant digit of the 
standard deviation of the estimated value of that parameter. The standard deviations of the parameters also 
indicate the sensitivity of the parameters. Specifically, the larger the standard deviation of the parameter is, 
the less sensitive it is to the model output. With these parameters, the RI hysteresis of the PEA can be 
evaluated by using (12), (13), (14) and (15). 
 
To verify the RI hysteresis model, the input voltage shown in Fig. 7 was used. The slopes of the input 
were ±200 V/s, same as those used for the parameter estimation. The variations of the magnitudes of the 
maxima and the minima were used for verifying the capability of the RI model to represent the initial 
ascending curve and the arbitrary hysteresis loops. 
The measured PEA displacements against the input and time are shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), 
respectively, along with the RI model simulation results. The modeling errors or the differences between 
the measured and simulated displacements are shown in Fig. 8 (c). It can be found that the maximum error 
is 0.090 μm and that the root-mean-square (RMS) error is 0.028 μm, showing a good agreement between 
the RI model simulations and the measured displacements. This suggests that the RI hysteresis model is 
effective to represent the one-sided hysteresis of the PEA subject to a fixed-rate nonnegative (one-sided) 
voltage input. For the purpose of comparison, the simulations by means of the CP hysteresis model subject 
to the same ( )tu  were also carried out, in which the parameters of the CP model were estimated by using 
the same measured data for estimating the RI hysteresis model parameters. The simulation results of the CP 
model are shown in Fig. 8 (d) (e) (f). It is seen that the simulated hysteresis loops are negatively biased and 
the error in this case is much bigger than that in the case by using the RI hysteresis model due to the 
negligence of the initial ascending curve. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the RI hysteresis model 
Table 1. Estimated values and standard deviations of the parameters in (13) and (14) 
Par. Est. Value Std. Dev. Par. Est. Value Std. Dev. Par. Est. Value Std. Dev.
0b  0  N/A  3p 21099.8 −×  4108.9 −×  10p 5101.1 −×-  6100.1 −×  
1b  000.0  3105.1 −×  4p 31015.1 −×  5104.4 −×  11p 8104.5 −×  9103.6 −×  
2b  31037.1 −×  5109.7 −×  5p 31045.2 −×-  5105.8 −×  12p 7104.2 −×-  8108.1 −×  
3b  11012950.1 −×  6106.1 −×  6p 31027.1 −×  5100.5 −×  13p 7102.3 −×  8107.2 −×  
4b  210460805.1 −×-  8101.1 −×  7p 51014.1 −×  7105.7 −×  14p 7109.1 −×-  8100.2 −×  
1p  3107 −×-  3102.7 −×  8p 5109.2 −×-  6101.2 −×  15p 8109.4 −×  9100.7 −×  
2p  2100.9 −×-  3100.1 −×  9p 5109.2 −×  6103.2 −×     
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developed is superior to the CP model to represent the one-sided hysteresis behavior. 
 
 
6.3 Parameter Estimation and Verification of the RD Hysteresis Model 
For the RD hysteresis model, the parameters of ( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tuG &,,βα , or kB  and kP  in 
(16) and (17) were estimated by following the procedure discussed in Section 4. For a specific ( )tu& , the 
procedure is similar to the one used for RI hysteresis model parameter estimation. However, ( )tu  with a 
different shape shown in Fig. 9 was used. It resembles a triangular wave with slopes of K±  where K  
represents the nominal input rate. Around the point where the slope changes from K+  to K− , the wave 
is rounded by using a portion of a sine function to prevent excessive excitation of the vibration dynamics. 
The magnitude of the sine function is given by ppAV  where 1<A  is a constant. 
 
   (a)                       (b)                       (c) 
 
   (d)                       (e)                       (f) 
Fig. 8.  Comparison of the new RI hysteresis model simulations ((a) (b) (c)) and the CP hysteresis model 
simulations ((d) (e) (f)) to the measured displacements. (a) and (d): displacement versus input;  (b) and 
(e): displacement versus time; and (c) and (f): error versus time. 
 
Fig. 7.  Input for RI hysteresis model verification. 
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In the experiments, the minimum and maximum of the voltage applied to the PEA was set as 0 V and 
70 V, respectively. Also, it was selected that 5.0=A  and =K 100, 1000, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 
25000, 30000, and 35000 V/s, respectively. ppV , maxM , α  and β  were taken values from 0 V to 70 V 
with a step of 5 V, respectively. By applying such ( )tu  with different values of maxM and K  to the PEA, 
the displacements of the actuator were measured. Particularly, for a specific nominal ( )tu&  or K , once the 
voltage was increased to a specific maxM  from 0 (i.e., along the section ABCD in Fig. 9), the 
displacement was measured and taken as a value of ( )( )tuMF &,max  and then the voltage was decreased from 
maxMM ==α  to a specific β  (i.e., along the section DEFG in Fig. 9 to a specific non-negative voltage), 
the displacement was measured again. The difference between these two measured displacements was 
evaluated and taken as a value of ( )( )tuG &,, βα  at this specific point of ( )βα, . Equation (14) with 
rate-dependant coefficients was used to fit ( )( )tuMF &,max , whilst a 6th-order trend surface was used for 
( )( )tuG &,, βα , i.e. 
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The values of the parameters in (14) and (18) were then estimated by using the maximum likelihood 
method based on the aforementioned measurements of ( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tuG &,, βα . The estimated 
values of the parameters in (14) and (18) for 1000=K  V/s are shown in Table 2 along with their standard 
deviations. 
 
Fig. 9.  Input for RD hysteresis model parameter estimation (only one period of the input is shown 
here). 
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The relationships between the input-rate K  and the corresponding estimated values of the 
( )( )tuMF &,max  and ( )( )tumMG kk &,,  parameters ( )( )tubk &  and ( )( )tupk &  were represented by a series of 
3rd-order polynomials. By using the least square method, kB  and kP  for all k  were estimated. With 
these estimated parameters, Equations (12), (13), (14), (16), (17), and (18) can be used to predict the 
actuator hysteresis. 
To verify the RD hysteresis model, the ( )tu  shown in Fig. 10 was used and it was set that =vT 1/5 s, 
1/10 s, 1/20 s, 1/30 s, 1/40 s and 1/50 s. The corresponding displacements of the PEA ( )tym  were 
measured. The comparison of the measured displacements to the model predictions for the cases where 
=vT 1/10 s and 1/40 s are shown in Fig. 11, along with the modeling errors or the differences between 
these two displacements. The RMS errors and the maximum errors calculated over one period of the ( )tu  
are listed in Table 3. The maximum RMS error and the maximum of the maximum errors were found about 
1% and 3 % of the maximum displacement of the PEA, respectively. The main sources for the errors may 
include (a) the rounding effects at the maxima/minima sections of the hysteresis loops due to the phase lag 
introduced by other linear/nonlinear dynamics, which becomes more profound as the input-rate increases; 
(b) the difference between the input rate used in estimating the model parameters and the one of the input 
waveform caused by the rounding up of the input triangular wave for parameter estimation; and (c) the PEA 
creep effect. However, the agreement between the simulation results and the measured displacements 
shown in Fig. 11 and the relatively small errors shown in Table 3 still suggest that the RD hysteresis model 
developed is promising to represent the one-sided hysteretic behavior of the PEA subjected to input profiles 
with a small range of input-rates. 
Table 2. Estimated values and standard deviations of the parameters in (14) and (18) for K=1000 V/s 
Par. Est. Value Std. Dev. Par. Est. Value Std. Dev. Par. Est. Value Std. Dev. 
0b  0  N/A 7p 4107.6 −×  5104.3 −×  18p 6103.3 −×  8108.6 −×  
1b  11003197.1 −×  6102.1 −×  8p 31055.2 −×- 5107.7 −×  19p 6100.3 −×-  8100.7 −×  
2b  31092.1 −×  5109.5 −×  9p 31034.2 −× 5109.7 −×  20p 6102.1 −×  8100.4 −×  
3b  000.0  3100.1 −×  10p 4106.4 −×-  5108.3 −×  21p 7100.1 −×-  8102.1 −×  
4b  000.0  3104.5 −×  11p 51049.4 −× 7109.7 −×  22p 91085.2 −×  11101.4 −×  
1p  2102 −×-  2105.2 −×  12p 41023.1 −×- 6105.2 −×  23p 9109.9 −×-  10107.1 −×  
2p  11017.8 −×-  3100.5 −×  13p 41045.1 −×  6106.3 −×  24p 81023.2 −×  10101.4 −×  
3p  11020.8 −×  3102.7 −×  14p 5106.7 −×-  6107.2 −×  25p 81096.2 −×-  10109.5 −×  
4p  21023.3 −×  4104.6 −×  15p 6108.8 −×  7107.9 −×  26p 81006.2 −×  10108.4 −×  
5p  2103.5 −×-  3101.1 −×  16p 8106.9 −×  9106.8 −×  27p 9107.6 −×-  10102.2 −×  
6p  21002.2 −×  4107.7 −×  17p 61050.1 −×- 8105.3 −×  28p 10103.4 −×  11105.5 −×  
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6.4 Case studies – Applications to the PEA Tracking Control 
The open-loop control scheme presented in Section 5.2 was examined experimentally on the PEA. The 
Table 3. Errors in the RD model validation experiments 
vT/1 (Hz) 
RMS Error 
(μm) 
Maximum Error 
(μm) 
5 0.06 0.17 
10 0.07 0.27 
20 0.08 0.25 
30 0.09 0.30 
40 0.11 0.34 
50 0.12 0.35 
 
   (a)                       (b)                       (c) 
 
   (d)                       (e)                       (f) 
Fig. 11.  Results of the RD hysteresis model verification with  Hz10/1 =vT  in (a) (b) (c) and 
 Hz40/1 =vT  in (d) (e) (f). (a) and (d): the displacements versus the input;  (b) and (e): the 
displacements versus time; and (c) and (f): the error versus time. 
 
Fig. 10.  ( )tu  used for RD hysteresis model validation. 
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desired trajectory dy  used is shown in Fig. 12 (b). The slopes of the line sections in dy  were chosen 
such that the slopes of u  calculated by using the inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model were 
around ±200 V/s, close to those used for RI hysteresis model parameter estimation above. The input u  
calculated by using the inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model is shown in Fig. 13 and it was then 
applied to the PEA. The comparison of the measured and simulated displacements is shown in Fig. 12 (b), 
along with their differences or the errors in Fig. 12 (c). It is noted that the PEA displacement followed the 
desired trajectory closely, with a maximum error of 0.13 μm. There was no noticeable hysteresis between 
them, as seen in Fig. 12 (a). Besides, it is also observed from Fig. 12 (c) that the error increased with time. 
This is considered being caused by the creep effect of the PEA, which is not included in the RI hysteresis 
model. 
 
 
The feedback-augmented feedforward control scheme shown in Fig. 6 (b) was also examined. A 
proportional-integral (PI) controller was used for feedback control with the gains 3=pK  and 
50000=IK . The desired displacement dy  used is shown in Fig. 14 (b), which is a chirp signal with 
frequencies varying from 5 Hz to 50 Hz such that the rate-dependent hysteresis can be excited. The 
experiment results are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the PEA can track dy  closely. An average 
RMS error of 0.01 μm was obtained after repeating the same experiment 5 times, indicating that the 
feedback-augmented feedforward control scheme is highly effective for tracking control of the PEA even 
though the rate-dependent hysteresis is present. Also, the creep effect is eliminated, as shown in Fig. 14 (c), 
which is due to the use of feedback control. 
 
Fig. 13.  Input to the PEA as calculated by using the inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model. 
 
   (a)                       (b)                       (c) 
Fig. 12.  Open-loop control experiment results: (a) the measured displacement versus the measured 
displacement, (b) the displacements versus time, and (c) the error versus time. 
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7. Conclusions 
In this study, a novel hysteresis operator was proposed by modifying the existing Preisach hysteresis 
operator. Based on this novel operator, an RI hysteresis model and an RD hysteresis model were developed 
to describe the one-sided hysteretic behaviors of a system, which would not be represented by means of the 
CP hysteresis model. An inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model was also presented for the 
hysteresis compensation. As case studies, an open-loop control scheme and a feedback-augmented 
feedforward control scheme employing the inversion algorithm were also examined for PEA tracking 
control.  
Experiments on a commercially-available PEA with a non-negative input were performed to illustrate 
the effectiveness of the hysteresis models, the inversion algorithm and its applications to PEA control. The 
results showed that the RI hysteresis model developed can effectively describe the one-sided hysteretic 
behavior of the PEA under a fixed-rate voltage input waveform; whereas the RD hysteresis model can be 
used to effectively describe the one-sided hysteretic behavior of the PEA driven by input voltages with 
various input-rates. The inversion algorithm of the RI hysteresis model was also illustrated effective as 
applied to the open-loop feedforward and feedback-augmented feedforward controls of the PEA. 
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5 Modeling of Piezoelectric Actuators based on a New 
Rate-Independent Hysteresis Model 
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Rate-Independent Hysteresis Model,” Modern Mechanical Engineering 
（http://www.scirp.org/journal/mme/）, vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 25-30, 2011. 
5.1 Introduction and Objectives 
As mentioned before, the rate-dependent hysteresis model of PEA developed in Chapter 4 is 
actually a lumped-structure model of a PEA. However, it is found in experiment that its accuracy 
degrades rapidly as the input frequency grows beyond 10 Hz with possible explanations given in 
the paper in Chapter 4. Therefore, for broadband input signals, the decoupled-structure models, 
which are more flexible for accuracy improvement, are preferred. 
Based on the hysteresis models developed in Chapter 4, the objective of this paper is to 
develop a comprehensive model of a PEA which can represent the over all behaviors of the PEA 
being subject to broadband voltage inputs. 
5.2 Methods 
The structure of the model of PEA was a cascade of a rate-independent (RI) hysteresis 
sub-model, a vibration dynamics sub-model, and a creep sub-model. The RI hysteresis model 
developed in Chapter 4 was utilized. The vibration dynamics sub-model was represented by a 
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second order linear system. The creep sub-model was represented by a high-order linear system. 
To identify the parameters of the second order linear vibration sub-model, the creep effect 
was neglected at the moment. The steady state gain of the vibration sub-model was set to 1. The 
damping ratio and the natural frequency were identified by fitting the phase-frequency response 
of the second order linear vibration sub-model to the measured phase-frequency response of the 
PEA by using the least squares method. 
To identify the parameters of the rate-independent hysteresis model, the creep effect was 
again neglected at this moment. The parameter identification method developed in Chapter 4 was 
employed. The voltage inputs to the hysteresis sub-model were known. Whist the outputs of the 
rate-independent hysteresis model, which were the inputs to the second order linear vibration 
sub-model, were calculated by substituting the measured displacements of the PEA and their 
derivatives (estimated through an observer) into the vibration sub-model.  
To identify the creep sub-model parameters, a step input of 30 V was applied to the PEA over 
30 s. By using the System Identification Toolbox in MATLAB, the output of an ARX (Auto 
Regressive with eXogenous input) model, whose input was the simulated output of the vibration 
sub-model, was fitted to the measured displacement of the PEA by using the least squares 
method. The ARX model was then converted into a continuous-time fourth-order system, which 
was used as the creep sub-model. 
5.3 Results 
Comparing the simulated and measured displacements of the PEA subject to sine waves with 
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varying magnitudes and frequencies between 50 Hz and 500 Hz, it was found that the model 
developed can represent the broadband behavior of the PEA with good accuracy (RMS error less 
than 1% of the maximum PEA displacement) up to 400 Hz. 
5.4 Contributions 
The contribution of this paper is the integration of the newly developed RI hysteresis model 
into a comprehensive model of PEA to represent the one-sided hysteresis behavior, including the 
initial ascending curve, of a PEA subject to broadband voltage inputs. This comprehensive model 
of PEA can be of great use in controller and state observer design for such actuators. 
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Abstract 
Accurate model representatives of piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) are important for both understanding the 
dynamic behaviors of PEAs and control scheme development. However, among the existing models, the 
most widely used classical Preisach hysteresis model are incapable of representing the 
commonly-encountered one-sided (non-negative voltage input range) hysteresis behaviors of PEAs. To 
solve this problem, a new rate-independent hysteresis model was developed for the one-sided hysteresis and 
then integrated with the models representative of creep and dynamics to form a single model for the PEAs. 
Experiments were carried out to validate the developed models. 
 
Keywords: Piezoelectric actuator, Hysteresis. 
 
1. Introduction 
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) have been widely used in micro-/nano-positioning systems due to their 
fine displacement resolution and large actuation force [1]. In such applications, accurate models of PEAs 
are usually required for both understanding of their dynamic behaviors and controller design. A widely-used 
category of PEA models takes the form of a cascade of three sub-models, each of which representing the 
effect of hysteresis, creep, and vibration dynamics, respectively, e.g. [2]. While the modeling of the 
vibration dynamics and creep has been well addressed in the literature, there are still problems with the 
modeling of hysteresis. Most commercially available PEAs have a non-negative input voltage range and 
their corresponding hysteresis behaviors subject to such one-sided input range are referred to as one-sided 
hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 1, which contains an initial ascending curve in addition to the hysteresis loops. 
It is observed in the authors’ earlier study [3] that the classical Preisach (CP) hysteresis model [4] cannot 
represent such one-sided hysteresis since it can not represent the initial ascending curve. This deficiency of 
the CP hysteresis model has been neglected in the literature, e.g. [5]-[8]. This problem of modeling the 
one-sided hysteresis was solved in [3] by developing a new rate-independent (RI) hysteresis model based 
on a novel hysteresis operator. 
 
On this basis, in this paper, this new RI hysteresis model is integrated with a vibration sub-model and 
a creep sub-model to form an integrated model for PEAs. The parameter estimation scheme for such a 
model of PEAs is also developed. Experiments were conducted and the results obtained were compared 
with simulation results to validate the model developed. 
 
Fig. 1.  One-sided hysteresis behavior measured from a 
PEA subjected to non-negative voltage input. 
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2. Outline of the Rate-Independent (RI) Hysteresis Model 
The RI hysteresis model developed in [3] represents one-sided hysteresis behaviors as the combined 
effects of an infinite number of hysteresis operators, one of which is shown in Fig. 2.  Compared to the 
Preisach hysteresis operator, the hysteresis operator in Fig. 2 has one more lower saturation value to 
account for the initial ascending curve in one-sided hysteresis. The two switching values satisfy βα ≥ . 
The hysteresis is then expressed mathematically as ( ) ( )( ) βαβαδ
βα
dd,,
0minmax
∫∫
≥≥≥≥
=
uu
tutf                         (1) 
where ( )tf  is the hysteresis, i.e. the model output, maxu  and minu  are the maximum and minimum input ( )tu  in history, respectively [3]. 
 
The double integration suggests that the hysteresis model output is the combined effect of an infinite 
number of hysteresis operators with bounded values of α  and β , which can be explained via the 
geometric interpretation shown in Fig. 3. Each hysteresis operator ( )( )tu,,βαδ  is assigned to a point 
( )βα,  on the α - β  plane. All such ( )βα,  points are in a region satisfying 0minmax ≥≥≥≥ uu βα , 
which is referred to as the limiting triangle 0T . According to the values of ( )( )tu,,βαδ , 0T  is divided 
into three regions denoted by 0S , 1S , and 2S , where 0=δ , 1μδ = , and 2μδ = , respectively. The 
interface between 0S  and the other two regions is a horizontal line characterized by { } max10)(max MMtu ==≤≤= ττα  in which maxM  is the maximum local maximum. The interface 
between 1S  and 2S  is a staircase line with vertex coordinates ( )ji Mm , , where mi ,,1,0 L=  and 
nj ,,2,1 L= , jM and im  are the historical local maxima and minima of ( )tu , respectively. The link in 
the 1S - 2S  interface that attaches to the line βα =  is referred to as the final link and it represents the 
influence of the changes in input )(tu  to the shapes of 0S , 1S , and 2S . This link is horizontal and goes 
up at a speed of )(tu&  when 0)( >tu& , and is vertical and goes left at a speed of )(tu&  when 0)( <tu& . 
Noting that 
( )( )
0dd0
0
=∫∫ βα
tuS
, so Eq. (1) can be reduced to 
( ) ( ) ( ) βαβαμβαβαμ dd,dd,
21
21 ∫∫∫∫ +=
SS
tf      (2) 
The motion of the final link will wipe out certain vertexes and links, or ( )ji Mm ,  pairs whenever  ( ) mmtu <  or ( ) nMtu > . A modified version of the wipe-out property [4] of the CP hysteresis model 
governs such wipe-out processes. The modification is that in the RI hysteresis model, the first local 
minimum 00 ≡m  and the maximum local maximum maxM  are never wiped out. Besides, the congruency 
property [4] of the CP hysteresis model still applies to the hysteresis loops but not to the initial ascending 
curve in the RI hysteresis model as the initial ascending curve is not part of any hysteresis loops. 
 
Fig. 2.  The novel hysteresis operator ( )( )tu,, βαδ  [3]. 
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Eqs. (1) and (2) involve double integration which is difficult to implement in practice, so an alternative 
model expression without calculus is desirable and is given in [3]. The rationale behind this alternative 
model expression is that the 1S  and 2S  regions in Eq. (2) can be treated as a result of the unification and 
subtraction of a series of triangular regions ))(),(( 11 +Δ ii tutuS  and ))(),(( 12 +Δ ii tutuS . Then the 
integration of ( )( )tu,, βαδ  over each of such triangular regions can be pre-identified and used to calculate 
( )tf  through a series of adding and subtracting operations.  
Specifically, each of such triangular regions represents the shape change in 1S  or 2S as the input 
changes monotonically between two adjacent extrema )( itu  and )( 1+itu  in the input history which are 
not wiped-out. The changes in the model output due to ))(),(( 11 +Δ ii tutuS  and ))(),(( 12 +Δ ii tutuS  are 
represented by the following two functions. ( )
( ) ( )( )
βαβαμ dd,))(),((
11 ,
111 ∫∫
+Δ
+ =
ii tutuS
ii tutuF       (3) 
( )
( ) ( )( )
βαβαμ dd,))(),((
11 ,
212 ∫∫
+Δ
+ =
ii tutuS
ii tutuF       (4) 
Thus, the RI hysteresis model output can be expressed as a linear combination of ))(),(( 11 +ii tutuF  
and ))(),(( 12 +ii tutuF , as follows. Denoting two adjacent local minimum and local maximum by m  and 
M , respectively, the following relationships related to Eqs. (3) and (4) are obtain by using the congruency 
property and the property of the initial ascending curve. 
( )
( )
( )
( )
⎩⎨
⎧=
=−=−==
−===
∫∫
∫∫
Δ
Δ
 ) traversedis curve ascending initial (the          0
 sed)not traver is curve ascending initial (the  ),(
),(
0dd,),(
dd,),(),(
2
2
2222
,
22
11
,
111
2
1
mMF
MmF
ffffmMF
ffMmFmMF
MmMmMMm
mMS
MmM
mMS
βαβαμ
βαβαμ
  (5) 
where 
Mj
f  ( 2,1=j ) represents the part in ( )tf  contributed by the jS  region at the moment when 
( )tu  is initially increased form 0 to M ; and 
Mmj
f  ( 2,1=j ) the part in ( )tf  contributed by the jS  
region at the moment when ( )tu  is subsequent decreased to m  from M . Assume that the historical 
local minima and maxima of ( )tu  that are not wiped out are 
max110min 0 αβ ≤<<<<<<≡≡ MMmmm nn LL  during 0)( >tu& , and 
max1110min 0 αβ ≤<<<<<<== − MMmmm nn LL  during 0)( <tu& . Then, if the input monotonically 
increases, i.e., 0)( >tu& , one has 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )nnnn
k
kkkk
n
n
k
kkkk
mtuFmMFmMFmMF
mtuFmMFmMFtf
,,,,
,,,
22
1
1
122
1
1
0
11111
−+−+
+−=
∑
∑
−
= +
−
=
+++
  (6) 
and if the input monotonically decreases, i.e., 0)( <tu&  
 
Fig. 3.  Geometric interpretation of the RI hysteresis model.  
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For the ease of parameter identification, define two new functions as ( ) ( )0,max1max MFMF =                       (8) ( ) ( ) ( )mMFmMFmMG ,,, 21 −=                (9) 
where ( )maxMF  is the model output increment when ( )tu  is increased from 0 to maxM  along the initial 
ascending curve, and ( )mMG ,  is the model output decrement when ( )tu  is subsequently decreased to 
m . The values of ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  under different m , M , and maxM  are readily measurable 
from a hysterical plant, so suitable expressions of ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  can be found. This is to be 
described in Section 4. 
Finally, Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eqs. (6) and (7) yields the alternative expression of the RI 
hysteresis model for practical uses. For 0)( >tu&  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )[ ]nnnn
k
kkkk mtuGmMGmMGmMGMFtf ,,,,
1
1
1max −−−−= ∑−= +   (10) 
and for 0)( <tu&  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )tuMGmMGmMGMFtf nn
k
kkkk ,,,
1
1
1max −−−= ∑−
=
+    (11) 
 
3. A Model of Piezoelectric Actuators 
The model of PEA is developed by cascading a vibration sub-model and a creep sub-model to the 
above RI hysteresis model, as shown in Fig. 4. ( )tu  represents the voltage input, and ( )tx  represents the 
displacement of the PEA or the model output. 
 
The vibration sub-model is represented by means of a second order system under the assumption that 
the mass driven by the PEA is much larger than the mass of the PEA itself [9], i.e.,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tftxtxtx nn =++ 1211 2 ωζω &&&                (12) 
where ζ  and nω  are the damping ratio and the natural frequency, respectively; and ( )tf  is the 
hysteresis being represented by using the RI hysteresis model discussed in the previous section. Since the 
RI hysteresis ( )tf  does not introduce phase lag, the phase lag between ( )tx  and ( )tu  is resulted from 
the vibration sub-model (Given the fact that the magnitude of creep is very small, its phase lag can be 
neglected). Thus, the values of ζ  and nω  can be estimated by fitting the frequency-phase response of 
Eq. (12) to the measured frequency-phase response of a PEA.  
The parameter identification of the RI hysteresis model involves the identification of the functions ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG , . To do this, some input-output data or the values of ( )tf  corresponding to 
certain inputs ( )tu  need to be found. However ( )tf  is difficult to measure in practice, so in this study 
such ( )tf  values is calculated from Eq. (12) by using ( )tx1  and its derivatives when the PEA is subject 
to ( )tu . It should be noted that in this process, creep is again neglected due to its small magnitude and 
( )tx  is taken as ( )tx1 , which is measurable. The derivatives of ( )tx1  can be approximately found either 
by firstly passing through the measured ( )tx  through a low pass filter to suppress the noise and then 
differentiating the low pass filter output or by a state estimator such as an α-β-γ filter. Once such ( )tu  and 
Fig. 4.  Integrated model of a PEA. 
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( )tf  data are obtained, a suitable expressions of ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  can then be found with their 
parameters estimated (to be discussed in Section 4). 
The creep in Fig. 4 is represented by means of a linear dynamic system model ( )sG2  taking ( )tx1  as 
input and generating a creep displacement ( )tx2 . ( )tx2  is then added to ( )tx1  to obtain the total 
displacement output of the PEA, ( )tx , as shown in Fig. 5. The form and the parameters of ( )sG2  can be 
determined by system identification methods. 
 
Eventually, with a voltage input ( )tu , a displacement output ( )tx  in Fig. 4 can be derived from Eqs. 
(10), (11), (12), and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )sGsXsXsXsXsXsGc 21211 1 +=+==       (13) 
where ( )sX1 , ( )sX 2 , and ( )sX  are the Laplace transforms of ( )tx1 , ( )tx2 , and ( )tx  respectively. 
 
4. Experiments and Results 
A. Experiment Setup 
Experimental validations of the PEA model are carried out on a PEA (P-753, Physik Instrumente). The 
actuator can generate motion in a range of 15 μm with a resolution of 0.5 nm. For displacement 
measurements, a built-in capacitive displacement sensor of the P-753 PEA with a resolution of 1nm was 
used. Both the actuator and the sensor are interfaced to a host computer via an I/O board (PCI-DAS1602/16, 
Measurement Computing Corporation) and controlled by SIMULINK programs. All measured 
displacements presented in this study were measured with a sampling interval of 0.05 ms. 
 
B. Vibration Sub-model Parameter Estimation 
As mentioned in the previous section, ζ  and nω  in Eq. (12) were estimated by fitting the phase 
frequency response of Eq. (12) to the measured response of the PEA based on the method of least squares. 
The phase frequency response curve of the PEA displacements was measured by feeding sinusoidal 
voltages between 0 and 1000 Hz to the PEA and then calculating the phase differences between the input 
voltages and the measured output displacements. The fitted results are shown in Fig. 6, from which ζ  and 
nω  were estimated as 0.788 and 5352 rad/s, respectively. 
 
 
C. RI Hysteresis Sub-model Parameter Estimation 
To identify ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG ,  in Eqs. (8) and (9), the displacements of the PEA were measured 
under the voltage inputs determined by ( ) ( ) ( )ππ 5.1200sin22 ++= tVVtu pppp                   (14) 
where ppV  is the peak-to-peak magnitudes. Since the frequency of voltage input, i.e., 100 Hz, was high, 
creep was insignificant over a few periods of the waveforms and thus neglected. The minimum and 
maximum of the voltage applied to the PEA were set to 0 V and 70 V, respectively. ppV  (or maxM ), M  
and m  were then taken values from 0 V to 70 V with a step of 5 V, respectively and thus the series of 
 
Fig. 6.  Measured and estimated phase frequency responses.
 
Fig. 5.  The creep sub-model, i.e., Gc(s) in Fig. 4. 
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( )tu  were determined. By applying ( )tu  of different ppV or maxM to the PEA, the displacements of the 
actuator were measured. Each measured displacement waveform was the ( )tx1  in Eq. (12) corresponding 
to a given ( )tu . ( )tx1&  and ( )tx1&&  were estimated by an α-β-γ filter 
( 2107.8 −×=α , 3109.3 −×=β , 3104.2 −×=γ ) from the measured ( )tx1 . ( )tx1 , ( )tx1& , and ( )tx1&&  were 
then substituted into Eq. (12) to calculate the “measured” ( )tf  corresponding to the given ( )tu . In the 
following, the values of ( )tf  and the corresponding ( )tu  from the initial conditions of 0=t , ( ) 0=tu , 
and ( ) 0=tf  were examined. Once ( )tu  was increased to reach a given maxM  from  ( ) 00 ==tu , the 
corresponding ( )tf  value was found and taken as a value of ( )maxMF . Similarly, once the voltage was 
subsequently decreased from maxMM =  to a specific value of m , the ( )tf  value was found and taken 
again. This ( )tf  value was subtracted from the ( )maxMF  value just measured and the result was taken 
as a value of ( )mMG ,  at this specific ( )mM ,  point. It was found that the measured points 
( )( )maxmax , MFM  resemble a smooth curve, and the measured points ( )( )mMGmM ,,,  resemble a 
smooth surface. Hence ( )maxMF  was represented by a polynomial 
( ) 4max43max32max2max10max MbMbMbMbbMF ++++=                  (15) 
And ( )mMG ,  was represented by a trend surface 
( )
4
15
3
14
22
13
3
12
4
11
3
10
2
9
2
8
3
7
2
65
2
4321,
MpmMpmMpMmp
mpMpmMpMmpmp
MpMmpmpMpmppmMG
++++
+++++
+++++=
              (16) 
Then the values of the parameters in Eqs. (15) and (16) were estimated by using the maximum likelihood 
method based on the measurements of ( )maxMF  and ( )mMG , . The estimated parameter values are 
shown in Table 1. With these parameters, the RI hysteresis of the actuators can be evaluated for any given 
input ( )tu  by using Eqs. (10) and (11). 
 
D. Creep Sub-model Parameter Estimation 
Creep is a slow effect. To identify the parameters involved in the creep sub-model, a step voltage input 
of 30V was applied to the PEA for an extended period of time (30 s). The output displacement ( )tx  of the 
PEA was measured. And the corresponding ( )tx1  was obtained by simulation using the identified 
hysteresis and vibration sub-models. Then ( )tx2 , which is the measured output of ( )sG2  in Fig. 5 
induced by the input ( )tx1 , was obtained by ( ) ( ) ( )txtxtx 12 −= . By using the System Identification 
Toolbox in MATLAB, an ARX (Auto Regressive with eXogenous input) model with a sampling period of 
0.1 s and having 4 poles, 1 zero, and 1 sampling period of delay between output and input was identified by 
the least squares method to model creep. This ARX model was then converted into a continuous-time 
model as 
( )
0.12510181.61010.14
404.984.47181.41804.0
234
23
2 ++++
+++=
ssss
ssssG           (17) 
The simulated (by using Eq. (17)) and the measured creep displacements of the PEA are compared in Fig. 
7. 
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E. Validation of the Model of PEA 
The input voltage ( )tu  used for validating the integrated model of PEA is shown in Fig. 8. In the 
experiments, vT/1  was set to 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 Hz. Two of the measured results are shown 
in Fig. 9; along with the simulation results obtained form the developed model, for the purpose of 
comparison. The root-mean-square (RMS) errors and the maximum errors calculated over two periods of 
the ( )tu  waveform are given in Table 2. 
 
It can be seen from Fig. 9 and Table 2 that the PEA model integrating the RI hysteresis model with the 
vibration and creep sub-models can represent the dynamics of the PEA with good accuracy (the RMS error 
is less than 1% of the maximum displacement of the PEA) when the PEA is subject to voltage input signals 
with a frequency up to 400 Hz. The increase in the RMS error as the input frequency increases is 
considered as a result of the unmodeled high-frequency dynamics of the PEA. The higher RMS errors in 
the low frequency compared with those at medium are thought to be caused by the 2nd-order approximation 
of the vibration dynamics that leads to a smaller phase lag then reality. 
 
 
Fig. 8.  ( )tu  used for PEA model validation. 
TABLE 1 
ESTIMATED VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS IN EQS. (15) AND (16) 
Par. Value Par. Value Par. Value 
0b  84.4  3p  61085.2 ×  10p  362  
1b  745−  4p  41026.2 ×  11p  58.4  
2b  41005.5 ×  5p  41035.3 ×-  12p  67.9−  
3b  61085.2 ×  6p  31001.3 ×  13p 17.5  
4b  41075.5 ×  7p  7.46  14p  66.1  
1p  51010.9 ×  8p  0.49−  15p  03.3−  
2p  61077.2 ×-  9p  178−    
TABLE 2 
ERRORS IN THE PEA MODEL VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS 
vT/1 (Hz)
RMS Error 
(μm) 
Maximum Error 
(μm) 
50 0.093 0.212 
100 0.066 0.157 
200 0.055 0.127 
300 0.059 0.136 
400 0.095 0.252 
500 0.188 0.593 
Fig. 7.  Measured and simulated PEA creep displacements.
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5. Conclusions 
Accurate models of PEAs are highly desirable for both better understanding the behavior of such 
actuators and controller design. Such models can usually be constructed by cascading three sub-models 
together, each representing the RI hysteresis, the vibration dynamics, and the creep effect, respectively. 
While the vibration dynamics and the creep effect have been accurately modeled in the literature, there are 
still problems concerning the modeling of RI hysteresis. Traditionally, the CP hysteresis model has been 
widely used to represent the RI hysteresis in PEAs. However, it is found that the CP hysteresis model is 
incapable of representing the one-sided hysteresis behavior in PEAs since it cannot represent the initial 
ascending curve, inducing significant inaccuracy. To solve this problem, in this paper, an integrated model 
of PEAs was developed based on a new RI hysteresis model which is specifically designed to enable the 
representation of the one-sided hysteresis behavior. The resultant model of PEAs was validated through 
experiments. And it is concluded that the resultant model developed is capable of representing the dynamic 
behaviors of PEAs, including one-sided hysteresis, creep, and vibration dynamics accurately, with an RMS 
error less than 1% of the maximum PEA displacement and in operations with frequencies up to 400 Hz. 
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6.1 Introduction and Objectives 
The main difficulty in tracking control of a PEA is to compensate for the 
nonlinear/difficult-to-model effects, such as hysteresis, creep, and external load. However, 
according to the model developed in Chapter 5, it is found that such effects can be lumped 
together and treated as the result of a matched unknown input applied to the vibration dynamics 
sub-model. As such, sliding mode control, which can compensate for the effects of matched 
unknown inputs, is very suitable for the task. But there is a chattering problem related to the 
ideal sliding mode control due to the use of a switching control term. The usual solution to this 
problem is to use the SMBL method instead, in which the switching control in the ideal sliding 
mode controller is replaced with a continuous one, e.g. a saturation function. However, such 
replacement introduces steady error since the continuous control, e.g. the saturation function, is 
equivalent to a proportional control in the non-saturated interval. 
Based on the above discussion, the objective of this paper was to develop a PIDSM control 
scheme for PEAs based on the comprehensive model of PEAs developed in Chapter 5, in which 
the switching control in the ideal sliding mode controller is replaced with a PID regulator, as 
such the chattering problem related to the switching control term in ideal sliding mode control 
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and the steady state error problem related to the SMBL method is solved. 
6.2 Methods 
(1) The comprehensive model of PEA developed in Chapter 5 was used with slight 
modification (incorporating an external loading force to the model). 
(2) Since the creep was modeled as a linear system, the vibration dynamics sub-model and 
the creep sub-model were swapped without affecting the output of the PEA model.  
(3) The vibration dynamics sub-model was taken as a nominal model of the PEA. The effects 
induced by the rate-independent hysteresis, the creep, and the external loading force were treated 
as the result of a matched unknown input applied to the vibration dynamics sub-model. 
(4) Construct an error system whose states are the differences between the desired states and 
the states of the model of PEA with uncertain inputs. 
(5) Design the sliding function and the sliding mode. Since it was found that error system 
developed in the last step was a second-order system with one input (because the nominal model 
or the vibration dynamics sub-model of the PEA was a second-order system with one input), the 
sliding mode was a first order system. 
(6) Find the equivalent control. 
(7) Instead of using a switching control as in ideal SM control, a PID regulator was employed 
to compensate for the matched uncertainties and drive the states of the error system to the sliding 
mode, 
(8) The reachability of the sliding mode, hence the stability of the PIDSM control scheme, 
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was proven. The steady state error (final value of the switching function) was also found to be 
zero. 
(9) Experimental validation of the PIDSM control scheme (a continuous α-β filter was used 
for state estimation) and comparative studies between PIDSM control, ideal SM control, SMBL 
control, and PID control were performed. 
6.3 Results 
Experimental results showed that good tracking control performances with low tracking error 
(maximum error less than 4% and RMS error less than 3% of the maximum displacement of the 
PEA when tracking sine waves of up to 150 Hz), low chattering, and no steady state error were 
achieved by the used of the PIDSM control scheme developed. Also, experimental comparative 
study showed that the PIDSM controller is superior to the ideal SM controller and the SMBL 
controller in the aforementioned terms while the performance of the PIDSM controller is 
comparable to that of the PID controller in low frequency tracking operations (<100 Hz) but the 
former becomes superior than the latter in high frequency tracking operation. 
6.4 Contributions 
 The contributions of this paper are the implementation of the PIDSM control scheme on a 
physical plant, especially, on PEAs, and the stability analysis of such a control scheme. 
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Abstract 
Nonlinear effects of piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) due to hysteresis and creep can greatly degrade the 
system performance; and their compensation is a challenging task in the tracking control of PEAs. 
Nonlinearities of a PEA can be treated as matched unknown inputs to a linear nominal model representative 
of the PEA dynamics. As such, the sliding mode (SM) control is promising for PEA tracking control due to 
its ability of rejecting the effects of such unknown inputs. However, the chattering and steady state error 
associated with SM-based control methods remain to be addressed. This paper presents a study on a 
proportional-integral-derivative based sliding mode (PIDSM) control for PEAs, in which the discontinuous 
switching control action in SM control is replaced with a continuous one determined from the PID 
algorithm. Specifically, based on the model developed for the PEA, the development of a PIDSM controller, 
along with its stability analysis, is presented. The PIDSM controller was implemented on a typical 
commercially-available PEA (in combination with a continuous α-β filter for state estimation) and 
experiments were carried out to examine its tracking control performance. As compared to PID, ideal SM, 
and SM control with boundary layer (SMCBL), the PIDSM control showed its improved performance in 
terms of steady state error elimination, chattering suppression, and tracking error suppression. 
 
Keywords: Sliding mode control, PID control, Piezoelectric devices.  
 
1. Introduction 
Piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) have been widely used in the fields of micro- and nano-positioning 
such as atomic force microscopes [1], adaptive optics [2], and micromanipulators [3] due to their high 
displacement resolution (sub nanometer) and large actuating force (typically a few hundreds of N) [4]. In 
these applications, the nonlinear effects of PEAs due to hysteresis and creep [1][4], and the distributed 
nature of their vibration dynamics [5] have shown to be able to significantly degrade the system 
performance and even lead to system unstable [4]. For improvement, the development of models 
representative of the PEA nonlinear effects and the development of model-based controllers for 
compensation have drawn considerable attention. 
A number of models for the PEA have been reported in the literature, and they can be generally 
classified into two categories: phenomenon-based models and physics-based models. The 
phenomenon-based models of PEA are typically developed based on the experimental results alone, in 
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which both nonlinear and linear effects are lumped together. In [6]-[10], for example, the hysteresis and the 
vibration dynamics are combined to form a dynamic or rate-dependent hysteresis model for PEAs. In 
contrast, in the physics-based models of PEA the linear and nonlinear effects are decoupled by means of 
individual sub-models of PEAs. In [11]-[14], the PEA was modeled as a cascade of a nonlinear sub-model 
for the rate-independent hysteresis and a linear sub-model for the vibration dynamics. In [1],[15]-[17], 
sub-models for the creep effect, either linear or nonlinear, were included in addition to the ones for 
vibration dynamics and hysteresis. 
Based on the models developed for PEAs, various control schemes have been developed and reported 
in the literature to improve the PEA performance. A significant number of such control schemes are 
open-loop inversion based or feedforward [1],[10],[18]-[24], in which the control action is generated based 
on the inverse of the PEA model. For instance, feedforward controllers were developed to compensate for 
rate-independent hysteresis [18]-[21],[25]. Such feedforward controllers works well in the cases with low 
operating frequencies, where hysteresis is the dominant effect. In addition to rate-independent hysteresis, 
the inversion-based compensation for rate-dependent hysteresis [10],[23],[24] as well as creep and 
vibration dynamics [1],[22] were also pursued, especially for the applications where the operation 
frequency is high. There are two problems associated with the feedforward schemes, which are the need of 
a priori accurate model for PEA and the computational effort to invert the model. To cope with the these 
problems, it is rational to use feedback in conjunction with feedforward [11],[24],[26]. Besides, the use of 
feedback control without the inverse-based feedforward component can also avoid the aforementioned 
problems; and the controllers are usually developed based on the linear nominal model of the PEA 
dynamics, while the nonlinearity and uncertainty due to hysteresis and external-loading changes are treated 
as disturbances to be suppressed. For performance improvement at both low- and high- frequencies, a 
high-gain feedback is always desirable, but this may not be feasible due to the system stability. With the 
increase in the operating frequency, there will be a fast phase loss in the frequency response of the 
closed-loop system due to the high-frequency PEA dynamics, which tends to destabilize the system. This, 
as a result, limits high gains for use at high frequencies [4][27]. One method for improvement is the use of 
a notch filter to lower the first resonant peak of the system, thus increasing the gain margin [28]. 
Adaptive/iterative methods [4],[20],[29],[30] and neuron network methods [31] can also be employed, but 
limited to in the applications with repetitive reference trajectories. The other method is the use of 
disturbance observers [32] to estimate and then provide the PEA with a portion of the control input required 
for disturbance compensation, which allows for the use of low-gain feedback. Since there are additional 
low pass filtering components in the disturbance observer to make it realizable [32], the capability of 
disturbance compensation degrades at high operating frequencies. Other advanced feedback controllers 
were also developed for PEA tracking control based on the idea of minimizing or rejecting the effect of the 
disturbances on the PEA output displacement. For example, robust controllers [33] were designed to 
minimize the effects of the disturbances based on a cost function. 
If the disturbances can be treated as an unknown input applied to the PEA through the same channel as 
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the known input, referred to as matched uncertainty/unknown input in the literature, the effect of the 
disturbances on the PEA performance can be theoretically completely rejected by the use of 
sliding-mode-based (SM-based) controllers [34]. In its original form (simply referred to as SM control) is a 
type of variable structure control (VSC) technique, in which the control law is established fully or partially 
based on a sign function to drive the system states to approach a prescribed sliding surface, thus rejecting 
the effects of disturbances on the system states. Based on SM control [35]-[38], various modified control 
techniques have also been reported for tracking control of PEAs. For instance, the integral sliding mode 
technique was used in [39] to keep the system states on the sliding surface from the beginning (i.e. 
eliminating the reaching phase); adaptive methods were combined with sliding mode control for the 
nonlinearity compensation [40]-[42]; and linear matrix inequalities (LIMs) were employed to solve 
optimization problems involved in the SM control and sliding surface design [43][44]. It is noted that the 
control actions generated by SM control and most of its modified forms as well are discontinuous due to the 
use of the sign function. Such discontinuity of the control action induces the so-called chattering problem, 
which is highly undesirable in practice [34]. This is particularly true in the control of a PEA due to the 
relatively-high frequency of its first vibration mode. To alleviate the chattering problem, a modified SM 
control with boundary layer (SMCBL) were developed [34],[45], in which the discontinuous control action 
was replaced with a continuous approximation of the switching function with a boundary layer. Within the 
boundary layer, the control scheme is equivalent to a proportional controller. As such, the system states 
cannot converge to the sliding surface, thus causing a steady state error [34]. This phenomenon was also 
observed in the PEA control experiments presented later in Section 4. To overcome the steady-state error, 
meanwhile maintaining the advantage of continuous control action, one promising solution is to replace the 
discontinuous control action in the SM control with a continuous one that is determined by a 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) regulator. This results in the so-called PID-based SM (PIDSM) 
control [45]. In addition to reducing chattering, the integral component in the PIDSM control can eliminate 
the steady state error. Another advantage of the PIDSM control is that the bounds on the matched 
uncertainties, as required by other control schemes (such as SM control and SMCBL) are not required. This 
is due to the fact that the PID regulator can generate theoretically infinite control signal to force the 
switching function to zero. Although the effectiveness of the PIDSM has been illustrated by computer 
simulations in the context of chemical engineering [45]-[47], its applications to physical plants, including 
PEAs, have not been reported to the best knowledge of authors, and the stability analysis of PIDSM control 
is also void in the literature. Furthermore, since the PEA nonlinearities and other disturbances can be 
treated as matched uncertainties for compensation, this eliminates the need of accurate models for the PEA 
nonlinearities in the PIDSM control, which is highly desirable. As motivated, this paper presents the 
development of the PIDSM control scheme for the PEA tracking control and its stability analysis in 
Sections 2 and 3. Experiments were also performed to illustrate the effectiveness of the PIDSM control 
scheme (in combination with a continuous α-β filter for state estimation), as compared to other SM-based 
control schemes and PID control, in Section 4. 
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2. Model of Piezoelectric Actuators 
Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic of a PEA, in which the end-effector affixed to the base through flexure 
hinges is driven by a piezoelectric element. A physics-based model is used to represent the PEA in this 
study, i.e. the nonlinear and linear effects of the PEA are decoupled by means of individual sub-models that 
are connected in cascade. The block diagram of this model is shown in Fig. 1(b), in which the blocks of H , 
V , and cF  represents the PEA hysteresis, dynamics, and creep, respectively.  
 
In particular, the block H  represents the nonlinear hysteretic relationship between the input voltage, 
( )tu , and the internal actuating force, ( )tf . Such hysteresis is the dominant form of PEA nonlinearity [4] 
and typically represented by means of either rate-independent hysteresis models, such as the classical 
Preisach hysteresis model [1][11], or the differential-equation-based model [5]. In the development of a 
SM-based controller for PEAs as presented later, the effect of hysteresis is treated as a matched unknown 
input to the block V , so the accurate representation of hysteresis is not needed. The block V  represents 
the vibration dynamics relating the internal actuating force, ( )tf , and the external force, ( )tfe , to the 
end-effector displacement without the consideration of creep. Although the vibration dynamics of a PEA is 
distributed in nature, it can be approximated by a linear combination of several second-order systems [48], 
or one second-order system if the mass of the end-effector driven by the piezoelectric element is much 
larger than that of the piezoelectric element itself [49]. The error of such an approximation, along with the 
effect of ( )tfe , can also be lumped as a matched unknown input to the block V . The block cF  in Fig. 
1(b) represents the creep, which can be either linear [1] or nonlinear [17]. In the present study, a linear 
sub-model is assumed to be used for cF  and then the blocks of cF  and V  are swapped without 
effecting the output displacement, ( )ty . As such, the creep effect cF  can also be treated as a part of the 
matched uncertain input to the block V . 
If the second-order system approximation is used for the block V  and the approximation error, along 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of a PEA and (b) its physics-based model. 
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with the effects of ( )tfe , H , and cF , are lumped together as the matched unknown input to the block V , 
one has 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ttftfKtytyty ennn 01222 εωωξω ++=++ &&&                   (1) 
where ξ , nω , and 1K  are the damping ratio, the natural frequency, and the steady state gain of the 
second-order system, respectively. ( )t0ε  is the matched input uncertainties to the block V , accounting for 
cF  and the approximation error due to the use of a second-order system. Notably, ( )tfe , and ( )t0ε  are 
unknown, but bounded. Recall that ( )tf  is the internal actuating force upon the application of ( )tu , 
which is dominated by the PEA hysteresis [50]. As such, ( )tf  can be considered as the combination of a 
linear component proportional to ( )tu  and a non-linear component associated with hysteresis [36][39][51], 
as shown in Fig. 2. Mathematically, this is given by   
( ) ( )ttuKtf 12)( ε+=                                (2) 
where 2K  is the nominal gain from ( )tu  to ( )tf ; and ( )t1ε  is the non-linear component associated 
with hysteresis and bounded in practice. 
 
For the convenience of following discussion, the unknown terms of ( )tfe , ( )t0ε , and ( )t1ε  in Eq. (1) 
and Eq. (2) are lumped together into a single term, i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]tttfKt e 1012 εεε ++= − , which is considered 
as the matched unknown input to the second-order system. Denoting yx =1 , yx &=2 , and let 21KKK = , 
one has the following state space representation for the PEA , as derived from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) 
( )
[ ] CX
x
x
y
BBuAXXu
Kx
x
x
x
nnn
=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡=
++==+⎥⎦
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⎤⎢⎣
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⎤⎢⎣
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2
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2
2
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2
10 εεωξωω &&
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            (3) 
Eq. (3) is referred to as the nominal model of the PEA if ( ) 0≡tε . 
 
Fig. 2 Illustration of the decomposition of ( )tf  in Eq. (2). 
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3. PID-Based Sliding Mode Control and Its Stability 
3.1 PID-Based Sliding Model (PIDSM) Control 
 As discussed in Section 1, the PIDSM controller is modified from a SM controller by replacing the 
switching control action with a continuous one generated by a PID regulator, such that the chattering 
associated with SM control can be suppressed and the steady state error associated with SMCBL can be 
eliminated. In this study, the PIDSM tracking controller developed for the PEA takes the structure of state 
tracking controller, which forces the state vector (consisting of the output displacement and velocity) of the 
PEA to track the desired or reference state vector. The development of such a controller is introduced as 
follows. 
 Let w be the desired output displacement with the second-order derivative existing and W be the 
desired or reference state vector, i.e., [ ] [ ]TT wwwwW &== 21 . The state tracking error vector or 
the difference between the state vector of the PEA, X , and the desired state vector, W , is 
WXe −=                                     (4) 
where [ ] [ ] [ ]TTT wxwxwxwxeee &−−=−−== 21221121 . From Eqs. (3) and (4), the 
error system is described by 
WBBuAWAeWXe &&&& −+++=−= ε                          (5) 
The objective of control is to find the control action ( )tu  such that the state vector e  of the error 
system Eq. (5) can be brought to the origin, i.e., 01 =e  and 02 =e . 
Notice that the terms of AW and W&− in Eq. (5) are known, hence their effects on e&  can be 
compensated by a part of u , which is given by the first term on the right hand side in the following 
equation: 
( ) ( ) SMTT uAWWBBBu +−= − &1                          (6) 
The other part of u , i.e. SMu , is the control action generated by a PIDSM regulator. 
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) and making use of Eq. (3) yields 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+++=++= εε 22222121
2
BuBeAeA
e
BBuAee
SM
SM&                    (7) 
where 221 nA ω−= , nA ξω222 −= , and 22 nKB ω= . To determine SMu , the sliding surface needs to be 
defined. In the present study, it is defined by letting the switching function be zero. The switching function 
is a linear combination of the states of the error system Eq. (5), i.e. 
[ ][ ]Teemeq 211=Λ=                                 (8) 
where m  is the parameter to characterize the sliding surface which meets the following equation  
01121 =+=+=Λ emeemee &                               (9) 
The motion of the system Eq. (7) on the sliding surface Eq. (9) is referred to as the sliding motion. 
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According to Eq. (9), it is governed by the first-order autonomous system 
11 mee −=&                                     (10) 
It can be seen from Eq. (10) that 0>m  is required to ensure the stability of the sliding motion. Eq. (10) 
also indicates that the magnitude of m  should be chosen, depending on the desired rate of convergence of 
1e  to 0. From Eqs. (7) and (9), during sliding motion one has  
0222221212
2221
=++++=
+=+=Λ=
εBuBeAeAme
emeeemeq
SM
&&&&&
                   (11) 
In the above equation, ε2B  is associated with the lumped uncertainty, and the other terms of 2me , 121eA , 
and 222eA  can be estimated by means of a state estimator and referred to as measurable terms afterwards. 
As such, one can divide SMu  into two parts, i.e. 
( ) 3222121212 ueAeAmeBuSM +++−= −                        (12) 
where ( )222121212 eAeAmeB ++− −  is the equivalent control that compensates for the measurable terms and 
maintains the states of the system Eq. (7) on the sliding surface Eq. (9) given that 0=ε ; and 3u  is the 
control action for compensating for the lumped uncertainty, i.e., ε2B . In SM control, 3u  takes the form of 
( )qu sgn3 η−=                                 (13) 
where η  is a positive number larger or equal to the bound of ε . Due to the discontinuity of 3u ,   
chattering is present in the control of PEAs. In SMCBL, in order to reduce chattering, a continuous function 
such as the saturation function may be used to replace the sign function in Eq. (13). However, the limited 
feedback gain of 3u  would introduce a steady state error in the PEA displacement. To solve this problem, 
one solution is to use the PIDSM control, in which ( )qu3  takes the form of a PID component as 
( )∫ ++−= t ccc qDtqIqPu 03 d &         (14) 
where 0≥cP , 0≥cI , and 0≥cD  are the PID parameters. Thus, the control action u  can be 
determined from Eqs. (6), (12), and (14). 
 
3.2 PIDSM Stability 
The PID parameters must satisfy certain requirements to ensure the reachability of the sliding surface 
such that if combined with the stability condition of the sliding motion ( 0>m ), the PIDSMC is stable. 
Such requirements are discussed as follows. Substituting Eqs. (12) and (14) into Eq. (11)  without 
equating q  or q&  to zero yields 
( ) ε202 d BqDtqIqPBq t ccc +++−= ∫ &&        (15) 
The reachability condition of the sliding surface is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem: If both the initial value of switching function and the uncertainty in the system defined by Eq. 
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(15) are bounded, i.e., ( ) ∞<≤ max00 qq  and  ∞<≤ maxεε , then 
(a) the system defined by Eq. (15) is asymptotically stable if and only if the roots of 
( ) 01 2222 =+++ ccc IBsPBsDB  have negative real parts;  
(b) the sliding surface 0=q  is asymptotically reachable if Eq. (15) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof: 
(a) Divide q  into two parts, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( )tqtqtq 01 +=          (16) 
where ( ) ( )00 qtq ≡  is the initial value of q  and ( ) 001 =q . Then Eq. (15) can be rewritten as 
ε2120 020 1202121 dd BqDBtqIBtqIBqPBqPBqq ctctccc +−−−−−== ∫∫ &&&            (17) 
0q  and ε  can be treated as two inputs to the system Eq. (17). Since the system Eq. (17) is linear, it can be 
treated as the sum of two subsystems with 0q  and ε  as their inputs, respectively. The output of these 
subsystems are 11q  and 12q , respectively, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) 0000 12111
12111
12111
===
+=
+=
qqq
tqtqtq
tqtqtq
&&&        (18) 
The combined system Eq. (17), thus the system Eq. (15), is asymptotically stable if and only if these two 
subsystems are asymptotically stable.  
For the first system 
1120 020 1120211211
dd qDBtqIBtqIBqPBqPBq c
t
c
t
ccc && −−−−−= ∫∫               (19) 
Recall that ( ) 0011 =q , the transfer function of the above system is 
( )
( ) ( ) ccc
cc
IBsPBsDB
IBsPB
sQ
sQ
22
2
2
22
0
11
1 +++
−−=                         (20) 
where ( )sQ11  and ( )sQ0  are the Laplace transforms of ( )tq11  and ( )tq0 , respectively.  
For the second system  
ε21220 12212212 d BqDBtqIBPqBq t +−−−= ∫ &&                      (21) 
Recall that ( ) 0012 =q , the transfer function of this system is 
( )
( ) ( ) ccc IBsPBsDB
sB
s
sQ
22
2
2
212
1 +++=Σ                         (22) 
where ( )sQ12  and ( )sΣ  are the Laplace transforms of ( )tq12  and ( )tε , respectively.  
Eqs. (15) and (17) are asymptotically stable if and only if Eqs. (20) and (22) are asymptotically stable 
or the poles of Eqs. (20) and (22) are located in the left-half s -plane. This requires the roots of 
( ) 01 2222 =+++ ccc IBsPBsDB  have negative real parts. 
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(b) If Eq. (15) (hence Eq. (17)) is asymptotically stable, the application of the final value theorem of the 
Laplace transform to ( )sQ11  yields 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ccc
cc
ss IBsPBsDB
sQIBsPBsssQq
22
2
2
022
011011 1
limlim +++
−−==∞ →→                 (23) 
Recall that ( ) ( )00 qtq ≡  and ( ) ∞<≤ max00 qq , one has ( ) ( ) sqsQ 00 = . Eq. (23) can be reduced to  
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )01
0
lim
22
2
2
22
011
q
IBsPBsDB
s
qIBsPBs
q
ccc
cc
s
−=+++
−−
=∞ →                     (24) 
Applying the final value theorem of the Laplace transform to ( )sQ12  yields 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) cccss IBsPBsDB
sBsssQq
22
2
2
2
2
012012 1
limlim +++
Σ==∞ →→                (25) 
Denote ( ) rss =Re  and ( ) iss =Im . Notice that ∞<≤ maxεε , the Laplace transform of ( )tε , i.e. ( )sΣ , 
is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
r
ts
r
ts
ii
tstists
tissststst
s
e
s
te
ttsitsetee
tetettettes
rr
rir
ir
max
0
max
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dsincosd
dddd
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∞+ −∞+ −−
+∞ +−+∞ −+∞ −+∞ −
∫
∫∫
∫∫∫∫
           (26) 
The region of convergence of ( )sΣ  in the worst case scenario (i.e. ( )tε  is exponentially bounded only 
by max
0 εte− , but not by any maxεσte− where 0>σ ) is the region of ( ) 0Re >= rss  on the s -plane. This 
implies that in the worst case scenario, ( )sΣ  and hence ( )sBs Σ22  are analytic in the region of 
( ) 0Re >= rss . So ( )sBs Σ22  is continuous in this region, leading to 
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
0lim
lim
lim
limlim
max
2
2
0
max
20 ,0
20 ,0
2
2
0 ,02
2
0
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Bississ
issBississ
sBssBs
r
ir
ir
r
ε
ε                    (27) 
In cases other than the above worst case scenario, ( )sΣ  still converges on ( ) 0Re >= rss  since ( )tε  is 
still exponentially bounded by max
0 εte− , so Eq. (27) is also applicable. Also, there must be 
( ) 022 ≥Σ sBs                                    (28) 
Then it can be concluded from Eqs. (27) and (28) that 
( ) 0lim 220 =Σ→ sBss                                  (29) 
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Hence 
( ) ( )( ) ccccs IBIBsPBsDB
sBsq
222
2
2
2
2
012
0
1
lim =+++
Σ=∞ →          (30) 
Since there must be 0≠cI  for Eq. (15) to be asymptotically stable and 02 ≠B , one has   
( ) 012 =∞q          (31) 
Substituting Eqs. (18), (24), and (31) into Eq. (16) yields  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 00000121101 =++−=+∞+∞=∞+∞=∞ qqqqqqqq    (32) 
Therefore, the sliding surface 0=q  is reachable and sliding motion occurs afterwards. 
■ 
Remark: It can be seen from the above discussion that the sliding surface is reachable if and only if the 
PID parameters are chosen such that the roots of ( ) 01 2222 =+++ ccc IBsPBsDB  have negative real 
parts. Furthermore, if the reachability condition of the sliding surface and the stability condition of the 
sliding motion ( 0>m ) are met simultaneously, the convergence of 1e  to 0 during the sliding motion 
govern by Eq. (10) ensures the zero steady state error. 
 
3.3 State Estimation 
 To implement the control law Eqs. (6), (12), and (14), the state vector of the plant must be known.  
For the case of PEA concerned in this paper, only the output displacement of the PEA is measured and a 
state observer is required to estimate the displacement velocity of the PEA. Given that the model of the 
lumped uncertainties in Eq. (3) is unknown, the observers used should not be model based. For this purpose, 
the α-β filter was adopted for use in the present study, which takes the following form for the PEA state 
estimation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kTxkTyTkTxTTkTxkTx 1211 )))) −+−+−= α                  (33) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] TkTxkTyTkTxkTx 122 ))) −+−= β                          (34) 
where L,2,1,0=k ; T  is the sampling interval; and 1xˆ  and 2xˆ  are the estimated displacement and 
velocities, respectively. It can be seen that the α-β filter is a discrete-time estimator. However, the PIDSM 
controller developed in this study is in the continuous-time domain. As such, a continuous-time version of 
the α-β filter [52], which was obtain by taking the inverse impulse invariant transform of (33) and (34), was 
employed. The transfer functions of the continuous-time α-β filter are 
( ) ( )( )
( )
22
2
1
1 2
2ˆ
fnfnf
fnffnfn
ss
sT
sY
sXsG ωωξ
ωξωω
++
−+==                        (35) 
( ) ( )( ) 22
2
2
2 2
ˆ
fnfnf
fn
ss
s
sY
sXsG ωωξ
ω
++==                           (36) 
where ( )sX1ˆ , ( )sX 2ˆ , and ( )sY  are the Laplace transform of 1xˆ , 2xˆ , and y , respectively; and fξ  
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and fnω  are the damping ratio and the natural frequency of the continuous-time α-β filter, respectively. 
fξ , fnω , and T  are related to α  and β  by 
( )22 TT fnffn ωξωα −=                               (37) 
( )2Tfnωβ =                                         (38) 
Eqs. (35) and (36) indicate that the continuous-time α-β filter is stable if the roots of 
02 22 =++ fnfnf ss ωωξ  have negative real parts. The block diagram of the closed-loop system with the 
continuous-time α-β filter is shown in Fig. 3. The control scheme in Fig. 3 is referred to as the PIDSM 
Controller + α-β filter scheme or the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme in the following discussion. 
 
 
3.4 Stability of the Closed-loop System 
 The closed-loop system shown in Fig. 3 is actually a linear system with a known input ( )tw  and an 
unknown input ( )tε  and its stability condition can be examined through its transfer function. In terms of 
the responses to the inputs of ( )tw  and ( )tε , the output displacement ( )ty  can be  expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( )tytyty 21 +=                              (39) 
where ( )ty1  is the response to ( )tw  and ( )ty2  is the response to ( )tε . Then, by using Eqs. (3), (4) 
(replace X  with [ ]TxxX 21 ˆˆˆ = ), (8), (6), (12), (14), (35), and (36), the transfer functions of the 
aforementioned two responses can be derived and given by 
( )
( )
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    (40) 
 
Fig. 3 Block diagram of the closed-loop system. 
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where ( )sY1 ， ( )sY2 ， ( )sW ， and ( )sΣ  are the Laplace transform of ( )ty1 ， ( )ty2 ， ( )tw ， and ( )tε , 
respectively. The closed loop system is stable if and only if the poles of the transfer functions given in Eqs. 
(40) and (41) have negative real parts. This condition has to be satisfied in the design of the PIDSMC + α-β 
filter scheme.  
 
4. Experiments and Simulations 
4.1 Experiment Setup and PEA Model Parameter Identification 
Experimental verifications of the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme as compared to other control schemes 
were carried out on a typical commercially-available PEA (P-753, Physik Instrumente). The actuator can 
generate motion in a range of 15 μm with a resolution of 0.5 nm. For displacement measurements, the 
built-in capacitive displacement sensor of the actuator with a resolution of 1 nm was used. Both the actuator 
and the sensor were interfaced to a host computer via an I/O board (PCI-DAS1602/16, Measurement 
Computing Corporation) and MATLAB SIMULINK was used for all programming.  The displacements 
presented in this study were measured with a sampling interval s 00005.0=ΔT  and in a time period of 8 
seconds. 
The parameters in the PEA model given in Eq. (3) were identified experimentally. In the experiments, 
sinusoidal voltages of 70V magnitude with varying frequencies (0 Hz, 1 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 50 Hz, 
100 Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz, 400 Hz, 500 Hz, 600 Hz, 700 Hz, 800 Hz, 900 Hz, and 1000 Hz) were applied the 
PEA and its displacement was measured. The phase differences between the measured PEA displacements 
and the sinusoidal input voltages were then evaluated and given in Fig. 4 as a function of frequency. The 
damping ratio ξ  and the natural frequency nω  were identified by fitting the phase-frequency response of 
the nominal model of the PEA (Eq. (3) with ( ) 0≡tε ), given by  
( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−=+−∠−°=
−
22
122 2tan20 ωω
ωξωωξωωωωϕ
n
n
nn j                 (42) 
to the measured phase-frequency response of the PEA. By using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to 
solve the nonlinear least square fitting problem, the parameters were found to be 7876.0=ξ  and 
sn rad5352=ω , with the fitting result shown in Fig. 4. Eventually, the nominal gain K  in Eq. (3) was 
calculated by using maxmax uyK = , where maxy  is the measured PEA displacement upon the application 
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of the voltage with a maximum allowable amplitude maxu . This leads to Vμm1347.0=K . To illustrate 
the effectiveness of the identified PEA model, the frequency responses of the measurements and model 
predictions are shown in Fig. 4 for comparison. 
 
4.2 Effectiveness of the PIDSMC + α-β Filter Scheme 
4.2.1 Verification of the Sliding Mode Behavior 
 Since the discontinuous control term in the ideal SM control is replaced with a control signal 
generated by a continuous PID regulator in the PIDSM controller, it is desirable to verify whether the 
sliding mode behavior still occurs as predicted by the theory given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. In this section, 
the sliding mode behaviors of the PIDSM controller and the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme are examined by 
both simulation and experiment. 
 Firstly, a simulation was performed using the block diagram shown in Fig. 5 (a). The purpose of this 
simulation is to examine the sliding mode behavior of the PIDSM controller without the presence of state 
estimator. The nominal model, i.e., Eq. (3) with ( ) 0≡tε , was used for the PEA model in Fig. 5 (a) with the 
parameters identified in Section 4.1 and initial conditions of  [ ] [ ]TTxxX 0520100 == . The 
desired displacement was set as ( ) 0≡tw ; while the PIDSM controller parameters were 2200=m , 
004.0=cP , 06.0=cI , and 8101 −×=cD such that the closed-loop system shown in Fig. 5 (a) was stable 
and that the sliding motion was clearly observed. The simulation was performed for a period of 1 second. 
The resulting phase portrait of 1e vs. 2e  is shown in Fig. 5 (b), along with the theoretical sliding surface 
determined by Eq. (9). It can be observed that the sliding motion does occur and the sliding surface is in 
accord with that given by Eq. (9). 
 
Fig. 4 Comparison of the PEA frequency responses between the measurements and model 
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 Secondly, an experiment was performed on the system shown in Fig. 3. The purpose of this 
experiment is to examine the sliding mode behavior of the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme. The initial 
condition of the PEA was [ ] [ ]TTxxX 0020100 == and the desired displacement was 
( ) 5≡tw . The parameters of the continuous-time α-β filter were set as 21=fξ  and rad/s 1000πω =fn  
such that there was no peaking in its frequency response and that the cutoff frequency was 500 Hz. The 
parameters of the PIDSM controller had the same values as those used in the simulation above. With the 
aforementioned parameters, the closed-loop system in Fig. 3 is stable since the poles of the transfer 
functions Eqs. (40) and (41) are -7606.5, -1919.2+5237.8i, -1919.2-5237.8i, -1413.5, and -15, all with 
negative real parts. The experiment was performed for a period of 1 second. The measured phase portrait of 
111 ˆ wxe −=  vs. 222 ˆ wxe −=  is shown in Fig. 6 along with the theoretical sliding surface determined by 
Eq. (9). It can be observed that the measured trajectory of 1e  and 2e  oscillates around and eventually 
converges to the theoretically-predicted sliding surface. The oscillation of the measure phase portrait in Fig. 
6 might be mainly caused by the unmatched uncertainty introduced by the continuous-time α-β filter in the 
channel of 1e . 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5 Verification of the sliding mode behavior of the PIDSM controller through simulation: (a) the 
block diagram of the system used in simulation and (b) the simulated phase portrait and the 
theoretical sliding surface determined by Eq. (9). 
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4.2.2 Hysteresis Compensation 
Experiments were performed to illustrate the effectiveness of the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme as 
applied to the compensation for the PEA hysteresis.  
The parameters of the continuous-time α-β filter remain the same as those used in the previous 
experiment. The parameters of the PIDSM controller were chosen as follows. The value of m was set to 
22000=m  such that the sliding motion governed by Eq. (10) is stable. Also, a high rate of convergence 
of 1e  to 0 during the sliding motion was achieved as indicated by the resultant small rise time of the 
system Eq. (10), which is given by ( ) s109.0ln1.0ln 41 −− ≈−−= mTr . The PID parameters in Eq. (14) 
were selected such that the reachability condition of the sliding surface given in Section 3.2 was satisfied 
and that the closed-loop system was stable according to Section 3.4. On this basis, their values were tuned 
for the best performance when tracking ( ) ( ) 5102sin5 +⋅= ttw π ,  leading to 0004.0=cP , 1=cI , and 
810−=cD . With these parameters, the poles of the transfer functions Eqs. (40) and (41) are given by 
-7779.3, -1435.4+5296.7i, -1435.4-5296.7i, -1111.6+1529.8i, and -1111.6-1529.8i, suggesting that the 
system is stable.  
With the parameters of the control scheme set, a tracking control experiment with 
( ) ( ) 5102sin5 +⋅= ttw π  was performed. The plot of the desired displacement versus the measured 
displacement was compared with the one obtained without the use of control scheme (or the open-loop 
experiment), as shown in Fig. 7. The open-loop experiment was conducted by applying an input voltage of 
( ) ( )twtu 86.6=  to the PEA and the scaling factor was chosen as 86.6  such that the input voltage in the 
open-loop experiment produced the same amplitude of displacement as the previous experiment. From Fig. 
7, it can be seen that the hysteresis of PEA has been successfully compensated with the introduction of the 
PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme. 
 
Fig. 6 Measured phase portrait of 1e  vs. 2e , showing the sliding mode behavior of the PIDSMC + 
α-β filter scheme, as compared to the theoretical sliding surface determined by Eq. (9). 
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4.2.3 Tracking Control Performance of the PIDSMC + α-β Filter Scheme 
In this section, the tracking control performance of the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme with the same 
parameters as determined previously was examined by experiments. The first experiment was implemented 
to track a series of sine waves in the form of 
( ) ( ) 55.02sin5 +−⋅= ππ tftw w                           (43) 
where wf  is the frequency of sine wave, with a value set as 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, and 150 Hz, 
respectively. Due to the limited space, only is the result of the experiment with  Hz10=wf  shown in Fig. 
8. It can be seen that the measured displacement followed the desired one tightly. To quantify their 
difference, the RMS errors and the maximum errors between the measured displacements and the desired 
ones over the examination time period (i.e., 8 s) in all four experiments were calculated with the results 
listed in Table I. Notably, the errors increased as wf  increased, but the maximum error remained below 
4% of the maximum desired displacement in the worst scenario with  Hz150=wf . From Fig. 8, it is also 
noted that there is no noticeable chattering in the measured PEA displacements. 
The second experiment was to track a quasi-step so as to examine the steady state error of the 
developed control scheme. As discussed in Section 3 that the second-order derivative of the desired 
displacement must exist, a quasi-step was used, instead of a pure step, as the desired displacement in this 
experiment. Particularly the quasi-step, ( )tw , was given by 
( ) 0=tw  for s 1.0≤t  
( ) 3526374757 1056.21008.11080.11048.11000.61060.9 ×−×+×−×+×−×= ttttttw  
for s 15.0s 1.0 ≤< t                                                          (44) 
( ) 5=tw  for s 15.0>t  
    
(a)          (b) 
Fig. 7 Desired displacement vs. measured displacement in (a) PIDSMC + α-β filter tracking control 
experiment and (b) open-loop experiment. 
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The experimental results with the developed control scheme are shown in Fig. 9 and the RMS error 
and the maximum error are listed in Table I. From Fig. 9 (b), it can be seen that there is no steady state 
error, suggesting that the developed control scheme is capable to eliminate the steady-state error in the 
quasi-step tracking. 
 
4.3 Comparative Study on PIDSMC + α-β Filter Scheme and Other Control Schemes.  
For comparison, the experiments to track the same sine waves and quasi-step, as defined in the 
previous section, were performed by employing the traditional PID and other SM-based control schemes 
(i.e., SM + α-β filter and SMCBL + α-β filter), respectively. In the PID control scheme, the PID parameters 
were tuned by trial and error to ensure the RMS error as small as possible in low frequency operations, 
which gave 4=P , 55100=I , and 810−=D . The results of the PID tracking control experiments are 
shown in Fig. 10 for tracking a sine wave with  Hz10=wf  and in Fig. 11 for tracking a quasi-step. From 
the measured displacement, the RMS error and the maximum error were evaluated. The results obtained are 
 
(a)                                    (b) 
Fig. 8 Results of the PIDSMC + α-β filter tracking control experiment with  Hz10=wf : (a) the 
desired and the measured displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
 
(a)                                 (b) 
Fig. 9 Results of the quasi-step tracking experiment with the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme: (a) the 
desired and measured displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
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listed in Table I along with the results of other control schemes. It can be seen that in the low frequency 
range (  Hz100<wf ), the tracking errors of the PID control scheme are in the same level as those of the 
PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme, but in the high frequency range (  Hz100≥wf ), the PID control scheme 
becomes inferior to the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme in terms of the RMS error and the maximum errors. 
 
 
In the SM + α-β filter scheme, the continuous-time α-β filter with the parameters set previously was 
used to provide state estimates, and the parameter of η  in Eq. (13) was tuned by trail and error. 
Specifically, η was initially set with a relatively-large positive number to ensure both the capability of 
matched-uncertainty rejection and the reachability of the sliding surface, and its values was then reduced to 
suppress chattering until the reachability of the sliding surface is almost lost. By this process, η  was 
selected with a value of 7.0. The results of tracking a sine wave with  Hz10=wf  are shown in Fig. 12, in 
which chattering is clearly observed. Since the chattering may cause damage to the PEA, no tracking 
experiments of higher frequencies were performed with the SM + α-β filter scheme.  
 
(a)                                        (b) 
Fig. 11 Results of the PID quasi-step tracking experiment: (a) the desired and measured 
displacements, and (b) the tracking error.
 
(a)                                    (b) 
Fig. 10 Results of the PID tracking control experiment with  Hz10=wf : (a) the desired and the 
measured displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
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The results of the quasi-step tracking experiments on the PEA are shown in Fig. 13, and again 
chattering is obviously seen in the measured displacement. Besides, the drifting due to the PEA creep is 
also seen, which cannot be compensated by the SM control due to the limited switching frequency of 3u  
in Eq. (13). The RMS error and the maximum error of all measurements were also evaluated, which are 
listed in Table I for comparison. Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that the SM + α-β filter 
scheme is inferior to the PIDSM + α-β filter scheme in terms of uncertainty (e.g. creep) rejection, chattering 
suppression, and the RMS error and the maximum errors as well. 
 
In the SMCBL + α-β filter scheme, the control action 3u was generated by 
δη +−= q
qu3                                    (45) 
where η  was tuned to be 122 and δ  was tuned to be 60000 to ensure the tracking RMS error being as 
small as possible. The results of the SMCBL tracking a sine wave with  Hz10=wf  and a quasi-step are 
 
(a)                                    (b) 
Fig. 12 Results of the SM + α-β filter scheme tracking experiment with  Hz10=wf : (a) the desired 
and the measured displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
 
(a)                                   (b) 
Fig. 13 Results of the SM + α-β filter scheme quasi-step tracking experiment: (a) the desired and 
measured displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
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shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively, with the RMS error and the maximum error also listed in Table I for 
comparison. It can be seen that in both experiments, chattering was largely suppressed but still perceptible 
in the rising sections of the measured displacements. Increasing η  or reducing δ  could reduce the 
steady state error, but as a cost of reducing the capacity of chattering suppression. Since the chattering may 
cause damage to the PEA, no tracking experiments of higher frequencies were performed with the SMCBL 
+ α-β filter scheme. Also, a steady state error of about -0.036 μm is observed in Fig. 15. As such, it can be 
concluded that the SMCBL + α-β filter scheme is inferior to the PIDSM + α-β filter control scheme in terms 
of steady state error elimination, and the RMS error and the maximum errors as well. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
Tracking control of PEAs has been proven to be a challenging task, mainly due to the involvement of 
the PEA nonlinear properties such as hysteresis. Although the existing SM-based control methods shows 
promising for use in the PEA tracking control due to their capability of rejecting matched nonlinearities and 
uncertainties, the problems of chattering and steady state error associated with these methods occurs, thus 
 
(a)                                     (b) 
Fig. 15 Results of SMCBL + α-β filter quasi-step tracking experiment: (a) the desired and measured 
displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
 
(a)                                    (b) 
Fig. 14 Results of the SMCBL + α-β filter tracking experiment with  Hz10=wf : (a) the desired and 
measured displacements and (b) the tracking error. 
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degrading the tracking performances. To alleviate these problems, a PIDSM controller for the PEA tracking 
control was developed in the present study. Combined with a continuous-time α-β filter, a novel control 
scheme of PIDSM + α-β filter is resulted for use in PEA tracking control. The effectiveness of the 
developed control scheme was illustrated by the experiments performed on a commercially-available PEA 
and its performance was also compared with that of PID control, SM + α-β filter, and SMCBL + α-β filter 
by experiments. It is concluded that the PIDSM + α-β filter scheme as applied to the PEA can achieve a 
better performances in terms of the RMS and maximum tracking errors, chattering suppression, and steady 
state error reduction, in comparison with the other examined control schemes. 
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7.1 Introduction and Objectives 
Suppose that the vibration dynamics sub-model in the comprehensive PEA model developed 
in Chapter 5 is used as the nominal model of the PEA and there is a matched unknown input to 
the nominal model accounting for hysteresis, creep, and the external loading force. To estimate 
the states of this system, the Non-model-based observers, such as the continuous α-β filter used 
for state estimation in Chapter 6, may generate large phase lags if the desired level of noise 
suppression is enforced. There are existing model-based observers specifically developed for 
estimating the states of such systems with unknown inputs, referred to as the unknown input 
observers (UIOs). However, applications of these UIOs require that the so called observer 
matching condition be satisfied, which states that the rank of the product of the output matrix and 
the unknown input matrix in the state space model of the system must be equal to that of the 
unknown input matrix. Unfortunately, the aforementioned PEA model does not meet this 
condition. Attempts to relax the observer matching condition resulted in over complicated 
observers for the used in PEA tracking control. 
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Based on the above discussion, the objectives of this paper are (a) to develop a model-based 
UIO by employing the idea of the PID-based sliding mode, referred to as the PID-based sliding 
mode observer (PIDSMO), for state estimation of PEAs, which does not require the satisfaction 
of observer matching condition, and (b) to combine the PIDSMO with the PIDSMC developed in 
Chapter 6 to form a novel control scheme for PEAs, referred to as the PID-based sliding mode 
observer-controller (PIDSMOC). 
7.2 Methods 
(1) Following the same procedure described in Section 6.2 (1) to (3), a model of PEA with 
the vibration dynamics sub-model as its nominal model and with the effects of hysteresis, creep, 
and external load forces accounted for by a matched unknown input was obtained. The states of 
this model were taken as the states of the PEA. The output of this model represents the 
measurable output displacement of the PEA. The voltage applied to the PEA corresponds to the 
known input of the model. The problem is to estimate the immeasurable states in such a PEA 
model with the matched unknown input. 
(2) Use the vibration dynamics sub-model as an ideal system. 
(3) Use the PIDSM method to generate an input to the ideal system given by step (2) such 
that the states of the ideal system follows those of the actual PEA, as such the states of the ideal 
system are the estimates of the states of the PEA model mentioned in (1). The PIDSM method 
used only the input voltage and the output displacement of the PEA as inputs. 
   (4) The sliding mode behavior of the PIDSM observer is investigated. The sliding motion is a 
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first order system. The sliding surface parameter was actually implicitly determined by the PID 
parameters and the estimation errors in the PIDSM scheme. Their relationships and the stability 
condition of the sliding mode were investigated. The reachability conditions of the sliding 
surface was found 
(5) The necessary and sufficient condition for the PIDSM observer to be stable is given. 
(6) The frequency domain performance of the PIDSM observer which is related to the noise 
suppression capability is then investigated. 
(7) The PIDSM observer is then combined with the PIDSM controller developed in Chapter 
6 to form a PIDSMOC, with the stability condition analyzed.  
(8) The PIDSM observer and the PIDSMO controller developed are implemented on a PEA 
with their effectiveness validated experimentally.  
(9) A comparative study between the tracking control performances of the PIDSMOC and 
those of the PIDSM controller with α-β filter scheme when applied to PEA tracking control was 
performed experimentally. 
(10) The robustness of the PIDSMO and the robustness of the PIDSMOC were examined 
through simulations. 
7.3 Results 
Experimental results showed that the PIDSMO developed is capable of estimating the PEA 
states accurately with small phase lag and strong noise suppression capability regardless of the 
presence of hysteresis, creep, and external loads. Also, it has been shown that the PIDSMOC 
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scheme can achieve a promising tracking performance, with the maximum error less than 3% of 
the PEA full displacement and RMS error around 1.5% of the PEA full displacement in the worst 
case scenario (150 Hz sine wave tracking). By comparison, the PIDSMOC scheme is generally 
better than the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme in terms of the RMS and the maximum tracking 
errors in both no-load and loaded situations. Finally, through simulations, the performance 
PIDSMO and the PIDSMOC is found robust even with the presence unknown inputs, 
measurement noises, and modeling errors. 
7.4 Contributions 
The contribution of this work was the successful extension of the PIDSM method to observer 
design such that the observer matching condition for the conventional SM observer to exist was 
relaxed. Another contribution is the construction of the PIDSMOC and the successful 
implementation of PIDSMOC for tracking control of PEAs. 
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Abstract—Tracking control of piezoelectric actuators (PEAs) 
has stimulated the development of various advanced control 
schemes that utilizes the feedback of PEA system states for 
improved control performance. Among them, the one based on 
the concept of sliding mode has been shown promising due to its 
robustness to matched uncertainties, but leaving the required 
state estimation to be desired. Previous studies shows the PEA 
can be modeled as a linear dynamic system with matched 
uncertainties. On this basis, this paper presents the development 
of a novel observer based on the concept of 
proportional-integral-derivative-based (PID-based) sliding mode, 
in which the switching function is replaced by a PID regulator. 
The novel observer, referred to as the PID-based sliding mode 
observer (PIDSMO), relax the observer matching condition as 
required in the use of the unknown-input observers (UIOs). The 
PIDSMO is then integrated with the PID-based sliding mode 
controller (PIDSMC) to form a novel integrated PID-based 
sliding mode observer-controller (PIDSMOC) for PEA tracking 
control. Experiments performed on a PEA showed that the 
PIDSMO can accurately estimate the PEA states and that the 
integrated PIDSMOC can achieve better tracking control 
performances as compared to the PIDSMC with α-β filter control 
scheme. 
 
Index Terms—Control systems, Uncertain systems, 
Piezoelectric devices 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
IEZOELECTRIC actuators (PEAs) have the advantages of 
high displacement resolution (sub nanometer) and large 
actuating force (typically a few hundreds of N) [1] and as such, 
they have found wide applications in the fields of micro- and 
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nano-positioning [2]. However, the hysteresis, creep [1][2][3] 
(Fig. 1), and distributed vibration dynamics of PEAs [4] have 
proven to be able to significantly degrade their close-loop 
tracking control performances and even lead to system 
instability [1][3]. For improvement, the development of 
model-based closed-loop control schemes capable of 
suppressing such effects has been drawing considerable 
attention, e.g. [5][6]. 
 
In all of the model-based closed-loop control schemes 
developed for PEAs, those based on sliding mode control are 
among the most widely used [6]-[15]. The merit of the 
sliding-mode-based techniques is due to the fact that they are 
insensitive to uncertainties in the input channels of the plant 
(referred to as matched uncertainties or matched unknown 
inputs), while a PEA can be modeled as a linear dynamic 
system with a matched unknown input to account for 
hysteresis, creep, and model error as well as the variation of 
external load [10][12]. Among various sliding-mode-based 
control schemes, the proportional-integral-derivative-based 
sliding mode controller (PIDSMC), in which the switching 
control term in the conventional sliding mode control is 
replaced with a PID regulator, has been shown to be promising 
for tracking control of PEAs. Compared to the commonly used 
PID control and other sliding-mode-based control schemes 
such as the sliding mode control with boundary layer, the 
PIDSMC show its superior capability to reduce tracking error, 
chattering, and to eliminate the steady-state error [12]. 
It is noticed that most of the sliding-mode-based schemes 
for the PEA control need the feedback of its states to close the 
system [9][12]. Unfortunately, not all of the system states are 
measurable, so state estimators or observers are essentially 
required. Several methods have been developed to estimate the 
Integrated PID-Based Sliding Mode State 
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Actuators 
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Fig. 1.  (a) Hysteresis of a PEA and  (b) Creep of a PEA subject to a 30 V 
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states and generally, they can be classified into two categories: 
non-model-based and model-based. Non-model-based 
filters/differentiators, such as the α-β filter [12], the high-gain 
differentiator [16], the integral-chain differentiator [16] and 
the sliding mode differentiator based on the super-twisting 
algorithm [17] can either generate large phase lags if the 
desired level of noise suppression is enforced (in the first four 
in the aforementioned methods) or generate excessive 
chattering in noisy systems (in the last method). Compared to 
non-model-based filters/differentiators, model-based observers, 
e.g., the Luenberger observer, can generate more accurate 
estimations if the model used is accurate enough. With the 
presence of uncertainties that would not be modeled, however, 
the performance of model-based observers degrades. For 
improvement, the system uncertainties can be treated as a 
lumped unknown input to the system model, and a kind of 
model-based observers referred to as unknown input observers 
(UIOs) can then be used to estimate the system states. Several 
UIOs have been reported in the past three decades, including 
the full-order UIO [18], the reduced-order UIO [19], the UIO 
designed based on projection operator [20], and the 
sliding-mode-based observers (SMOs) [9][21]-[24]. 
Applications of these UIOs require that the observer matching 
condition be satisfied [25][26], which states that the rank of 
the product of the output matrix and the unknown input matrix 
in the state space model of the system must be equal to that of 
the unknown input matrix [9]. Existing PEA models, such as 
those reported in [10] and [12], do not meet this condition. 
Attempt to relax the observer matching condition has been 
reported in [25][26], but the resultant UIOs were complicated. 
This study was aimed to (a) develop a model-based UIO by 
employing the idea of the PID-based sliding mode [12][27], 
referred to as the PID-based sliding mode observer (PIDSMO), 
for state estimation of PEAs, which does not require the 
satisfaction of observer matching condition and also has a 
simpler structure than those reported in [25][26], and (b) 
combine the PIDSMO with the PIDSMC developed in our 
previous study [12] to form a novel control scheme for PEAs, 
referred to as the PID-based sliding mode observer-controller 
(PIDSMOC). This paper is arranged as follows. The 
experiment setup of a PEA-driven positioning system and its 
model are presented in Section II. The PIDSMO for 
PEA-driven system is developed in Section III, with an 
analysis on its sliding mode behavior, stability, and 
measurement noise suppression capability. The PIDSMO is 
then combined with the PIDSMC to form a novel PID-based 
sliding mode observer-controller (PIDSMOC) in Section IV, 
with the analysis on its stability. For experimental verification, 
in Section V the PIDSMO and the PIDSMOC developed are 
implemented on the PEA-driven system, which is followed by 
a comparative case study between the PIDSMOC and the 
PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme as applied to PEA tracking 
control. A robustness analysis of the PIDSMO and the 
PIDSMOC through simulation is also presented. 
II. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND THE PEA MODEL 
A. Experiment Setup 
The experiment setup used in this study is a PEA-driven 
positioning system as shown in Fig. 2. The PEA used is 
P-753.1CD with power amplifier E-625.CR (Physik 
Instrumente), which has a traveling range of 12 μm and a 
resolution of 0.05 nm. The built-in capacitive displacement 
sensor with a resolution of 0.05 nm was used for displacement 
measurements. Both the PEA and the sensor were interfaced 
to a host computer via an I/O board (PCI-DAS1602/16, 
Measurement Computing) and MATLAB SIMULINK was 
used for implementing the state estimation and control 
algorithms on the setup. All measurements were taken with a 
sampling interval of s 00005.0=sT . 
 
B. PEA Model 
Fig. 3(a) shows the schematic of the PEA used, in which the 
end-effector is connected to the base through flexure hinges 
and driven by a piezoelectric element under an input voltage 
of ( )tu . ( )tf e  is the external load applied to the end-effector 
and ( )ty  the displacement of the end-effector or the system 
output. To model this PEA, the nonlinear and linear 
characteristics of the PEA are decoupled by means of 
individual sub-models that are connected in cascade. The 
block diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 3(b), in which 
blocks of H , V , and cF  are the sub-models representing 
the PEA hysteresis, vibration dynamics, and creep, 
respectively; and ( )tf  and ( )ty0  represent the internal 
actuation force and the output displacement of the end-effector 
without creep, respectively [2][28]-[31]. Based on such a 
cascading structure, a model representative of the PEA was 
reported in the authors’ previous study [12]. Particularly, both 
V  and cF  are treated as linear dynamic systems and the 
positions of V  and cF  in the block diagram Fig. 3(b) are 
then swapped without affecting ( )ty . Given that the mass of 
the end-effector is much larger than that of the piezoelectric 
element, V  is approximated by using a second order system 
[32] with a natural frequency nω  and a damping ratio ξ . 
The input to V is represented by ( ) ( )tKtKu ε+ , where K  is 
a known nominal gain and ( )tε  is an unknown input added 
to ( )tu , i.e. a matched unknown input. The output induced by 
( )tε  accounts for effects such as hysteresis, creep, the 
 
Fig. 2.  Experiment setup including (a) a power amplifier E-625.CR, (b) 
the P-753 PEA, and (c) a computer with the PCI-DAS1602/16 I/O board. 
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external loads, the error induced by approximating V  with a 
second order system, model parameter variations, and other 
interferences in the input channel. In practice maxεε ≤  and 
maxεε && ≤ . The resulting model of the PEA is 
( )
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where 1x  and 2x  are the states of the PEA model, denoting 
the displacement and the velocity of the end-effector, 
respectively. It can be seen that the both the input matrix for 
the unknown input [ ] 1220 ×∈= RKB Tnω  and the output 
matrix [ ] 2101 ×∈= RC  are of full rank. But since 0=CB , 
one has ( ) ( ) 1rank0rank =≠= BCB , so the observer 
matching condition is not satisfied. 
In [12], the model parameters were identified and given by 
7876.0=ξ , sn rad5352=ω , and Vμm1347.0=K . It is 
noticed that the above model does not explicitly include the 
term representing the measurement noise. This is because only ( )ty  is measurable, one cannot distinguish the effect of ( )tε  
from the measurement noise added to ( )ty . As a result, the 
measurement noise is treated as being resulting from ( )tε . In 
this study, the measurement noise is assumed to be of zero 
mean with a small variance compared to the PEA 
displacement. 
 
III. PID-BASED SLIDING MODE OBSERVER 
A. PIDSMO Development 
In this section, a PID-based sliding mode observer 
(PIDSMO) is developed for the PEA presented in the previous 
section. The basic idea is to find the input r  to a new linear 
system corresponding to the system given in (1) but without 
the unknown input, i.e. 
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such that the states of the new system (2) converge to those of 
the system given in (1) and thus are used as estimates of the 
states of (1). The input r  is found by using a PID-based 
sliding mode (PIDSM) scheme to regulate an error system (i.e. 
to bring the states of the error system to zero). The state vector 
of this error system is defined by 
[ ] [ ]TTooo xxxxXXeeE 221121 ˆˆˆ −−=−==     (3) 
and the sliding surface is defined as 
[ ][ ] 01 2121 =+=== oooToooooo eemeemEQq    (4) 
where om  is the sliding surface parameter, whose value is 
determined by the PID parameters in the PIDSM scheme as 
well as ε  and 1oe (to be discussed in Section III B). The 
input to the PID regulator is the measurable state estimation 
error or the output estimation error 
yyxxeo −=−= ˆˆ 111     (5) 
For convenience, denote 221 nA ω−= , nA ξω222 −= , and 
2
2 nKB ω= . By taking the first derivative of (3) and 
substituting (1) and (2) yields 
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The problem now becomes to find r  to bring the states of 
system (6) to zero such that Xˆ  will converge to X . Let r  
be 
1121
1
221
1
211 ˆ resres rxAByABurrr +−+=+= −−     (7) 
Substituting (7) into (6) and using the relationships yx =1  
and yx ˆˆ1 =  yields 
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Notice that there are no measurable or calculable terms left in 
(8). The next step is to design a PIDSM regulator to generate 
1resr  and regulate the system (8). With a sliding surface 
defined by (4) (the value of om  is not determined at the 
moment), during sliding motion one has 
02121 =+==+= oooooooo eemqeemq &&&       (9) 
Substituting (8) into (9) and using yyxxeo −=−= ˆˆ 111  
yields 
0)ˆ()ˆ( 21222
2 =−+−−−−= εBrByymAyymq resooo&   (10) 
The equivalent control, eqr , can be found by letting ε  be 
zero and solving (10) for 1resr  (i.e. eqres rr =1 if 0=ε ), 
which gives ( )ymAymAymymBr ooooeq 22222212 ˆˆ −+−= −     (11) 
Because 0≠ε , 1resr  in (10) is consisted of eqr  and an 
additional term, 3r , to account for ε , or 31 rrr eqres += . 
Using (11) and substituting 1resr  into (10) without equating to 
0 yields 
322 rBBqo +−= ε&              (12) 
Since the term of ε  in (12) is unknown, it is proposed that 
let 3r  being a PID regulator using the measurable value ( )yy −ˆ  as input such that oq&  can be brought to zero, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ −+−+−−= t ooo tyyDtyyIyyPr 03 dˆddˆˆ    (13) 
     
(a)                             (b) 
Fig. 3.  (a) Schematic of a PEA and (b) its model. 
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where oP , oI , and oD  are the PID parameters. It is noticed 
that eqr  is a proportional feedback of ( )yy −ˆ , so eqr  can be 
included into the term of ( )yyPo −− ˆ  in 3r  such that 
31 rrres = . Then, the expression of r  can be obtained by 
combining (7) and (13) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ −+−+−−
−+= −−
t
ooo tyyDtyyIyyP
yAByABur
0
21
1
221
1
2
dˆddˆˆ
ˆ
    (14) 
If the values of oP , oI , and oD  are properly chosen (to be 
discussed later), (14) will be able to regulate the error system 
(6), hence making the estimated states Xˆ  in (2) converge to 
the actual states of the PEA X  in (1) and achieving state 
observation. After the convergence of Xˆ  to X , an 
estimation, εˆ , of the unknown input ε  can also be 
calculated by substituting (14) into (2) and comparing the 
resultant system with (1), which gives 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ −+−+−−
−=−= −−
t
ooo tyyDtyyIyyP
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1
2
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 A flowchart illustrating the above derivations of the 
PIDSMO is provided in Fig. 4 for better understanding. 
 
B. Sliding Surface Parameter om  
The sliding surface parameter om  is affected by oP , oI , 
oD , ε , and 1oe . Recall that eqr  is included in 3r  (i.e. 
31 rrres = ) and 111ˆˆ oexxyy =−=− , substituting (13) into (8) 
yields 
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During sliding motion, (9) is valid, so 12 ooo eme −= . From 
(16), one has 
( ) ε20 12121222 d BteIBePBemADB t ooooooo −∫−−=−− &    (17) 
Differentiating both sides of (17) and using the relationships 
121 oooo emee −==&  and 121 oooo emee &&&& −==  obtained from (9) 
and (16), (17) becomes 
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Then during sliding motion, om  can be found by solving (18) 
if oP , oI , oD , ε , and 1oe  are known. However, in 
practice ε  is unknown. For this reason, one can only solve 
for the value of om  under the conditions of 0≡ε , i.e. 
0≡εom . Setting 0=ε&  in (18) and replacing om  with 0≡εom  
yields the equation for solving for 
0≡εom  
( ) 0202020222030 =−+−+ ≡≡≡ oooo IBmPBmDBAm εεε   (19) 
This is a third order polynomial having three roots. Since 
0≡εom  must be real and unique, it is convenient in practice to 
choose the oP , oI , and oD  values such that the 
discriminant 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2232222222
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is negative and (19) will have only one real root. 
Since the unknown input ε  and ε&  are assumed to be 
bounded (Section II) and the output estimation error 1oe  are 
also bounded in practice, the actual value of om  will stay in a 
bounded range around 
0≡εom . On the other hand, om  should 
be positive and real to ensure that the sliding motion (9) is 
stable. So it is desirable to locate 0m  at a point on the 
positive half real axis with a large distance from the origin 
such that the range of 0m  is also on the positive half real 
axis. 
In practice, the bounds of 0m  may be difficult to be found, 
hence one can use the value of 
0≡εom  as one of the 
guidelines for determining the values of oP , oI , and oD  
such that the stability of the sliding motion (9) is ensured. 
C. Sliding Surface Reachability 
For the sliding motion (9) to happen, the sliding surface (4) 
must be reachable, or the state estimation error vector (3) 
should be driven towards the sliding surface (4). The 
reachability of the sliding surface (4) is determined by the oP , 
oI , and oD  parameters and 0m  according to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem: 
For the error system defined by (6) with the sliding surface 
defined by (4), if the input r  to the error system is given by 
(14) and the initial values of 1oe  and oq , and the values of 
ε  are all bounded, then the sliding surface (4) is 
asymptotically reachable, i.e. 0→oq  as ∞→t , if and only 
if the roots of 
( ) 022223 =++++ oooo IBsPBsmDBs        (21) 
have negative real parts, where s  is the Laplace transform 
operator. 
Proof: the proof is given in the Appendix. 
It can be seen form the above theorem and (19) that the 
existence of the integrator in the PIDSMO, i.e. 0≠oI , is a 
necessary condition for the sliding motion being stable and the 
sliding surface (4) being asymptotically reachable. 
D. Stability of the PIDSMO 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Workflow of deriving the PIDSMO 
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A sufficient condition for the PIDSMO to be stable can be 
obtained from the analysis on its sliding mode behavior (the 
system states reaching the SM first and then slide along it) in 
the previous two sub-sections. This sufficient condition states 
that if (a) the sliding surface is asymptotically reachable, i.e. 
the roots of (21) have negative real parts; and (b) the sliding 
motion is stable, i.e. 0>om , then the PIDSMO is stable. 
In practice the above stability condition is difficult to check 
due to the effects of ε  on om . Alternatively, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the PIDSMO to be stable can be 
found by examining its transfer functions as follows. 
For the PEA-PIDSMO system, which consists of the PEA 
(system (1)) and the PIDSMO ((2) and (14)), y  can be 
decomposed into two components as 
21 oo yyy +=                (22) 
where 1oy  is induced by u  and 2oy  is induced by ε . 
Then, 1xˆ  and 2xˆ  can be decomposed as 
12111 ˆˆˆ xxx +=                (23) 
22212 ˆˆˆ xxx +=                (24) 
where 11xˆ  and 21xˆ  are estimated states based on 1oy  and 
u , and 12xˆ  and 22xˆ  are estimated states based on 2oy . By 
setting 0≡ε , it can be derived from (1), (2), and (14) that 
( ) ( ) ( ) 1ˆ 1111 == sYsXsG o , ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 1ˆ 1212 == ssYsXsG o  (25) 
where ( )sX11ˆ , ( )sX 21ˆ , and ( )sYo1  are the Laplace 
transform of 11xˆ , 21xˆ , and 1oy , respectively. Equation (25) 
indicates that, if 0≡ε  (so that 111 ˆˆ xx =  and 221 ˆˆ xx = ), 1xˆ  
and 2xˆ  track 1oy  and 1oy& , or 1x  and 2x  exactly. On the 
other hand, by setting 0≡u , it can be derived from (1), (2), 
and (14) that 
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where ( )sX12ˆ , ( )sX 22ˆ , and ( )sYo2  are the Laplace 
transform of 12xˆ , 22xˆ , and 2oy , respectively. ( )sG1 , ( )sG2 , ( )sG3 , and ( )sG4  constitute the transfer functions of the 
PIDSMO. Among them, ( )sG1  and ( )sG2  in (25) are 
always stable, so the stability of the PIDSMO is determined by 
the stability of ( )sG3  and ( )sG4  in (26). Hence, the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the PIDSMO to be 
stable can be stated as: the PIDSMO is stable if and only if the 
poles of (26) are on the left half s -plane. 
E. Measurement Noise Suppression of the PIDSMO 
As mentioned previously, the measurement noise of y  
can be treated as being induced by ε . Given that the 
measurement noise is usually of high frequency, it can be 
considered as resulting from the high frequency components 
of ε . It is desirable for the PIDSMO to suppress the effects 
of such noise on 1xˆ  and 2xˆ . For this, the PIDSMO should 
have the low-pass frequency response, i.e. insensitive to the 
high frequency components of ε . To check this, the 
frequency response of the PIDSMO is examined in the 
following. 
The frequency response of the PIDSMO is represented by 
the frequency responses of ( )sG1 , ( )sG2 , ( )sG3 , and ( )sG4  
presented in the last sub-section. The Bode plots of ( )sG3  
and ( )sG4  in (26) are shown in Fig. 5, in which the model 
parameters given in Section II are used. The oP , oI , and 
oD  values used for plotting the Bode plots are also shown in 
the figures. It is noticed that ( )sG3  and ( )sG4  indeed 
possess the low-pass characteristic, which is highly desirable 
for measurement noise suppression. It is also observed from 
Fig. 5 that the cutoff frequency increases with oP , that 
increasing oI  generates a resonant peak and may also lead to 
instability due to the increase in phase lag around the resonant 
peak, and that the attenuation and phase lag of the high 
frequency components deceases as oD  increases. Such 
observations will also be of great help in the tuning of the 
PIDSMO. 
 
IV. INTEGRATED PID-BASED SLIDING MODE 
OBSERVER-CONTROLLER 
A. Integration of the PID-Based Sliding Mode Observer and 
Controller 
A PIDSMC for tracking control of PEAs was developed in 
the authors’ previous study [12]. The PIDSMC generates a 
control signal u  by using the same idea for the development 
of the PIDSMO in the last section, i.e., replacing the switching 
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Fig. 5.  Frequency responses of the transfer function (26) of the PIDSMO with 
different parameters. 
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term in the sliding mode algorithm with a PID regulator. In the 
PIDSMC, u  is generated such that the states of the PEA 
follow the desired or reference states, which is denoted by 
[ ] [ ]TddTddd xxxxX &== 21  where dd yx =  is the desired 
displacement of the PEA. Specifically, u  is given by 
( ) ( )
( )( )∫ ++−
++−
−=
−
−
t
cccccc
cccc
dd
TT
qDtqIqP
eAeAemB
AXXBBBu
0
2221212
1
2
1
d &
&
        (27) 
where cP , cI , and cD  are the PID parameters of the 
PIDSMC; and 1ce  and 2ce  are the state tracking errors, 
forming the following tracking control error vector 
[ ] [ ]TddTccc xxxxeeE 221121 −−==        (28) 
And cm  is the sliding surface parameter of the PIDSMC with 
the sliding surface defined by 
021 =+= cccc eemq                (29) 
It has been shown that the PIDSMC is stable if and only if 
the roots of the following equation have negative real parts 
and 0>cm  [12]. 
( ) 01 2222 =+++ ccc IBsPBsDB            (30) 
In this study, the PIDSMC (27) is combined with the 
PIDSMO developed in Section III ((2) and (14)) to form an 
integrated state estimation-control scheme for PEAs. This is 
established by replacing 1x  and 2x  in (28) with the 
PIDSMO estimated 1xˆ  and 2xˆ , i.e., 
[ ] [ ]TddTccc xxxxeeE 221121 ˆˆ −−==        (31) 
In the following, this integrated state estimation-control 
scheme is referred to as the PID-based sliding mode 
observer-controller (PIDSMOC). Fig. 6 show the block 
diagram of the PIDSMOC as applied to a PEA. 
 
B. Stability of the PIDSMOC 
It is seen from Fig. 6 that the PIDSMOC applied to the PEA 
system is a two-input-one-output system with the desired state, 
dx , and the unknown input, ε , as inputs and the measured 
displacement of the PEA, y , as output. Due to the linearity of 
closed loop system, y can be decomposed as 
21 yyy +=                 (32) 
where 1y  is induced by dx  and 2y  is induced by ε . 
Then the stability of the PIDSMOC as applied to the PEA 
system can be examined through the transfer functions from 
dx  to 1y  and from ε  to 2y . From (1), (2), (14), (27), (29), 
and (31), the following can be derived if 0=ε , 
( ) ( ) ( ) 115 == sXsYsG d     (33) 
where ( )sX d  and ( )sY1  are the Laplace transform of dx  
and 1y , respectively. Equation (33) describes the dynamic 
relationship between dx  and 1y . It indicates that, if there is 
no unknown input, the output displacement of the PEA would 
follow the desired displacement dx . Similarly if 0=dx , one 
has (34) (at the bottom) where ( )sY2  is the Laplace transform 
of 2y . Equation (34) describes the dynamic relationship 
between ε  and 2y  or the effect of the unknown input ε  
on the output of the closed-loop system in Fig. 6. For 2y  to 
be stable, all the poles in (34) must be located in the left-half 
s-plane, which leads to  0>cm  and the roots of both 
( ) 01 2222 =+++ IBPsBsDB  and 
( ) 02222223 =++−+ ooo IBsPBsADBs  have negative real 
parts. Whilst the first two requirements are the same as the 
stability condition of the PIDSMC (SECTION IV A), the third 
requirement is identical to the stability condition of the 
PIDSMO (SECTION III D). Therefore, as long as the 
PIDSMO and the PIDSMC are stable individually, the 
PIDSMOC as applied to the PEA system is stable. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS 
Experiments were performed on the experiment setup 
described in Section II A. Their objectives were (a) to validate 
the sliding mode behavior and effectiveness of the PIDSMO, 
(b) to validate the effectiveness of the PIDSMOC; and (c) to 
compare the performances of the PIDSMOC to that of the 
PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme. Simulations were also 
performed to examine the robustness of the PIDSMO and the 
PIDSMOC. 
A. Experiments to validate the PIDSMO 
Two experiments were performed to validate the PIDSMO. 
The first experiment was to validate the relationship between 
oP , oI , oD , and 0≡εom  (19) ( om  was not examined 
because it is affected by ε ) and the reachability condition of 
the sliding surface, as discussed in Section III. This was 
performed by examining the measured phase portrait of the 
error system (6) to see if a sliding motion occurred and was 
stable and if yes, comparing the sliding surface shown in the 
measured phase portrait with that determined by 
0≡εom  (the 
theoretically predicted sliding surface). ε  must be kept as 
small as possible in this experiment as indicated by the notion 
 
Fig. 6.  Block diagram of the application of PIDSMOC to a PEA. In 
simulations, the PEA block is replaced with Equation (1). 
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of 
0≡εom . With this consideration, a constant input V 0≡u  
was fed to the PEA without loads. In such conditions, only the 
part of ε  that accounts for the measurement noise was in 
place. Since the noise is of zero mean with a small variance 
(as assumed in Section II), it is reasonable to assume 
0≈ε .The initial estimation errors or the initial states of the 
error system (6) were set to ( ) μm25.501 −=oe and ( ) sμm62502 =oe ) so that the process of these states being 
driven to the sliding surface and then slide along it before they 
converge to the origin could be observed in the phase portrait 
given that the reachability condition and the stability condition 
of the sliding surface were met. To produce this phase portrait, 
the states of (6) need to be measured. While yxeo −= 11 ˆ  is 
measurable, 222 ˆ xxeo −=  is not because 2x  is 
immeasurable. However, given that  V 0≡u and 0≈ε , it 
was reasonable to assume  02 ≡x . The PIDSMO parameters 
used in this experiment were chosen as 7=oP , 3000=oI , 
610−=oD  so that 05030 >=≡εom  according to (19), i.e. 
the sliding motion was stable in theory as om  varies in the 
neighborhood of 
0≡εom , and the roots of (21) being 
i31020.58.38 ×±−  and 429− ,.i.e. the sliding surface was 
asymptotically reachable in theory. The measured phase 
portrait of the error system (6) is shown in Fig. 7, in which the 
sliding surface determined by 
0≡εom  (the theoretically 
predicted sliding surface) is also shown. It can be seen that the 
theoretically predicted sliding surface matches the sliding 
surface that appears in the measured phase portrait, hence 
validating the relationship between oP , oI , oD , and 0≡εom . 
And it can be observed that the states of the error system (6) 
were driven towards the sliding surface and then stayed on it. 
In other words, the sliding surface appeared in the measured 
phase portrait was reachable, which also agree with the 
theoretical prediction. Also shown in Fig. 7 is that both 1oe  
and 2oe  eventually converge to the origin, indicating that the 
sliding motion (9) is stable and that the estimated states follow 
the PEA ones well afterward. 
 
The second PIDSMO experiment was to validate the state 
estimation capability of the PIDSMO in both no-load and 
loaded situations. In this experiment, the parameters of the 
PIDSMO ( oP , oI , and oD ) were chosen such that the 
PIDSMO or (25) and (26) was stable and the frequency 
responses of (26) met certain performance requirements (e.g. 
cutoff frequency, peaking, etc.) for the sake of noise 
suppression. While the stability of the PIDSMO can be readily 
checked out, the frequency responses of the PIDSMO are 
tuned by adjusting oP  to achieve a desired cutoff frequency, 
adjusting oD  to achieve desired attenuations of the high 
frequency components, and adjusting oI  such that the 
resonant peak or peaking phenomenon occurs around the 
cutoff frequency can be modified (refer to Fig. 5). Particularly, 
the tuning process was carried out as follows. Firstly, the 
frequency range on which the cutoff frequency of the system 
3G  in (26) should fall was determined. It was assumed that 
the frequency components below 200 Hz in 2oy  should pass 
the system 3G . This served as a lower bound of the frequency 
band. To find an upper bound, the frequency composition of 
the measurement noise was examined. Fig. 8 shows the power 
spectrum density (PSD) of the measurement noise of the 
experiment setup described in Section II. It was observed that 
the first three peaks were around 455 Hz, 910 Hz, and 1370 
Hz, respectively, with the 455 Hz peak lower than most of 
other peaks, especially the 1370 Hz peak. Based on this 
observation, the upper bound of the cutoff frequency of 
system 3G  was chosen as 910 Hz. With the so-determined 
range of the cutoff frequency, oP , oI , and oD  were then 
tuned to have values of 10, 20000, and 0.000006, respectively 
such that a cutoff frequency of about 710 Hz which is within 
the above-determined frequency range was obtained and that 
there was no peaking in the magnitude frequency response of 
3G . The PIDSMO with these parameters is stable. The PSD of 
the measurement noise after passing through the PIDSMO, 
which is represented by the noise in 1xˆ , is also shown in Fig. 
8. It can be seen that the PSD of the noise in 1xˆ  is almost 
zero, showing that the measurement noise has been 
significantly suppressed by the PIDSMO. 
 
This PIDSMO with the parameters determined above was 
then applied to estimate the states of the PEA in both no-load 
and loaded situations. In no-load situation, there was no 
external force applied to the PEA end-effector; and ε  
accounts for the unknown/difficult-to-model effects except the 
external loads. In the loaded situation, a mass of 142.1 g was 
attached to the PEA end-effector such that the resultant mass 
of the end-effector was approximately doubled (the original 
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Fig. 7.  Comparing the measured phase portrait of (6) and the 
theoretically predicted sliding surface. 
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Fig. 8.  Comparison of the PSD of the measurement noise (shifted up 
for clarity) to the PSD of the noise in 1xˆ  estimated by a PIDSMO 
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mass of the end-effector is 150 g), causing a change in ε . In 
this experiment, the input voltage to the PEA was designed to 
be a piecewise function, which is described by ( ) 0=tu  for s 02.0≤t  
( ) ( ) ( )
( )38
410511
02.01017.2
02.01030.202.01029.6
−×+
−×−−×=
t
tttu
 
for s03.0s 02.0 ≤< t                       (35) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ] 2503.02002sin1415
2.003.01002sin725
5.003.0402sin14125
03.0102sin775
+−⋅+
+−⋅+
+−⋅+
+−⋅=
t
t
t
ttu
π
ππ
ππ
ππ
 for s 03.0>t  
It is seen that the highest frequency of this input is 200 Hz. To 
examine the state estimation performance of the PIDSMO, 1xˆ  
in both no-load and loaded situations were compared to the 
measured y  or 1x . Ideally, 2xˆ  should also be compared to 
2x . Since 2x  was immeasurable in the present experimental 
settings, an approximation of 2x , denoted as 2~x , was used 
instead, which was obtained by firstly passing the 
measurement of y  through an eighth-order Butterworth 
low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 8000 Hz and then 
differentiating the Butterworth filter output signal. The 
comparisons between y  and 1xˆ  and between 2~x  and 2xˆ  
are shown in Fig. 9.  
It was observed that in both no-load and loaded situations 
1xˆ  tracked y  or 1x  closely. The root mean square (RMS) 
estimation errors are 0.0217 μm and 0.0220 μm, respectively, 
which are very small. 2xˆ  also tracked 2~x  well in both 
situations. Meanwhile, it was also noticed that 2~x  had a 
small phase lag behind 2xˆ  despite a high cutoff frequency 
was chosen for the Butterworth filter and that 2~x  is more 
heavily contaminated by noise than 2xˆ . Estimations of the 
unknown input, εˆ , to the system given in (1) in both no-load 
and loaded situations were calculated by using (15) with the 
results illustrated in Fig. 9 (e), in which the changes in εˆ , 
hence ε , due to the attached mass in the loaded situation is 
clearly noticeable. Based on the above discussion, it can be 
concluded that the PIDSMO can estimate the PEA states 
accurately despite the existence of the unknown input ε , and 
that the PIDSMP has small phase lag and strong noise 
suppression capability. 
B. Experiments to validate the PIDSMOC 
In this section, the PIDSMOC developed was used for 
tracking control of the PEA with/without the presence of load 
to demonstrate its effectiveness. The parameters of the 
PIDSMOC were tuned based on the stability condition and the 
frequency responses of the closed-loop system. The stability 
condition of the PIDSMOC as applied to the PEA is described 
in Section IV whilst the effects of the PIDSMOC parameters 
on the frequency responses of the closed-loop system, which 
are represented by 5G  in (33) and 6G  in (34), are described 
as follows. The frequency response of 5G  is trivial (0 dB 
gain and 0° phase lag at all frequencies) whilst the frequency 
response of 6G  is more complicated. Generally speaking, the 
effects of the low and high frequency components of ε  on 
2y  are largely attenuated by 6G  whist the effects of the 
medium frequency components of ε  on 2y  are less 
attenuated. Furthermore, the attenuation of the medium 
frequency components of ε  increase as cm , cP , and oP  
increase. cI  increases the attenuation of the low frequency 
components of ε  whist cD  and oD  increase the 
attenuation of the high frequency components of ε . And oI  
decreases the minimum attenuation of ε . Based on the above 
analysis, the PIDSMOC parameters were chosen as 
22000=cm , 005.0=cP , 1=cI , 810−=cD , 12=oP , 
50000=oI , 410−=oD  for the no-load situation such that the 
RMS error when tracking ( )[ ] μm  5300sin5 += txd π  was as 
small as possible.  
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Fig. 9.  PIDSMO state estimation experiment results: (a) comparison of 1x  
to 1xˆ  without load; (b) comparison of 2~x  to 2xˆ without load; (c) 
comparison of 1x  to 1xˆ  with a load; (d) comparison 2~x  to 2xˆ with a 
load; and (e) estimated unknown inputs εˆ  for both no-load and loaded 
situations. 
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The desired displacements, dx , employed in the 
PIDSMOC tracking control experiments were ( )[ ] μm  52sin5 += tfx dd π with a frequency df  of 1 Hz, 5 
Hz, 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 100 Hz, and 150 Hz, respectively. The 
RMS and maximum errors of the measured displacement in 
both no-load and loaded situations are listed in Table I; and 
dx , y , and the tracking errors 1ce  in the 100 Hz experiment 
are shown in Fig. 10. It can be observed from Fig. 10 (a) and 
(c) that the measured displacement of the PEA, y , tracked 
dx  closely in both no-load and loaded situations; and from 
Fig. 10 (b) and (d) that high frequency vibrations, though of 
small magnitudes, became noticeable in the loaded situation, 
thus increasing the tracking errors (see Table I). Such high 
frequency vibrations might be caused by the excitation of the 
reduced resonant frequency (by attaching the mass to the 
end-effector of the PEA) of the PEA. From Table I, it is also 
noticed that the tracking errors increased with the application 
of an external load and the variation of input frequency from 1 
Hz to 150 Hz and that, overall, they remained relatively small 
and less than 3% of the maximum desired displacement (10 
μm). Therefore, it can be concluded that good tracking 
performance, in terms of small tracking error, large bandwidth, 
and good unknown input suppression, can be achieved by the 
use of the PIDSMOC as applied to a PEA. 
C. Comparative Experimental Study between the PIDSMOC 
Scheme and the PIDSMC + α-β Filter Scheme 
In this section, the tracking control performance of the 
PIDSMOC scheme is compared to that of the PIDSMC + α-β 
filter scheme reported in [12] as applied to control the PEA 
with/without the presence of load The same PIDSMC 
parameters as those chosen in Section V B were used in these 
comparative experiments. In the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme, 
the PIDSMC is the same as the one described by (27), (29), 
and (31), and the α-β filter is a non-model-based discrete-time 
state estimator that employs two parameters, i.e., α  and β , 
to adjust its behavior. The α-β filter is particularly formulated 
as follows, for the PEA state estimation ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ssssssss kTxkTyTkTxTTkTxkTx 1211 )))) −+−+−= α  (36) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ssssss TkTxkTyTkTxkTx 122 ))) −+−= β   (37) 
where L,2,1,0=k . In this study, however, a continuous-time 
version of the α-β filter [33], which was obtain by taking the 
inverse impulse invariant transform of (36) and (37), was 
employed due to the fact that both the PIDSMO developed 
and the PIDSMC used are in the continuous-time domain. The 
transfer functions of the continuous-time α-β filter are 
( ) ( )( )
( )
22
2
1
7 2
2ˆ
fnfnf
sfnffnfn
ss
sT
sY
sXsG ωωξ
ωξωω
++
−+==       (38) 
( ) ( )( ) 22
2
2
8 2
ˆ
fnfnf
fn
ssssY
sXsG ωωξ
ω
++==          (39) 
where ( )sX1ˆ , ( )sX 2ˆ , and ( )sY  are the Laplace transform 
of 1xˆ , 2xˆ , and y , respectively; and fξ  and fnω  are the 
damping ratio and the natural frequency of the 
continuous-time α-β filter, respectively. fξ , fnω , and sT  
are related to α  and β  by ( )22 sfnfsfn TT ωξωα −=             (40) 
( )2sfnTωβ =                        (41) 
The PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme as applied to the PEA was 
then obtained by replacing the PIDSMO in Fig. 6 with the 
continuous-time α-β filter (38) and (39). 
The parameters of the continuous-time α-β filter were tuned, 
leading to 21=fξ  and rad/s 1200πω =fn  for that there 
was no peaking in the magnitude frequency response of (39). 
In the tuning process, the cutoff frequency was set as 600 Hz, 
which is higher than the highest frequency component in dx  
(i.e., 150 Hz) and lower than the frequency of the second peak 
in the PSD of the measurement noise (910 Hz). The 
parameters of the PIDSMC were then tuned for the no-load 
situation such that the RMS error when tracking ( )[ ] μm  5300sin5 += txd π  was as small as possible, which 
gives 22000=cm , 0004.0=cP , 2=cI , and 810−=cD . 
 
PEA tracking control experiments using the PIDSMC + α-β 
filter scheme were then performed on the experiment setup 
with/without the presence of load. The desired displacements, 
dx , used were the same as those in Section V B. The RMS 
and maximum errors of these experiments are also listed in 
Table I, while dx , y , and the tracking errors 1ce  in the 100 
Hz experiments are shown in Fig. 11.  
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(c)                            (d) 
Fig. 10.  PIDSMOC tracking control results: the comparison of the 
desired displacements dx  to the measured displacements y  (left) and 
their difference or the error (right) at  Hz100=df . (a) and (b): no-load 
situation; and (c) and (d): loaded situation. 
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Comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, it can be observed that the 
PIDSMC + α-β filter has larger tracking errors than the 
PIDSMOC in either no-load or loaded situation. From the 
errors listed in Table I, it is also seen that the PIDSMOC 
performs better than the PIDSMC + α-β filter except at 1 Hz. 
Particularly, if df  is high (e.g. >50 Hz), the reduction of 
both RMS and maximum tracking errors by over 50% can be 
achieved by the use of the PIDSMOC instead of the PIDSMC 
+ α-β filter. Also, it is noticed from Table I that the tracking 
errors in the PIDSMC + α-β filter experiments increases faster 
than those in the PIDSMOC experiments as df  increases. 
Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 11 (c) and (d), the high 
frequency vibration problem in the loaded PIDSMC + α-β 
filter experiments was more serious than in the PIDSMOC 
experiments. 
 
D. Robustness Analysis through Simulations 
The robustness of the PIDSMO and the PIDSMOC were 
examined by simulations based on the block diagram Fig. 6, 
with the PEA block replaced by the PEA model (1). The 
PIDSMO and the PIDSMC in Section V B were used. The 
desired displacements was set as ( )[ ] μm  5200sin5 += txd π . 
An unknown input ( )[ ]V 101150sin10 ++= tε  was added to 
the input u  generated by the PIDSMC. Also, the output of 
the PEA model was subject to an additive noise with an RMS 
value of 0.05 μm. A simulation was carried out with the 
presence of modeling error, which was exemplified by +50% 
changes in all parameters (ξ , nω , and K ) of the PEA model, 
for illustrating the robustness of the PIDSMO and the 
PIDSMOC. The results are shown in Fig. 12 and the state 
estimation errors and the tracking control errors remained 
below 5%. This suggests the strong robustness of the 
PIDSMO and the PIDSMOC despite the presence of large 
unknown inputs, measurement noises, and modeling error. It is 
noted that in the development of PIDSMO and PIDSMOC, 
there are no specific conditions imposed on the matched 
uncertainty as long as it and its first order derivative are 
bounded (Section II B). This indicates that theoretically, both 
PIDSMO and PIDSMOC can tolerate any bounded and 
differentiable matched uncertainty. In reality, however, this 
would be limited by the hardware performance or 
specifications, e.g. the control signal required to compensate 
for a large matched uncertainly may become so large that it 
saturates the power amplifier that drives the PEA. 
 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Tracking control of PEAs has been drawing considerable 
TABLE I 
RMS ERMS AND MAXIMUM ERRORS EMAX OF THE MEASURED 
DISPLACEMENT IN PEA TRACKING EXPERIMENTS WITH THE PIDSMOC 
AND THE THE PIDSMC + α-β FILTER SCHEMES (CALCULATED USING 5 s 
OF DATA) 
PIDSMOC PIDSMC + α-βfilter fd and loading 
condition ERMS (μm) Emax (μm) ERMS(μm) Emax (μm)
1 Hz, no-load 0.008 0.028 0.007 0.028 
5 Hz, no-load 0.012 0.039 0.012 0.039 
10 Hz, no-load 0.018 0.039 0.020 0.040 
50 Hz, no-load 0.051 0.097 0.094 0.161 
100 Hz, no-load 0.086 0.159 0.196 0.316 
150 Hz, no-load 0.138 0.258 0.329 0.518 
1 Hz, loaded 0.008 0.024 0.007 0.025 
5 Hz, loaded 0.012 0.038 0.013 0.042 
10 Hz, loaded 0.019 0.054 0.022 0.067 
50 Hz, loaded 0.054 0.128 0.148 0.380 
100 Hz, loaded 0.101 0.274 0.250 0.561 
150 Hz, loaded 0.150 0.286 0.342 0.675 
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Fig. 12.  Robustness analysis of the PIDSMOC and the PIDSMO. (a) 
Simulated performances of the PIDSMOC, comparing xd to the 
simulated y corresponding to +50% model parameter variation. (b) and 
(c): Simulated performances of the PIDSMO as the model parameters 
are increased by 50%. 
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Fig. 11.  PIDSMC + α-β filter tracking control results: the comparison 
of the desired displacements dx  to the measured displacements y  
(left) and their difference or the error (right) at  Hz100=df . (a) and 
(b): no-load situation; and (c) and (d): loaded situation. 
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attention and a number of control schemes based on the state 
feedback have been developed for improved performance. 
However, the means by which the PEA states are obtained 
have not been well addressed in the literature. This paper 
presents the development of a novel so-called PIDSMO and its 
integration with PIDSMC for the PEA tracking control. 
A PEA was represented by a second-order system with the 
matched unknown inputs to account for the influence of 
hysteresis, creep, external load, and other unknown effects. On 
this basis, a novel observer, i.e. PIDSMO, was developed 
based on the concept of PID-based sliding mode. Different 
from other UIOs, the PIDSMO does not require the observer 
matching condition to be satisfied. The developed PIDSMO 
was then combined with the PIDSMC to form a PIDSMOC 
for PEA tracking control. The stability condition of the 
PIDSMOC was examined. Experimental validation of the 
PIDSMO and PIDSMOC was then performed on a PEA, along 
with a comparison to the PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme. The 
robustness of the PIDSMO and the PIDSMOC were also 
examined through simulations. 
It is concluded that the PIDSMO developed is capable of 
estimating the PEA states accurately with small phase lag and 
strong noise suppression capability regardless of the presence 
of hysteresis, creep, and/or external loads. Also, it has been 
shown that the novel scheme of PIDSMOC can achieve a 
promising tracking performance, with the maximum error less 
than 3% of the PEA full displacement examined. By 
comparison, the PIDSMOC scheme is generally better than the 
PIDSMC + α-β filter scheme in terms of the RMS and the 
maximum tracking errors in both no-load and loaded 
situations. Finally, the performance PIDSMO and the 
PIDSMOC is found robust even with the presence unknown 
inputs, measurement noises, and modeling errors.  
APPENDIX 
Proof of the Theorem in Section III C: 
Substituting (13) into (12) and applying the relationship ( )yyeo −= ˆ1  yields [ ]∫ ++−−= t ooooooo eDteIePBBq 0 11122 d && ε        (42) 
From (4) and (8), one has 
1121 ooooo emeemeq &+=+=             (43) 
Decomposing 1oe , oq , and ε  as 
10 εεε += ,  11101 ooo eee += ,  10 ooo qqq +=   (44) 
where ( )00 εε ≡ , ( )0110 oo ee ≡ , and ( )00 oo qq ≡  are the 
initial value of ε , 1oe , and oq , respectively. 1ε  has zero 
initial value with max11 εε ≤ . 11oe  and 1oq  also have zero 
initial values. 
Substituting (44) into (42) and (43) yields 
1120 1120 102
11210212021
dd oo
t
oo
t
oo
ooooo
eDBteIBteIB
ePBePBBBq
&
&
−∫−∫−
−−−−= εε
    (45) 
11111010 ooooooo eememqq &++=+         (46) 
The system defined by (45) and (46) can be treated as a linear 
dynamic system with four inputs, i.e. 0ε , 1ε , 10oe , and 0oq , 
and one output, i.e. 1oq , where 11oe  is an intermediate 
variable. So, this linear dynamic system can be decomposed 
into four single-input-single-output (SISO) subsystems and 
each takes one of the four inputs as its input while its outputs 
being noq 1 , 4,2,1 L=n  with 14 1 1 on no qq =∑ = . For the sliding 
surface to be reachable or 0→oq  as ∞→t , the system 
(45) and (46) must be stable. The corresponding stability 
condition is the combination of all stability conditions of the 
four subsystems, and the value of oq  as ∞→t  is the sum 
of the values of noq 1  as ∞→t  and 0oq . Following this 
idea, each subsystem is examined as follows. 
The first subsystem takes 0ε  as input and 11oq  as output. 
By setting other inputs in (45) and (46) to zero and then take 
the Laplace transform, one has 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ssEDB
s
sEIBsEPBsBssQ ooooooo 1121121120211 −−−Σ−=   (47) 
( ) ( ) ( )ssEsEmsQ oooo 111111 +=            (48) 
Solving (48) for ( )sEo11  and then substituting it to (47) 
yields the transfer function of the first subsystem, 
( )
( ) ( ) oooo
oo
IBsPBsmDBs
smBsB
s
sQ
22
2
2
3
2
2
2
0
11
++++
−−=Σ     (49) 
It can be seen that the first system (49) is asymptotically 
stable if and only if the roots of (21) have negative real parts. 
Also notice that there must be 0≠oI . 
Recall that ( ) ( )00 εε ≡t , so ( ) ( ) ss 00 ε=Σ . Applying the 
final value theorem of the Laplace transform to ( )sQo11  
yields 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 00lim 22223 2
2
2
011
=++++
−−=∞ →
oooo
o
so IBsPBsmDBs
ssmBsBsq ε  (50) 
The second subsystem takes 1ε  as input and 12oq  as 
output. Following the same procedure as applied to the first 
subsystem, the transfer function of the second subsystem can 
be found as 
( )
( ) ( ) oooo
oo
IBsPBsmDBs
smBsB
s
sQ
22
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
12
++++
−−=Σ   (51) 
So the second subsystem has the same stability condition as 
the first subsystem. Applying the final value theorem of the 
Laplace transform to ( )sQo12  yields 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) oooo oso IBsPBsmDBs
ssmBsBs
q
22
2
2
3
12
2
2
012
lim ++++
Σ−−=∞ →     (52) 
Let ( ) rss =Re  and ( ) iss =Im . Notice that ∞<≤ max11 εε , 
so the Laplace transform of ( )t1ε , i.e. ( )s1Σ , satisfies 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
r
ii
ts
tiststiss
ststst
s
ttsitse
teete
tettettes
r
irir
max1
0max1
0max10max1
0max10 10 11
dsincos
dd
ddd
εε
εε
εεε
=−+−=
≤=
≤≤=Σ
∫
∫∫
∫∫∫
∞+ −
∞+ −−∞+ +−
+∞ −+∞ −+∞ −
(53) 
The region of convergence of ( )s1Σ  in the worst case 
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scenario is the region of ( ) 0Re >= rss  on the s -plane. So ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )
( ) 0lim
lim
lim
lim
max1
2
2
0
max1
2
2
0 ,0
12
2
0 ,0
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2
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issmissBiss
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ε     (54) 
In other cases than the worst case scenario, ( )s1Σ  still 
converges on ( ) 0Re >= rss  since ( )t1ε  is still 
exponentially bounded by max1
0 εte− , so (54) also applies. Also, 
there must be ( ) ( ) 01222 ≥Σ−− ssmBsBs o             (55) 
Then it can be concluded from (54) and (55) that ( ) ( ) 0lim 12220 =Σ−−→ ssmBsBs os             (56) 
Hence 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0lim 22223 12
2
2
012
=++++
Σ−−=∞ →
oooo
o
so IBsPBsmDBs
ssmBsBsq  (57) 
The rest two subsystems takes 10e  and 0oq  as input, 
respectively, and 13oq  and 14oq  as output, respectively. 
Similar to the first subsystem, it is found that they have the 
same stability condition as the first subsystem and ( ) 013 =∞oq ,  ( ) ( )014 qqo −=∞                    (58) 
So the system given by (42) and (43) or (45) and (46) is 
asymptotically stable if and only if the oP , oI , oD , and om  
values are such that the roots of (21) have negative real parts. 
Given that this stability condition is met, according to (44), 
(50), (57), and (58) , it can be found that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 00 14131211 =∞+∞+∞+∞+=∞ oooooo qqqqqq  (59) 
So the sliding surface (4) is asymptotically reachable, or 
0→oq  as ∞→t . 
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8 Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
PEAs are widely used in micro- and nano-positioning applications. The aim of this 
research work is to develop models and control schemes for PEAs in micro- and 
nano-positioning applications. The main conclusions of this research are summarized as 
follows. 
1. The displacement and average speed of the end-effector of a PDSS actuator can be 
effected by the frequency and magnitude of the input saw-tooth voltage and the mass of 
the end-effector. From the voltage input and an end-effector mass, the displacement and 
average speed of the end-effector of a PDSS actuator can be predicted by means of the 
developed model. 
2. The one-sided hysteresis behavior of PEAs, including the initial ascending curve 
and the hysteresis loops, can be modeled as the combined effect of an infinite number of 
the novel hysteresis operators proposed. Such novel hysteresis operators are modified 
from the Preisach hysteresis operator by introducing a second lower saturation value to 
account for both the initial ascending curve and the hysteresis loops. Both 
rate-independent and rate-dependent hysteresis of a PEA can be modeled by this method. 
Given the input waveform, the displacement of the PEA can be predicted by means of the 
developed hysteresis models. 
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3. The relationship between the displacement and the PEA input voltage can be 
modeled by a cascade of the rate-independent hysteresis model discussed previously, a 
second order linear system representing the vibration dynamics, and a higher order linear 
dynamic system representing the creep effect. The comparison between the experimental 
and simulation results indicate that the model can accurately predict the output 
displacement of a PEA subject to input voltage waveforms of broad bandwidth (up to 400 
Hz). 
4. Experimental results indicate that the PIDSM controller developed for tracking 
control of PEAs, which replaces the switching term in ideal SM controllers with a PID 
regulator, is capable of tracking control of a PEA with no steady state error, low 
chattering, and low tracking error. The experimental comparative study showed that the 
PIDSM control scheme was superior to PID control (in high frequency operations), ideal 
SM control, and SMBL control in the aforementioned terms. 
5. The method of PIDSM can be extended to observer design by replacing the 
switching term in conventional SM observers with a PID regulator. The PIDSM observer 
developed by such method is capable of estimating both measurable and immeasurable 
states of the model of the PEA accurately with small phase lag and strong noise 
suppression capability despite the existence of hysteresis, creep, and external loads. Also, 
the observer matching condition is not needed for the PIDSM observer. The PIDSM 
observer and the PIDSM observer can be combined to form an integrated control scheme 
for PEAs, referred to as the PIDSMOC. Promising PEA tracking control performance up 
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to 150 Hz in both no-load and loaded situations, with the maximum error less than 3% of 
the maximum displacement of the PEA in the worst case scenario (150 Hz, 10 μm, 
loaded), can be achieve by the use of PIDSMOC. And the PIDSMOC scheme performs 
generally better than those of the PIDSM controller with α-β filter scheme in PEA 
tracking control applications. Both the PIDSM observer and the PIDSMOC are showed to 
be very robust against large model uncertainties. 
8.2 Future Work 
Based upon the work presented in this dissertation, a number of projects can be taken 
up to extend the current research. 
1. Development of control schemes for PDSS actuators based on the model developed 
in Chapter 3. As the input voltage to a PDSS actuator must be (periodic) voltage 
waveforms that are asymmetric in each period, and the output displacement of the 
end-effector of a PDSS actuator is fluctuating when the end-effector is on the move, the 
key issue in such a project will be to define a suitable set of parameters to characterize the 
desired control performances, e.g. tracking errors. Based on which, the control schemes 
can then be developed. 
2. Extending the hysteresis models developed in Chapter 4 to account for hysteresis 
behaviors of PEAs when the PEAs are subject to bipolar inputs. 
3. Extending the PIDSM controller and observer to multi-input-multi-output systems. 
This will allow the control of multi-degree-of-freedom PEA-driven positioning systems, 
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especially those based on parallel mechanisms. 
It is worth explicitly stating the limitations of the methods used in the present study so 
that future work based upon this research moves forward successfully. The model of 
PDSS actuator developed in Chapter 3 uses the Preisach hysteresis model to represent 
hysteresis in the PEA. This can introduce error in the predicted displacement of the 
end-effector since the Preisach hysteresis model can not represent the one sided hysteresis 
behavior of the PEA, as discussed in Chapter 4. More over, the modified elastoplastic 
friction model can only handle the situation that the end-effector moves horizontally since 
the model predicted friction is dependent on the mass of the end-effector instead of the 
normal force between the frictional surfaces. The model of PEAs developed in Chapter 5 
does not account for the effect of external load. As such, in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 the 
external load is treated as an additional input to the sub-model representing the vibration 
dynamics. Such a treatment is reasonable based on the fact that in PEAs the hysteresis 
only exists between the input voltage and the internal actuating force whist the vibration 
dynamics is linear. 
 
